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Zusammenfassung/Abstract 
Seltenerdoxide (REOs) haben ein erhebliches Potential für die Durchführung bestimmter 
katalytischer Reaktionen gezeigt. Doch nur Ceroxid (CeOx) wurde systematisch hinsichtlich seiner 
Oberflächenchemie und seiner Faktoren für das katalytische Verhalten untersucht. Das grundlegende 
Verständnis in Bezug auf die Verbindungen zwischen der Oberflächenchemie und den katalytischen 
Eigenschaften von anderen REOs ist immer noch sehr begrenzt.  Der Hauptteil dieser Dissertation 
berichtet von oberflächenwissenschaftlichen Studien an Samariumoxid (SmOx), die im 
Ultrahochvakuum durchgeführt werden.  Darüber hinaus stellt die Dissertation kurz aktuelle 
Untersuchungen zu Praseodym (PrOx), PrOx-CeOx Mischoxiden und Terbiumoxid (TbOx), die von 
meiner Arbeitsgruppe (AG Bäumer) und unseren Mitarbeitern durchgeführt wurden, vor.   
Dünne Sm2O3 Schichten aufgewachsen auf einem Pt(111) Substrat wurden als SmOx 
Modelsysteme eingesetzt.  Die strukturellen und Film morphologischen Studien wurden durch 
Beugung niederenergetischer Elektronen (LEED) und Rastertunnelmikroskopie (STM) durchgeführt. 
Solche dünnen Filme wachsen als defekt-Fluorit-Struktur, d.h. Sm-Atome ordnen sich in einem 
hexagonalen Untergitter, während sich Oberflächenfehlstellen zufällig in dem dünnen Film verteilen. 
Es wurde ein Film Benetzungs-/ Entnetzungs-Verhalten als Antwort auf die SmOx Reduktions-/ 
Oxidationsbedingungen beobachtet. Um etwas über die chemischen/katalytischen Eigenschaften des 
SmOx Modellsystem zu lernen, wurden Kohlenmonoxid (CO), Wasser (D2O) und Methanol (MeOH) 
auf das System für Adsorptions-Reaktionsexperimente mittels Temperaturprogrammierter 
Desorptionsspektroskopie (TPD) dosiert. Ferner wurde die MeOH-TPD Studie mit 
Infrarotabsorptionreflexionsspektroskopie (IRRAS) kombiniert, um den gesamten MeOH 
Reaktionsmechanismus des Modelystems zu verstehen. 
Der Einfluss der SmOx Reduktions-/Oxidationsbedingungen  auf die chemischen Reaktionen 
von diesen Adsorbaten wurden ebenfalls untersucht. Die Existenz der Perimeterstellen zwischen den 
SmOx Inseln und den unbedeckten Pt Bereichen fördert offensichtlich die Reaktivität und ändert die 
chemischen Eigenschaften des SmOx Modellsystems. Ein Überlaufen der adsorbierten Spezies von 
der SmOx Oberfläche zu den sichtbaren Pt Bereichen wurde beobachtet. Dies ist besonders wichtig 
bei der Erhöhung der SmOx Reaktivität in die Richtung der MeOH Zersetzung. 
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Rare earth oxides (REOs) have shown considerable capacities for performing certain catalytic 
reactions. However, only ceria (CeOx) has been systematically studied regarding the surface chemistry 
and the factors for catalytic behavior. The fundamental understanding with respect to the connections 
between the surface chemistry and catalytic properties of other REOs is still in a very limited scope. 
Major part of this PhD dissertation reports on surface science studies of samaria (SmOx) conducted 
in ultra-high vacuum. In addition, the dissertation briefly introduces recent studies on praseodymia 
(PrOx), PrOx-CeOx mixed oxides, and terbia (TbOx) which were carried out by my working group (AG 
Bäumer) and our collaborators.  
Sm2O3 thin films grown on a Pt(111) substrate were employed as SmOx model systems. Structural 
and film morphologic studies were conducted by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Such thin films grow as a defective-fluorite structure, i.e., Sm 
atoms arrange into a hexagonal sublattice whereas surface vacancies randomly distribute on the thin 
films. A film wetting/dewetting behavior responding to the SmOx reduction/oxidation conditions 
was observed. To learn about the chemical/catalytic properties of the SmOx model system, carbon 
monoxide (CO), water (D2O), and methanol (MeOH) were dosed onto the system for adsorption-
reaction experiments conducted by temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPD). The 
MeOH-TPD study was further combined with infrared absorption-reflection spectroscopy (IRRAS) 
to gain the whole picture of the MeOH reaction mechanism on the model system.  
The influence of the SmOx reduction/oxidation conditions on the chemical responses of these 
adsorbates were also investigated. The existence of the perimeter sites between SmOx islands and 
uncovered Pt areas obviously promotes the reactivity and alters chemical properties of the SmOx 
model system. A spillover of adsorbed species from the SmOx surface to exposed Pt areas was 
observed. It is particularly important in increasing the SmOx reactivity towards the MeOH 
decomposition.  
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Chapter 1 
Studies of Rare Earth Oxides in Chemistry 
1.1 Introduction of rare earth oxides  
Elements in the lanthanum series are named rare earth elements (REEs). Scandium (Sc) and 
yttrium (Y) are not in this series but they exhibit fairly similar chemical/physical properties with regard 
to REEs, therefore normally both Sc and Y are included into the family of REE. As a matter of fact, 
REEs are not really “rare” considering their abundance on earth compared to other truly rare elements. 
The abundance of each rare earth element is actually similar to the crustal concentration of industrial 
metals such as nickel, molybdenum, tin, and gallium [1]. Nevertheless, due to the similar chemical and 
physical attributes of REEs in nature, the respective existence of REEs is “rarely” observed. Table 1 
shows the relevant characteristics of REEs, i.e. electronic configuration, standard atomization 
enthalpies, ionization potentials and ionic radii. Note that the ionic radii continuously decrease while 
the atomic numbers of REEs increase. This behavior is called “lanthanide contraction” which is due 
to the insufficient shielding effect by 4f electrons towards the outer shell electrons (5d and 6 s). In 
ordinary environment, REEs tend to form oxides, named rare earth oxides (REOs), due to relatively 
low ionization potentials and standard atomization enthalpies of REEs (Table 1) [2]. 
Because the trivalent (3+) state exists generally in entire REEs, sesquioxides (RE2O3) are the most 
common REOs to be found for all REOs. Three REEs namly cerium (Ce), praseodymium (Pr), and 
terbium (Tb), possess the tetravalent (4+) state because their fourth ionization potentials are relatively 
lower than that of other REEs, therefore they are able to form dioxides and mixed-valent (3+/4+) 
oxides, such as CeO2, Pr6O11, and Tb4O7. These oxides are also named as higher oxides. Apart from 
sesquioxides and higher oxides, lower oxides are also known and exist corresponding to the divalent 
(2+) state of REEs. For instance, samarium (Sm) and europium (Eu) have shown the capability of 
forming SmO and EuO under extreme temperature and pressure conditions [3, 4]. Thanks to the 
existence of several oxidation states in REE, one can expect REOs as fairly reducible materials. Indeed, 
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some of REOs, especially higher oxides have shown this capability. Moreover, high oxygen mobility 
is also generally observed in higher REOs, i.e. ceria, praseodymia, and terbia. In contrast, the rest of 
REOs exhibit relatively low oxygen mobility [5]. 
 
Table 1. Electron configuration, standard atomization enthalpies, ionization potentials and ionic radii 
of rare earth elements [2].  
In fact, REOs have been employed widely in many applications, e.g. as doping in glasses [6-9], 
materials for surface polishing [10], luminescent materials [9, 11], ion-conductors [9, 12-14], and 
catalysts [9, 15-18]. Apart from these applications, REOs also show their potentials for other uses. 
For instance, perovskite type mixed REOs are developed as high temperature superconductors [19, 
20], moreover, REOs are also considered as high-κ dielectric materials [21-23]. Because catalytic 
properties of REOs are the main interest in this PhD project, they will be main focal points in the 
following parts of this dissertation.  
1.2 Catalytic properties of REOs 
Lanthana (La2O3) and ceria (CeO2) as commercial catalysts are used in chemical industry. In the 
global REO-catalyst market (in 2008), 66 percent of REO catalysts was contributed by La2O3, 32 
percent was contributed by CeO2, only 2 percent was contributed by two other REOs, namely Pr6O11 
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and Nd2O3 [24]. The La2O3 catalyst is mainly used for “fluid cracking” reactions [25] and CeO2 is a 
well-known material used as an oxygen-storage reservoir in three-way catalytic (TWC) converters [26]. 
Furthermore, CeO2 as a reducible oxide has shown its potential to be employed in the water-gas-shift 
reaction [27-29] and pollution reduction, i.e. CO and NOx oxidation [30-32]. Apart from La2O3 and 
CeO2, other REOs are still not commercially used as catalysts, nevertheless, they also exhibit 
impressive catalytic properties for particular reactions. For instance, samaria (Sm2O3) and europia 
(Eu2O3) are considered as worthy catalysts with high selectivity for higher hydrocarbon production in 
the oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) reaction [33-36]. Moreover, Sm2O3 also shows catalytic 
activity for a dehydration reaction of propan-2-ol to propene with impressive selectivity [37].  
Currently, the basic concept to explain the catalytic behavior of REOs is related to lattice-oxygen 
mobility in oxides [2]. Higher oxygen mobility is observed in higher oxides, thus they usually lead to 
complete oxidation reactions. In contrast, sesquioxides have relatively low oxygen mobility which may 
induce incomplete oxidation reactions, and therefore lead to an increase of selectivity in certain partial 
oxidation reactions. However, apart from oxygen mobility or the so-called redox property, other 
fundamental properties such as acidity, basicity, surface structure, defects or vacancies can also 
influence the catalytic behavior and efficiency of REOs. To learn how the chemical properties of 
REOs respond to these factors in a heterogeneous reaction in which the catalyst surface is mainly in 
charge of reacting with adsorbates, and to gain fundamental understanding of the interaction between 
reactants and the catalyst surface, it is important to perform a systematic study under a well-controlled 
experimental condition. Such a study can be implemented in an ultra-high vacuum system by preparing 
a well-characterized low-index crystalline surface of the catalyst as a model surface for studying the 
interaction with reactants. This way is the so-called “surface science approach” which is extensively 
used to build up knowledge relevant to explaining chemical properties of certain catalytic surfaces [38, 
39].  
1.3  Approach by surface science: studies of REO model systems  
1.3.1 Studies of ceria, praseodymia, and terbia 
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Ceria as the most popular material in the series of rare earth oxides has been intensively studied 
not only under ambient conditions but also in UHV. Recently, D.R. Mullins published a review article 
regarding the studies of ceria in surface chemistry [40]. The author summarized that so far three low-
index faces of CeO2, i.e. (111), (110), and (100) have been used as model systems. Especially the 
CeO2(111) surface has been intensively studied by using diagnostic tools of UHV surface analysis as 
well as computational methods. To learn about chemical reactivity and behavior of these ceria surfaces, 
simple inorganic and organic molecules, e.g. CO, H2O, NO, alcohols, and formic acid, etc. have been 
chosen for adsorption-reaction experiments on these surfaces. He concluded that the chemical 
properties and reactivity of ceria are clearly related to three main concepts: (1) coordination conditions 
of the surface atoms, i.e. Ce and O, (2) redox properties of ceria, and (3) oxidation conditions of the 
ceria surface. Furthermore, the author also summarized recent studies on “inverse ceria model 
catalysts” which exhibit unique and impressive properties toward certain chemical reactions. An 
inverse ceria model catalyst is fabricated by depositing discontinuous ceria thin films (oxide islands) 
onto a bulk metallic substrate, such as Pt(111), Au(111), Cu(111), and Rh(111). Such an inverse model 
catalyst differs from the “conventional” model catalyst in which metal nanoparticles are deposited 
onto a well-defined oxide surface. Unfortunately, the design of such a conventional surface is not 
conducive to catalytic activities of the oxide. The oxide surface defects and vacancies usually function 
as active sites for catalysis, however in the conventional model catalyst they are usually blocked by 
metal nanoparticles. In contrast, these active sites on the oxide surface are exposed in the inverse case, 
therefore reactants may react with the metal sites, the perimeter sites between oxide islands and the 
metal surface, and additionally these active sites on the oxide surface [41]. Particularly the studies of 
these inverse ceria model catalysts have been focused on the water-gas-shift reaction which involves 
two reactions, i.e. CO oxidation and water dissociation. These two reactions were also intensively 
studied on the ceria-metal systems. In the WGS reaction, ceria as a reducible oxide has the capability 
of promoting water dissociation and CO oxidation. Unfortunately, highly stable intermediates formed 
in the mixture of CO and water usually block the active sites and stop the reaction, thus ceria alone is 
not an active WGS catalyst. The inverse ceria catalysts may solve the problem in so far as the metal 
surface provides a platform for CO adsorption and the perimeter sites between ceria and metal 
surfaces can destabilize the intermediates.  
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Apart from ceria, other rare earth oxides have been paid less attention to surface science studies, 
although they also exhibit valuable properties for catalyzing certain chemical reactions as mentioned 
above. Particularly praseodymia (PrOx), terbia (TbOx), and samaria (SmOx) have attracted interests. 
PrOx and TbOx are also able to form higher oxides, thus one may expect that their lattice oxygen 
mobility, oxygen storage capacity, and the redox property are the primary key for driving catalytic 
reactions. SmOx is, in contrast to PrOx and TbOx not forming higher oxides and has been considered 
as an important catalyst for the OMC reaction which may be related to its surface structure, acid-base 
property and the limited oxygen mobility. In order to gain greater understanding about these REOs, 
my working group (AG Bäumer) and our collaborators have built PrOx, PrOx-CeOx mixed oxide, 
TbOx, and SmOx model systems for surface science studies. Recent work on PrOx, PrOx-CeOx, and 
TbOx model systems will be briefly introduced in this section. The SmOx model system is the major 
theme of this dissertation and will be presented in details in the following chapters.  
The model studies of PrOx and PrOx-CeOx mixed oxides were conducted by my working group 
(AG Bäumer) and our collaborators from IHP 1 , BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg 2 , and Universität 
Osnabrück. The PrOx and PrOx-CeOx mixed oxide films of a thickness range from tens to hundreds 
of nanometers were grown on boron-doped p-typed Si(111) substrates by molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE). In addition, “pure” ceria films were also prepared on the Si substrates for film structural 
studies and comparison with PrOx and PrOx-CeOx mixed oxides. Studies of the film structural reveal 
that hex-Pr2O3(0001) growth on a Si(111) substrate is preferred in UHV, because the lateral lattice 
mismatch between the oxide structure and the Si substrate is only 0.5% compared to 2.7% of the 
mismatch for cub-Pr2O3(111). However, the hex-Pr2O3(0001) film can be transformed into a type-B 
oriented cub-Pr2O3(111) by a thermal treatment in N2 or low pressure O2 environment [42, 43]. Since 
Pr can exhibit the 4+ oxidation state, similar to Ce, a mixed-valent (3+/4+) praseodymia, i.e. Pr6O11, 
is well known and stable under ambient conditions [4]. In UHV conditions, the cub-Pr2O3(111) film 
can also be oxidized and form the stable Pr6O11 phase and a co-existence of PrO2-δ (1.83 < δ < 2) 
oxide at an annealing temperature below 500 °C in O2 background. If the film is further annealed in 
the same O2 background at higher temperatures, the praseodymia will exhibit the PrO2-δ as well as 
PrO2 phases. This oxidation process can be even promoted efficiently by using a cold radio frequency 
                                                          
1 IHP: Innovations for High Performance GmbH 
2 BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg: Brandenburgische Technische Universität Cottbus-Senftenberg 
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oxygen-plasma treatment [44]. The fully oxidized PrO2 film has been conducted with several studies 
regarding the reduction behavior, phase transitions, and oxygen mobility [44-46]. The results reveal 
that a higher oxygen storage capacity of praseodymia was found compared to ceria.  
 
Figure 1. (a) O2-TPD spectra collected from the PrOx-CeOx mixed oxides with the in situ O2-plasma 
treatment. The inset reveals the IO2/film thickness versus Pr concentration ratios (X) plot. The IO2 is 
the integrated intensities of O2-TPD peaks and the IO2/film thickness is used to eliminate the influence 
of the film thicknesses to the peak intensities. (b) CO2-TPD spectra collected from the same samples 
with the ex situ molecular O2 treatment [47, 48].  
In the system of PrOx-CeOx mixed oxides, the oxygen storage capacity is also strongly affected 
by the Pr concentration which was investigated by conducting a series of TPD experiments, shown in 
Figure 1 (a). As a result of an increase of Pr concentration, the samples produce molecular oxygen at 
lower temperatures, moreover, the yield of O2 production increases. In contrast, ceria exhibits a better 
hydrocarbon oxidation capability than praseodymia, thus, with the increase of Ce concentration in the 
mixed oxides, the CO2 desorption temperature obviously decreases (Figure 1 (b)). It has also been 
found that the Ce4+ oxidation state can be stabilized by the Pr4+/Pr3+ redox system, i.e. at elevated 
temperatures, an oxygen transfer takes place from Pr to Ce, leading to a reduction of Pr4+ to Pr3+ and 
the stabilization of Ce4+ [47]. Thus, praseodymia exhibits the capability of being an oxygen reservoir 
in the PrOx-CeOx mixed oxide. Based on the result, the PrOx-CeOx mixed oxide suggests an important 
concept, i.e. by selecting the concentration of Pr (or Ce) in a mixed oxide, it is able to tune the chemical 
properties of a sample with dominant oxygen storage capacity or superior hydrocarbon oxidation 
ability [47, 48].  
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Figure 2. A TbOx thin film grown on a Cu(111) substrate studied by LEEM and μLEED. Three areas 
in the LEEM image (the insert in (a)) show different LEED patterns which are identified as (a) Cu2O, 
(b) TbOx(111), and (c) TbOx(112) [49].   
Model studies of terbia (TbOx) were performed by my working group (AG Bäumer), and our 
collaborators from the University of Florida. So far, the studies have been mainly focused on the TbOx 
oxidation reaction and characterization of film structures. An initial Tb2O3 thin film can be grown on 
Pt(111) by reactive physical vapor deposition (RPVD). By a plasma-generated oxygen atom beam the 
Tb2O3 thin film could be fully oxidized to TbO2 at room temperature as shown by temperature 
programmed desorption (TPD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results. The oxidized 
TbO2 thin film can be thermally reduced to the Tb2O3 stoichiometry by heating to 1000 K. It has been 
found that TbO2 surface lattice oxygen desorbs at lower temperature (ca. 385 K) compared to bulk 
lattice oxygen desorption (600 K). Additionally, the plasma-generated oxygen atom beam can produce 
a weakly bound oxygen on the TbO2 surface and such oxygen desorbs at lower temperatures between 
100 K and 270 K [50].  The structural study of a TbOx thin film grown on a Cu(111) substrate was 
conducted by using low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and micro-illumination low-energy 
electron diffraction (μLEED). This work was completed in collaboration with the surface physics 
group of Prof. Dr. Jens Falta (Institute of Solid State Physics, Universität Bremen). A TbOx thin 
film can be grown on the Cu(111) substrate uniformly in an O2 background at room temperature, 
however, the film does not exhibit a long-range order. At elevated temperatures in the O2 background, 
a well-crystalline TbOx thin film consisting of three-dimensional islands with dendrite-like and 
rectangular structures is found as shown in Figure 2. The dendrite-like structure is identified as the 
TbOx(111) phase, whereas the rectangular structure corresponds to the TbOx(112) phase. The 
formation of the TbOx(112) phase may be related to an appropriate lattice match between this oxide 
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phase and the Cu(111) lattice structure, and possibly the existence of ordered Cu2O structures. Since 
the TbOx(112) phase is less stable than the TbOx(111) phase, the (112) phase is eventually incorporated 
into the (111) phase when the sample temperature is raised above 530 °C [49].    
1.3.2 Studies of samaria 
Samaria (SmOx) has shown its significance by being a high-selectivity catalyst for OCM to 
produce higher hydrocarbons, and the effort of crystal structures to the chemical reactivity and 
selectivity has been found on SmOx for catalyzing the OCM reaction. A plausible speculation for the 
chemical behavior has been made by considering a primary role of SmOx surface defects [51]. 
However, it still remains unclear, and so far no solid evidence has been found to confirm this 
speculation. A study from “surface science approach” on a SmOx model system therefore becomes a 
major option for exploring the nature of SmOx surfaces. Studies of SmOx model systems in surface 
science are somehow very limited. Only few reports were published with respect to some chemical 
reactions on SmOx model systems. Back to 1998, T. Kuriyama et al. first reported a CO adsorption-
desorption study on a SmOx thin film in UHV [52]. In the same year, the authors published another 
paper regarding the CO interaction with the interface between SmOx and a Ru(0001) surface [53]. In 
2004, Z. Jiang et al. reported a study to demonstrate CO adsorbing on the perimeter sites between 
SmOx islands and the Rh(100) surface [54]. Their results reveal that CO only weakly adsorbs on SmOx 
surfaces, and more importantly, hint that the existence of perimeter sites in SmOx-based catalysts is 
significant for CO reactions due to the presence of the metal surfaces for stabilizing CO up to higher 
temperatures. Afterwards, the systematic studies for the SmOx model systems were missing. Not only 
SmOx but also other rare-earth sesquioxide model systems are lacking entirely in the context of model 
studies in catalysis, although sesquoxide is the most common form in the series of REOs. 
Consequently, the relationship between the surface properties and the chemical reactivity of the oxides 
remains mostly unknown. Therefore, the main purpose of my PhD project was to setup a SmOx model 
system for both surface structural and chemical studies in order to respond to these urgent demands.  
High-quality Sm2O3 thin films consisting of large, flat, and well-ordered oxide domains on a 
Pt(111) substrate were successfully prepared by using reactive physical vapor deposition (RPVD). X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) were used mainly for 
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the film-thickness characterization. For surface structural characterization, scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) were used to investigate the films’ 
structural properties, such as surface morphology and lattice structures. The STM and LEED work 
will be introduced in the following Chapter 2. To learn about chemical properties and reactivity of the 
SmOx model system, carbon monoxide (CO), water (D2O), and methanol (MeOH) were chosen for 
adsorption-reaction experiments conducted by temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and 
infrared absorption-reflection spectroscopy (IRRAS). CO and water adsorption-reaction studies on 
ceria and other metal oxide catalysts have been ubiquitous on the basis of two reasons: (1) CO 
oxidation is essential for eliminating toxic exhaust gas emission and (2) water dissociation is the key 
for hydrogen production. The MeOH adsorption-reaction study is particularly important for 
identifying surface active sites of oxide catalysts, because the products from the MeOH reaction are 
directly determined by the nature of these active sites. Thus, MeOH was also named as a “smart” 
molecular probe and has been used for characterizing the nature of active sites on different ceria 
surfaces [55-59]. The CO, D2O, and MeOH adsorption-reaction studies will be presented in the 
following Chapter 3.   
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Chapter 2 
Structural Studies of Samaria Thin Films 
(Relevant paper I) 
The most stable form of bulk samaria is sesquioxide (Sm2O3) and there are three crystalline types 
of Sm2O3 existing below approximately 2000 °C under ordinary pressures. The three types are named 
as A (hexagonal), B (monoclinic), and C (cubic). As shown in Figure 3, in the temperature range 
between room temperature and ca. 800 °C the type-C Sm2O3 is the most stable crystalline structure 
which is also known as the cubic bixbyite structure (space group Ia3). Following the increase of 
temperature up to ca. 1800 °C, Sm2O3 is stable as a monoclinic structure. Between ca. 1800 °C and 
2000 °C Sm2O3 forms a hexagonal structure. At temperatures above 2000 °C two other crystalline 
types, i.e. H and X may also exist [4]. 
 
Figure 3. Polymorphic transformation for the rare earth sesquioxides [4]. 
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The bixbyite structure can be obtained by removing two lattice oxygen atoms from each unit cell 
of a fluorite structure. Representative diagrams of both, a bixbyite and a fluorite structure, are shown 
in Figure 4. From the fluorite structure to the bixbyite structure, ordered oxygen vacancies form and 
metal cations relax from their original positions in the face-centered cubic (fcc) sublattice. The 
coordination numbers of metal cations are therefore reduced from eight to six. As a result, the cubic 
symmetry consisting of metal cations in the fluorite structure vanishes, and the volume of a unit cell 
of the bixbyite structure is about eight times larger than that of the fluorite structure.  
 
Figure 4. Representations of REO2 fluorite and RE2O3 bixbyite structures. (Reproduced from ref. [4])  
Because the bixbyite structure is short of a simple hexagonal symmetry, it is difficult to anticipate 
how SmOx preferring a bixbyite structure in bulk will grow as thin films on a hexagonally closed-
packed metallic substrate, e.g. the Pt(111) surface. Thus, the priority of building a SmOx model system 
is to generate high-quality SmOx thin films and further study their structural properties. In Chapter 2 
the structural studies of SmOx thin films grown on Pt(111) are presented based on experimental results 
from LEED and STM.  
2.1 As-prepared Sm2O3 thin films   
A high-quality Sm2O3 thin film exhibiting typical hexagonally shaped islands can be grown on a 
Pt(111) substrate via well-controlled RPVD, as shown in Figure 5 (a). A line scan over a Sm2O3 island 
in Figure 5 (a) reveals that the step height of the island’s first layer is 3.1 Å (shown in Figure 5 (b)) 
which is very close to the average distance of a O-Sm-O trilayer along the <111> direction of the 
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type-C Sm2O3 bixbyite structure [60]. The estimated thickness of the second layer (1.1 Å) is smaller 
than that of the first layer which is most likely due to a different tunneling condition through this layer 
and the first layer. The atomically resolved STM image shown in Figure 5 (c) reveals that Sm cations 
array into a hexagonal arrangement in the sublattice in registry with Pt(111), whereas oxygen vacancies 
randomly distribute within the Sm2O3 structure. This observation demonstrates that the as-prepared 
Sm2O3 thin film exhibits a defective fluorite structure rather than a bixbyite structure as expected for 
its bulk. The result also implies that the way how a sesquioxide thin-film grows may be determined by 
the oxide-metallic substrate interaction. The average distance between two adjacent Sm cations is 3.83 
± 0.05 Å estimated from the atomically resolved STM image (Figure 5 (c)), which shows good 
agreement with the observation in LEED. Figure 6 (a) – (e) shows the LEED patterns collected 
from as-prepared Sm2O3 thin films with different coverages, and a hexagonal (1.37 x 1.37) 
superstructure in registry with the Pt(111) (1 x 1) spots adopts to the lattice arrangement of Sm cations, 
thus, the estimated lattice constant from LEED spots is 3.81 Å.    
 
Figure 5. (a) Topographic STM image of a 1.7 ML Sm2O3(111) thin film on Pt(111). (b) Height profile 
of a Sm2O3 island as estimated from the measurement of section view in (a). (c) Atomically resolved 
image showing a hexagonal arrangement of Sm atoms and randomly structural defects as well.   
At film coverages between ~1 and 3 ML, apart from the Pt(111) and Sm2O3(111) main spots, 
additional spots are observed in LEED patterns. These additional spots are arrayed into a hexagonal 
arrangement and form a quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure in registry with the Sm2O3 lattice. A real-space 
model consisting of the superposed Sm and Pt lattices was generated to analyze this pattern, afterwards 
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) [61] of the real-space model was applied to simulate its diffraction 
pattern. The FFT result shows good agreement with the quasi – 3 x 3 pattern and provides evidence 
for double diffraction at the coincidence lattice between the Pt(111) surface and the Sm sublattice 
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leading to the formation of the quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure in LEED. A schematic representation of 
the quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure is shown in Figure 6(f). Along the line connecting the (0, 0) and Pt(0, 
1) spots, the additional spots generated by the diffraction from the coincidence lattice are located at 
the (0, 3/11) and (0, 5/11) positions, and the main-order Sm spot is located at the (0, 8/11) position.  
 
Figure 6. LEED patterns collected from different Sm2O3 thin-film coverages on Pt(111): (a) 0.4 ML, 
E = 58 eV, (b) 1.1 ML, E = 48 eV, (c) 1.7 ML, E = 56 eV, (d) 3.0 ML, E = 52 eV, and (e) 4.2 ML, E 
= 56 eV. (f) A schematic representation of the quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure.   
2.2 Thermal reduction of Sm2O3 thin films    
The bulk Sm2O3 sesquioxide is, in general, not discussed as a reducible oxide, because a reduction 
from the Sm2O3 sesquioixde to a SmO monoxide only occurs under extreme experimental conditions, 
i.e. in a pressure range of 15 – 80 kbar and in a temperature range of 500 – 1200 °C [3]. Surprisingly, 
in this work it has been demonstrated that a Sm2O3 thin film grown on Pt(111) shows the capability 
of being partially reduced to SmO according to STM and LEED studies. The partially reduced SmOx 
thin film can be produced by thermally annealing an as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film at 1000 K for 30 
min in UHV. Experimental details are described in the attached paper I. The STM images reveal that a partially 
reduced SmOx surface consists of extensively flat Sm2O3(111) terraces and crack-like phases, shown 
in Figure 7 (a) and (d). In atomically resolved STM images shown in Figure 7 (c) and (e), the crack-
like phase gives rise to a square periodicity with a lattice parameter of 3.56 Å, which corresponds well 
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to a rocksalt SmO(100) phase. The hexagonal arrangement of Sm atoms in the Sm2O3(111) phase with 
the lattice parameter of 3.83 Å is still visible on the partially reduced surface, shown in Figure 7 (b). 
The SmO(100) phase is nonpolar and it is the most stable facet of bulk rocksalt SmO, however, bulk 
SmO is only obtained under extreme conditions. The formation of SmO(100) phases found in this 
work implies that the interaction between SmOx and Pt(111) may play an important role for promoting 
the partial reduction of Sm2O3 to SmO.  
 
Figure 7. (a) Topographic and (b) – (c) atomically resolved STM images collected from the 1.1 ML 
partially reduced SmOx thin film on Pt(111). (d) Topographic and (e) atomically resolved STM images 
from the 1.7 ML reduced thin film.  
According to the STM results, SmO(100) phases are mainly generated in the first oxide layer 
which is closest to the Pt(111) surface. Meanwhile, the occurrence of SmO is also accompanied by a 
SmOx thin-film wetting behavior, resulting in a nearly continuous film covering the Pt(111) substrate, 
also shown in Figure 7 (a) and (d). The quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure vanishing in LEED (Figure 8) 
after partial reduction provides additional evidence for the SmO(100) formation in the first layer. 
Apart from the disappearance of the quasi – 3 x 3 structure, additional satellite spots forming a 
hexagonal arrangement centered by the Sm2O3(111) (1 x 1) main spots are observed in LEED (Figure 
8 (a) and (b)). The satellite structure is only observed on a partially reduced SmOx thin film at 
coverages between ~1 and 2 ML, which may correspond to a coincidence lattice of SmO(100) and 
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Sm2O3(111) domains as indicated by the consistency of simulated and measured LEED patterns. The 
simulated LEED pattern is shown in the attached paper I. While the SmOx coverage is above 3 ML, no 
obvious changes are seen in LEED (Figure 8 (c)) after the thermal reduction process.       
 
Figure 8. LEED patterns collected from the partially reduced SmOx thin films on Pt(111) with initial 
Sm2O3 coverages of (a) 1.1 ML, E = 64 eV, (b) 1.7 ML, E = 58 eV, and (c) 4.2 ML, E = 43 eV.  
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)3 provides spectroscopic evidence revealing an electronic 
change of a SmOx thin film after partial reduction. Sm 3d and O 1s spectra collected from an as-
prepared Sm2O3 thin film reveal a typical Sm2O3 XPS spectroscopic feature [62], shown in Figure 9. 
After the thermal reduction process, both Sm 3d and O 1s photoemission peaks shift ca. 0.5 – 1.0 eV 
to higher binding energies. This shift is not simply a chemical shift but signifies a band-bending effect 
[63, 64], which can arise when an electronic-structure change occurs on a crystalline film surface 
and/or the interface between the film and a metallic substrate. Thus, the band-bending effect is likely 
induced by surface structural changes on the SmOx thin film and/or SmO formation at the interface 
between Sm2O3 layers and the Pt(111) substrate. Overall, the treatment of thermal reduction of Sm2O3 
thin films leads to significant geometric as well as electronic changes.  
                                                          
3 The XPS work was published in the relevant paper III.  
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Figure 9. Sm 3d5/2 and O 1s core level XPS spectra collected from a 2.8 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 thin 
film grown on Pt(111), and the film after reduction and reoxidation processes.  
2.3 Reoxidation of reduced SmOx thin films     
As already mentioned, bulk Sm2O3 is not considered as a reducible material, nevertheless the 
evidence has shown that a Sm2O3 thin film grown on Pt(111) can be partially reduced by a thermal 
treatment (1000 K in UHV for 30 min). A further study suggests that the partial reduction is reversible 
by re-annealing a reduced SmOx thin film in O2 background at 1000 K for 10 min. STM and LEED 
results reveal that an initial Sm2O3 crystalline structure can be regained by the reoxidation process, 
thereby SmO(100) phases are easily oxidized back to Sm2O3(111) phases. After the reoxidation process, 
the satellite pattern vanishes whereas the quasi – 3 x 3 superstructure is restored in LEED as shown 
in Figure 10 (a) implying the success of the reoxidation process. The STM image in Figure 10 (b) 
reveals that the treatment results in a film dewetting behavior which significantly improves film 
flatness as well as connectivity among Sm2O3 domains, compared with its as-prepared condition.  
A spectroscopic evidence also implies the success of reoxidation via monitoring Sm 3d and O 1s 
XPS spectra of a reoxidized film also shown in Figure 9. The treatment of reoxidation induces an 
inverse band bending effect that both Sm and O spectra downshift by ca. 0.5 – 1.0 eV back to its as-
prepared (oxidized) condition. Thus, the spectroscopic evidence suggests that not only the atomic 
structure but also the electronic property of a Sm2O3 thin film can be well restored through this 
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treatment. Overall, it is demonstrated that even though a low lattice oxygen mobility in SmOx is 
expected, the model study of SmOx thin films grown on Pt(111) shows that the thin film is capable to 
achieve oxidation/reduction cycles under well-controlled conditions.  
 
Figure 10. (a) LEED pattern, E = 58.5 eV and (b) STM topographic image collected from the 1.7 
ML reoxidized Sm2O3 thin film. Highly interconnected Sm2O3 domains can be obtained after the 
reoxidation process.   
2.4 Adjustable lattice structures: from quasi – to perfect – 3 x 3      
While SmOx thin films grow on a Pt(111) substrate, a small extent of SmOx lattice compression 
is tolerated according to LEED and STM studies. It has been known that the rocksalt SmO(100) 
phases can be generated by partially reducing an as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film, thus a designated 
method was proposed for preparing SmO(100) phases in a partially reduced SmOx thin film: a certain 
amount of Sm2O3 was prepared as a thin film on Pt(111) at 600 K and subsequently the half equivalent 
amount of Sm atoms was deposited on the thin film, afterwards the sample was annealed in UHV at 
800 K for 10 min instead of annealing at 1000 K for 30 min. The annealing temperature of 800 K is 
not sufficient for reducing a Sm2O3 thin film, however, additional Sm atoms can react with the Sm2O3 
thin film to produce SmO(100) phases at the temperature. A similarly designated method has been 
used for preparing Ce2O3 thin films via an interfacial reaction between Ce atoms and CeO2 [65]. In 
Figure 11 the STM image shows that certainly large SmO(100) domains can be produced via this 
method.  
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Figure 11. Atomically resolved STM image recorded from the reduced SmOx thin film prepared from 
additional Sm atoms reacting with a Sm2O3 thin film at 800 K for 10 min.  
 
Figure 12. (a) LEED pattern obtained after reoxidizing the reduced SmOx thin film. (b) Atomically 
resolved STM image and (c) topographic STM image of the reoxidized Sm2O3 thin film.    
A treatment of reoxidation was also carried out on this sample via annealing in O2 background at 
1000 K for 10min. Afterwards, intriguingly a perfect – 3 x 3 pattern instead of the quasi – 3 x 3 pattern 
arises in LEED as shown in Figure 12 (a), indicating that the film’s lattice constant decreases and a 
hexagonal (1.33 x 1.33) superstructure forms. Following the interpretation for the formation of the 
quasi – 3 x 3 pattern, the same trend of thought for explaining the perfect – 3 x 3 pattern is followed. 
Thus, it is due to a double diffraction from a coincidence lattice between the Pt(111) substrate and 
Sm2O3(111) domains, wherein a reduction of the distance of adjacent Sm cations in the sublattice to 
3.70 Å is expected. The perfect – 3 x 3 superstructure is also verified by an atomically resolved STM 
image shown in Figure 12 (b). A perfectly hexagonal arrangement of protrusions is monitored 
exhibiting a measured distance of 11.0 Å between two adjacent protrusions. The distance fits well to 
four times the Pt-Pt lattice constant and three times the Sm-Sm lattice constant. The perfectly 
hexagonal arrangement is therefore confirmed as the coincidence lattice between the Pt substrate and 
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Sm2O3 domains. The formation of the perfect – 3 x 3 superstructure also requires large Sm2O3 
domains at the first oxide layer on the Pt(111) substrate. In the STM topographic image (Figure 12 
(c)) indeed there is a nearly continuous Sm2O3 layer lying on the Pt substrate, and additional triangular 
holes which is speculated to represent exposed Pt areas exist in the Sm2O3 layer. The reason of why 
the lattice constant of Sm-Sm in the sublattice changes (leading to the perfect – 3 x 3 pattern) is still 
unclear, nevertheless, one can expect that the interaction between the first Sm2O3 layer and the Pt 
substrate must play a predominant role.   
2.5 Summary of the structural studies 
The structural studies of SmOx thin films based on LEED and STM results have shown that 
high-quality Sm2O3 thin films consisting of well-ordered, large, and flat oxide domains can be grown 
on Pt(111) by RPVD and post-annealing in an O2 background at 1000 K. The Sm2O3 thin films exhibit 
a fluorite defective structure instead of a bixbyite structure which is found in bulk Sm2O3, suggesting 
that an oxide-metallic substrate interaction plays an important role in determining a sesquioxide thin-
film structure. At a film coverage between about 1 and 3 ML, a quasi – 3 x 3 LEED pattern is observed 
which is generated by double diffraction from a coincidence lattice between Pt(111) and Sm2O3. 
Rocksalt SmO(100) phases are obtained after partially reducing the Sm2O3 thin films, meanwhile, the 
reduction process leads to a film wetting behavior. Reoxidation of the reduced SmOx thin films 
restores the Sm2O3(111) lattice structure, and improves the connectivity among Sm2O3 domains and 
the film flatness. The film wetting/dewetting cycle achieved by the reduction/reoxidation processes 
is found in the STM and LEED studies. The status of wetting or dewetting can be taken as an 
indication for the rate of SmOx oxidation conditions. In contrast, the film-structural status of thicker 
SmOx thin films (thickness > 3 ML) does not respond strongly to the reduction/reoxidation processes, 
i.e. the SmOx thin films fully cover on Pt(111), thus no wetting/dewetting behavior can be observed. 
Additionally, no obvious changes in LEED patterns are monitored from the thicker thin films during 
the reduction/reoxidation processes. An alternative way for preparing a partially reduced SmOx thin 
film was developed by deposing Sm atoms onto a Sm2O3 thin film and post-annealing the sample at 
800 K. Such partially reduced thin film after the reoxidation process shows a perfect – 3 x 3 instead 
of the quasi – 3 x 3 pattern, indicating a small degree of flexibility in the lattice. 
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Chapter 3 
Surface Chemistry of Samaria Thin Films 
(Relevant paper II and III) 
The structural studies of SmOx thin films have been introduced in Chapter 2, showing that high-
quality Sm2O3 thin films can be grown on the Pt(111) substrate by RPVD. The well-controlled 
preparation of a specific film coverage leads to the possibility of studying chemical behavior of a 
continuous SmOx thin film fully covering the Pt(111) substrate as well as of SmOx islands partially 
covering Pt(111) by conducting different gas molecules onto these surfaces for adsorption-reaction 
experiments. A sample constituted by oxide islands grown on a metal substrate is a so-called inverse 
catalyst exhibiting certain catalytic capabilities, which usually are not found in its conventional system 
(metal nanoparticles grown on an oxide substrate) [27, 66-68]. In this respect, scientists are focusing 
on developing inverse catalysts and understanding the fundamental properties of these catalysts. For 
instance, inverse catalysts consisting of CeOx or TiOx nanoparticles and metallic substrates have 
shown promising activity towards the water-gas-shift (WGS) reaction [27]. Recent studies reveal that 
in the inverse WGS catalysts the oxide surface plays an important role for water dissociation and CO 
oxidation, meanwhile the metallic substrate is responsible for CO adsorption and destabilizing 
intermediates produced from the CO-OH reaction [67].  
The studies of chemical reactivity and behavior were conducted on both the continuous SmOx 
thin film as well as the discontinuous thin film which consists of SmOx islands and exposed Pt areas 
by reacting with CO, D2O, and MeOH. For simplicity, the continuous thin films and discontinuous 
thin films are named as “thin films” and “islands”, respectively. Main adsorption-reaction studies 
carried out by TPD and IRRAS will be presented in the following sections, and the results show that 
especially the SmOx islands exhibit unique chemical behavior and impressive reactivity.   
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3.1 CO chemistry – CO adsorption and reaction  
CO adsorption-reaction studies on a Sm2O3 thin film (4.3 ML) and Sm2O3 islands (1.3 ML) were 
carried out by using TPD. By dosing 5 Langmuir4 of CO on the Sm2O3 thin film at 96 K, CO desorbed 
from the film quickly at 113 K. The CO-TPD result is shown in Figure 13. It indicates that CO only 
weakly adsorbs on the Sm2O3 surface. The result is consistent with previous studies of CO 
adsorption-desorption on SmOx surfaces which were introduced in the section 1.3 [52-54]. By 
considering a first-order desorption of CO from the surface, the activation energy of CO desorption 
can be estimated as 28.7 kJ mol-1 by using Redhead’s equation and assuming a frequency factor of 1013 
s-1 [69]. It should be noted that the CO desorption signal from the Pt substrate at 350 K – 500 K is 
not observed from this sample, suggesting that the Sm2O3 thin film entirely covers the Pt(111) surface.  
 
Figure 13. CO- and CO2-TPD spectra collected from a Pt(111) surface, an as-prepared continuous 
Sm2O3 thin film, and an as-prepared Sm2O3 islands, respectively, after dosing 5 L CO at 96 K. 
In contrast, both CO desorption signals contributed by the Sm2O3 surface and the Pt(111) 
substrate are obtained from the Sm2O3 islands (Figure 13). Importantly, two interesting findings 
should be mentioned here. First, the CO desorption signal from Pt(111) downshifts by 15 K compared 
to the “bare” Pt(111) surface. Second, a CO2-TPD signal arising at 400 K – 500 K from the sample 
                                                          
4 One Langmuir (L) is defined by the exposure of a surface to a gas (P = 1.0 x 10-6 Torr) for one second.  
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indicates successful CO oxidation. The downshift of the CO desorption peak suggests a decrease of 
activation energy of CO desorption by 4.1 kJ mol-1 from the Pt surface, implying an increase of the 
CO-CO long-range repulsive interaction due to the decrease of the mean distance between two 
adjacent CO molecules. The result suggests a CO spillover taking place from Sm2O3 islands to exposed 
Pt areas at elevated temperatures. The CO2 desorption peak locates at that temperature at which CO 
desorption occurs from Pt(111), suggesting CO oxidation at the perimeter sites where Sm2O3 provides 
available oxygen to oxidize CO. Two possible oxygen sources, i.e. lattice oxygen and surface hydroxyls 
are considered to contribute to CO2 formation. If the reaction of hydroxyls and CO was dominant, 
the H2 product in TPD spectra should be observed. Due to no observation of H2 formation during 
this TPD experiment, lattice oxygen on the perimeter sites as cause for CO oxidation is concluded. 
Furthermore, CO2 production can be eliminated by operating repeated CO-TPD experiments on the 
Sm2O3 islands, or treating the islands with thermal reduction. These results again reveal the 
contribution of lattice oxygen for CO oxidation.   
3.2 Water chemistry  
3.2.1 Water (D2O) adsorption and dissociation  
Water (D2O) TPD experiments were also carried out on the Sm2O3 thin film and Sm2O3 islands 
by dosing 10 Langmuir of D2O onto each sample at 96 K. A main D2O desorption peak at 190 K 
accompanied by a tail up to ca. 250 K – 300 K is observed on both D2O-TPD spectra collected from 
the Sm2O3 thin film and islands, shown in Figure 14. The main D2O peak is assigned as a non-
dissociative molecular D2O desorption, whereas the tail up to higher temperatures is assigned as a 
recombinative D2O desorption which is not observed in the D2O-TPD spectrum from the Pt(111) 
substrate. Based on the nature of the Sm2O3 surface introduced in Chapter 2 according to STM studies, 
OD and D species from D2O dissociation staying on different sites on the Sm2O3 surface is expected.  
OD species (nucleophilic) stay on Sm-cation sites or surface vacancies while D species (electrophilic) 
stay on O-anion sites. Following the elevated temperatures above 300 K, the D2O chemistry behaves 
differently on the Sm2O3 thin film and islands. Another D2O recombination peak appears at 520 K 
on the Sm2O3 thin film, whereas no D2O recombination peak but a D2 peak arises at 600 K on the 
Sm2O3 islands. Both D2O recombination and D2 formation suggest that OD (and D) species are stable 
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on Sm2O3 surfaces up to ca. 450 K – 500 K. Different products desorbing from the thin film and 
islands may suggest a different reactive nature of the two surfaces. Because the D2 desorption 
temperature (600 K) from the islands is higher than the desorption temperature (520 K) of the 
recombinative D2O peak from the thin film, a stronger binding of OD species on the islands than on 
the thin film is speculated which may block the pathway of D2O recombination and therefore induce 
D2 formation.  
 
Figure 14. D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the Pt(111), the as-prepared continuous Sm2O3 
thin film, and the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. 
In Chapter 2 it has been described that the SmOx film’s status can be significantly altered by 
thermal reduction, i.e. Sm2O3 can be partially reduced to SmO and a film-wetting behavior occurs. To 
understand how D2O chemically responses to different SmOx oxidation conditions, e.g. oxidized and 
reduced surfaces, D2O adsorption-reaction experiments were also performed on both reduced SmOx 
thin film and islands. The D2O- and D2-TPD results are shown in Figure 15. The features of D2O-
TPD desorption signals stay similar when reduced SmOx thin films are compared to as-prepared 
Sm2O3 thin films. The main D2O peak remains due to non-dissociative D2O desorption, however, 
both recombinative D2O desorption signals shift to higher temperatures. The tail ends at 450 K and 
the peak emerges at 650 K. Both shifts indicate that OD species from D2O dissociation exhibit highly 
thermal stability on the reduced surface. Particularly, the integrated area of the tail increases by 1.8 
times suggesting that thermal reduction is capable of promoting D2O dissociation.  
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Figure 15. D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the reduced continuous SmOx thin film and the 
reduced SmOx islands. 
The TPD result collected from the reduced SmOx islands shows obvious changes in the features 
of both D2O and D2 desorption signals (Figure 15). It is known that the reduced SmOx islands cover 
ca. 90 % of the Pt(111) surface based on the Pt area estimation obtained from CO-TPD experiments 
(shown in the attached paper II), therefore both non-dissociative and recombinative D2O molecules mainly 
desorb from the SmOx surface but not from the free Pt areas. A clear D2 desorption peak emerges at 
325 K in the D2-TPD spectrum. The D2 formation reveals that a part of OD or O species from D2O 
dissociation remains on the SmOx surface. Apparently thermal reduction influences the chemical 
behavior of the reduced islands stronger than of the reduced thin film, which may be explained by 
taking the influence of the film thickness into consideration. As shown in Chapter 2, the STM study 
revealed that the response of SmOx thin films to thermal reduction is strongly dependent on the film 
thickness. Thermal reduction particularly causes obviously SmOx electronic and morphologic changes 
while the film thickness is below 3.0 ML, because the influence of SmO formation at the interface 
between Sm2O3 layers and the Pt substrate becomes leading on thinner films. Certainly, D2O 
dissociation is even promoted on the reduced SmOx islands by estimating the integrated area of the 
D2O recombination signal. The result shows that 4.5 times more recombinative D2O molecules are 
produced from the reduced islands than from the oxidized one. The desorption temperature of the 
D2-TPD peak is near the temperature of molecular hydrogen (H2) desorption from a Pt(111) surface 
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indicating a D spillover effect, i.e. D species from D2O dissociation on the SmOx surface diffuse onto 
the exposed Pt areas and subsequently recombine and desorb as D2 from the Pt surface.  
3.2.2 CO assistance for D2 production  
To extend surface chemistry studies on SmOx to more complicated reactions, a sample consisting 
of SmOx islands and exposed Pt areas seems to be a suitable model system. For example, in the WGS 
reaction two possible mechanisms are proposed as (1) the redox mechanism and (2) the associative 
mechanism, and both mechanisms can be achieved by CO oxidation and water dissociation [70-74]. 
The CO-TPD studies (section 3.1) reveal two important results, i.e. above room temperature CO only 
remains on the exposed Pt surface, and the perimeter sites between Sm2O3 islands and Pt are able to 
provide available lattice oxygen for CO oxidation. The D2O-TPD studies show that D2O dissociation 
mainly takes place on SmOx surfaces, which can be even promoted especially on the reduced SmOx 
islands. The fact that above room temperature CO and OD species stably remain on Pt and SmOx 
respectively leads to a question, i.e. how do CO and OD species interact with each other especially on 
the perimeter sites? Thus CO/D2O coadsorption-reaction experiments were conducted on SmOx 
islands, and such experiments can be also considered as tests for a model WGS reaction.  
 
Figure 16. TPD spectra collected from the as-prepared and the reduced SmOx islands with 5 L pre-
dosed CO and 10 L D2O.  
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To perform the CO + D2O coadsorption-reaction experiments, the exposed Pt areas were pre-
covered by CO and afterwards D2O was dosed onto both Pt and SmOx surfaces for TPD experiments. 
The experimental details are described in the attached paper II. Figure 16 shows the TPD results from the CO 
+ D2O experiments on the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands (left) and the reduced SmOx islands (right). 
Note that the intensity of the CO-TPD spectrum recorded from the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands is 
divided by 10. Obviously there is no significant difference in CO and CO2-TPD spectra collected from 
the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands compared to the results obtained from the CO-TPD experiments 
without D2O involvement, suggesting that CO/D2O co-existence does not lead to a strong impact on 
CO desorption and reaction on the sample. In contrast, the D2O desorption peak slightly downshifts 
by 15 K in this case with CO/D2O co-existence on Pt compared to that without CO participation. 
The downshift reveals a decrease of activation energy of D2O desorption due to a repulsive D2O-CO 
interaction which destabilizes the D2O-D2O interaction [75]. Because CO only adsorbs on exposed 
Pt surfaces, the downshift therefore implies that the non-dissociative D2O-TPD signal is mainly 
contributed by D2O desorption from the CO-covered Pt areas or the perimeter sites between Sm2O3 
islands and Pt. Apart from this result, there was no evidence for interaction between CO and OD 
species observed on the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands.  
The same CO+D2O TPD experiment was also carried out on the reduced SmOx islands (Figure 
16, right). Note that the intensity of the CO-TPD signal becomes much smaller as expected while the 
as-prepared Sm2O3 islands are thermally reduced. Because SmOx islands spread onto the Pt surface 
and form a wetting film during thermal reduction, as a result, less free Pt area, responsible for CO 
adsorption, is exposed after thermal reduction. No CO2 formation implies that available lattice oxygen 
on the perimeter sites is eliminated by thermal reduction, which therefore limits CO oxidation on the 
reduced SmOx islands. The D2O-TPD signals show a similar feature as that from the D2O-TPD 
experiment without CO participation (section 3.2.1), supporting the idea that the SmOx surface takes 
the major responsibility for D2O desorption.  
Intriguingly, in the D2-TPD spectrum (Figure 16, right) a pronounced D2 desorption signal arises 
in a broad temperature range between 300 K and 650 K. This broad D2-TPD signal consists of three 
contributions named as α, β, γ. The peak α has been identified in the D2O-TPD experiment without 
CO involvement as the D2 desorption peak contributed by exposed Pt areas due to the D spillover 
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effect (section 3.2.1). The new contributions β and γ emerging in the temperature range of CO 
desorption from the Pt surface expose the fact that the interaction between CO and OD species 
indeed occurs presumably on the perimeter sites. Nevertheless, the interaction is not seen on the as-
prepared Sm2O3 islands indicating that the chemical property of a SmOx surface is strongly dependent 
on its surface status, e.g. oxidation states, surface defects/vacancies, etc. Because OD (and D) species 
are stabilized on a reduced SmOx surface based on the D2O-TPD results (section 3.2.1), it suggests an 
increased interaction between the oxygen of hydroxyl and the reduced surface due to surface vacancy 
formation. A theoretical work on CeOx surfaces [76] may explain the increased interaction between O 
and the reduced surface due to a local accumulation of positive charges generated around vacancies 
on the reduced surface. As a result, the O-D bond is weakened and the interaction between CO and 
OD therefore becomes dominant leading to D2 formation. Two possible reactions are proposed 
regarding the CO-OD interaction: (1) a hydrogen bond forms between CO and OD, which further 
weakens the O-D bond and eventually leads to D2 formation, or (2) CO and OD react and produce 
formate as intermediate species which further decomposes to CO, D2, and O. Decomposition of 
formate species to CO has been found and discussed in the reverse WGS reaction [77, 78] and 
methanol decomposition [79]. The reaction of CO and OD on the perimeter sites undergoing either 
way must remain O on the sample which may desorb as O2, or oxidize CO to CO2, or reoxidize the 
perimeter sites. Based on the TPD results showing no O2 and CO2 formation, O staying and partially 
reoxidizing the perimeter sites is therefore deduced.   
3.3 Methanol chemistry  
3.3.1 Methanol (MeOH) adsorption and reaction 
Studies of MeOH adsorption and reaction on metal oxide surfaces have been increasingly paid 
attention to, because MeOH is considered as a “smart” molecular probe for characterizing chemical 
properties of oxide surfaces [80, 81]. How a MeOH molecule dissociates and reacts on an oxide surface 
is strongly influenced by the nature of the oxide surface, thus the products of the MeOH reaction are 
able to reflect the nature of active sites on the oxide surface. For instance, MeOH is dehydrated and 
forms dimethyl ether on Lewis and Brønsted acid sites, is oxidatively-dehydrogenated and forms 
formaldehyde on redox sites, and is dehydrogenated and forms CO and CO2 on basic sites. Based on 
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this concept, MeOH adsorption-reaction studies were performed by using TPD and IRRAS in order 
to learn about fundamental properties of active sites on SmOx thin films. The MeOH adsorption-
reaction experiments were also conducted on both continuous and discontinuous SmOx thin films. 
Also for simplicity the continuous and discontinuous thin films are named as “thin film” and “islands” 
respectively in this section. In the following, the study of MeOH adsorption and reaction is presented 
first on the SmOx thin films and second on the SmOx islands.  
 
Figure 17. TPD spectra recorded from (a) a Pt(111) surface and (b) a 2.8 ML as-prepared continuous 
Sm2O3 thin film.  
The MeOH TPD result obtained from an as-prepared continuous Sm2O3 thin film (2.8 ML) in 
Figure 17 (b) reveals that the MeOH reaction on the Sm2O3 thin film mainly forms CO and CO2 as 
products. The result suggests that MeOH dehydrogenation is dominant on the SmOx surface, and 
reveals that basic sites on the surface are in charge of the MeOH reaction. The features of MeOH 
TPD signals (CO and H2) produced from Pt(111) shown in Figure 17 (a) vanish in the TPD spectra 
recorded from the as-prepared thin film, which indicates that the Sm2O3 thin film fully covers on 
Pt(111). By quantifying the MeOH TPD result for the Sm2O3 thin film, a considerable amount of 
hydrogen is absent in the balance, i.e. remaining on or in the sample, implying that hydrogen may form 
hydroxyl by reacting with SmOx surface lattice oxygen or diffuse into the thin film. To learn how the 
Sm2O3 thin film responds to the MeOH reaction, repeated MeOH TPD experiments were conducted 
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on the sample shown in Figure 18. Obviously the result from the 2nd TPD shows clear changes 
compared to the 1st TPD. The intensity of CO2 decreases whereas the intensity of CO increases, and 
a H2-TPD signal arises at 540 K. The decrease of the CO2 production yield indicates that available 
oxygen (OH species and surface lattice oxygen) is continuously eliminated via CO oxidation, which 
can be confirmed by monitoring the increasing trend of the CO production yield over repeated TPD 
runs. The appearance of the H2 product in the 2nd TPD run suggests a saturated condition of the thin 
film towards hydrogen storage through OH formation and/or H diffusion. Overall, on the basis of 
the result of the repeated TPD experiments the MeOH reaction shows the capability of altering the 
chemical behavior and reactivity of the thin film.  
 
Figure 18. Repeated TPD series obtained from the 2.8 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film and the 
estimated yields of CO, CO2, and H2 products.  
In Chapter 2 It has been introduced that reduction and reoxidation treatments can alter SmOx 
thin-film surface structure, also it has been found that the chemical property of SmOx thin films can 
be modified by thermal reduction in CO- and D2O-TPD studies. To further obtain insight into 
connections of oxidation conditions and structural/chemical properties of SmOx thin films, the 
MeOH study was also performed on films treated by reduction/reoxidation. The MeOH TPD results 
(Figure 19) indeed reveal changes in chemical properties and reactivity of the SmOx thin film due to 
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the treatments of reduction and reoxidation. CO2 production is obviously suppressed on the reduced 
thin film due to lack of available oxygen on the surface, shown in Figure 19 (a). Meanwhile the 
desorption signals of all products (CO, CO2, and H2) shift to higher temperatures than those observed 
on the as-prepared thin film. Such observation is also seen on the SmOx islands. In the following section TPD and 
IRRAS studies will be combined to give a whole picture of the MeOH reaction mechanism and the explanation for the 
shifting behavior will be given as well.  
 
Figure 19. TPD spectra obtained from (a) the 2.8 ML reduced and (b) reoxidized SmOx thin films. 
The SmOx thin film after the reoxidation treatment exhibits a distinct chemical behavior, i.e. 
formaldehyde (CH2O) and water (H2O) as new products are seen in the TPD spectra (Figure 19 (b)). 
Formation of CH2O and H2O indicates incomplete MeOH dehydrogenation on the reoxidized thin-
film surface, suggesting that both weak acidic and basic sites exist on the reoxidized surface in order 
to restrict C-H bond breaking and avoid strong adsorption of CH2O on the surface. Two possible 
explanations for this observation are: (1) special oxygen species such as superoxide (O2
-) may be stored 
on the reoxidized surface. Such oxygen species existing on CeOx surfaces have been reported [82-84]. 
The oxygen species acting as weaker basic sites than lattice oxygen may conduct incomplete MeOH 
dehydrogenation. (2) The reoxidation treatment improves the flatness of the thin film, and therefore 
reduces the numbers of surface vacancies/defects. Because surface vacancies/defects are essential for 
successful MeOH dehydrogenation, as a result, incomplete MeOH dehydrogenation may take place 
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on the reoxidized surface. According to the TPD result, the chemical property of the 2.8 ML 
reoxidized SmOx thin film can be altered but not restored to its as-prepared condition by thermal 
reoxidation.  
 
Figure 20. (a) The 1st TPD spectra obtained from Pt(111) and 0.9 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. (b) 
Repeated TPD series obtained from the 0.9 ML Sm2O3 islands and the estimated yields of products. 
Studies of MeOH adsorption and reaction were also conducted on as-prepared Sm2O3 islands 
(0.9 ML) and the TPD result is shown in Figure 20. As expected, the CO and H2 desorption signals 
contributed by both the Pt(111) surface and the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands for MeOH decomposition 
arise in this case. Note that the MeOH monolayer desorption at 180 K mainly from exposed Pt areas 
is also observed here. Over repeated MeOH TPD experiments the Pt-related TPD signals remain at 
the original temperatures whereas the SmOx-related signals shift to higher temperatures, indicating 
that only the SmOx chemical behavior is altered by the MeOH reaction. The MeOH reaction also 
induces an increase of the sample reactivity according to the estimation of production yields.  
IRRAS studies were performed to extend the understanding of MeOH adsorption and reaction 
on the SmOx-Pt system. Here the existence of methoxy species (CH3O-) is clearly demonstrated by 
the detection of ν(C-O), ν(CH3), and ρ(CH3) features as shown in Figure 21. It should be noted that 
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methoxy species do not exist on both bare Pt(111) and O-terminated Pt(111) surfaces when the sample 
temperature above 150 K [85], therefore MeOH dehydrogenation to methoxy species on the SmOx 
surface is confirmed. The ν(C-O) peak emerges in the range of 1000 and 1100 cm-1, and the νs(CH3) 
and νas(CH3) peaks appear at 2790 cm-1 and 2926 cm-1 respectively, also the ρ(CH3) peak is observed 
at 1140 cm-1. The absence of a ν(OH) signal at 3280 cm-1 indicates that the O-H bond of MeOH 
breaks during the dehydrogenation process. OH species may remain on the film surface as discussed 
above, however it should be noted that the IRRAS result does not provide information on surface 
OH species due to their small dynamic dipole moment and the varied adsorption geometry [86]. The 
broad signal of ν(C-O) identified as two bands at 1080 cm-1 and 1042 cm-1 actually reveals that methoxy 
species stay at different adsorption sites on the Sm2O3 surface.  
 
Figure 21. Temperature-dependent IRRAS spectra obtained from the 0.7 ML as-prepared and 
reduced SmOx islands. 
Further dehydrogenation of methoxy species to final products seen in TPD can be followed by 
monitoring the ν(C-O) region. At elevated temperatures ν(C≡O) and νs(OCO) bands are also 
identified at 2080 cm-1 and 1378 cm-1 respectively in the IRRAS spectra. The ν(C≡O) band originating 
from CO adsorbed on exposed Pt areas implies that a fraction of methoxy species dehydrogenates to 
H and CO, which subsequently spill over onto Pt and desorb as H2 and CO at certain temperatures. 
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The spillover effect is obviously related to the significant increase of the production yields of Pt-related 
H2 and CO products shown in the TPD results. The appearance of the νs(OCO) band indicates that 
a part of methoxy species transforms into formate species on the Sm2O3 surface. The formate species 
may be an intermediate and eventually decompose as CO, CO2, and H2 products.    
The IRRAS result from the reduced SmOx islands is shown in Figure 21 as well.  There is an 
obvious difference in the ν(C-O) region compared to the IRRAS spectra from the as-prepared Sm2O3 
islands. A ν(C-O) band appears at 1005 cm-1 revealing that a new adsorption site is formed on the 
reduced SmOx islands for methoxy species. Apart from the new ν(C-O) band, other vibrational bands 
are still visible in the IRRAS spectra from the reduced surface. After heating the sample to 550 K, 
three ν(C-O) bands and the νs(OCO) band become small but still evident which is in contrast to 
absence of these bands on the as-prepared Sm2O3 surface. Based on this result, it can be speculated 
that there is a stronger bonding of methoxy and formate species on the reduced surface, perhaps 
because more surface defects/vacancies are formed and assist in stabilizing these species.  
TPD results collected from the reduced SmOx islands (Figure 22) certainly support this 
speculation, i.e. SmOx-related peaks shifting to higher temperatures suggest that methoxy and also 
formate species bind to the reduced surface stronger, therefore decompose and desorb as products at 
higher desorption temperatures. It also explains the same trend which was mentioned above when the 
TPD studies from the 2.8 ML as-prepared and reduced continuous SmOx thin films were compared. 
The TPD result (Figure 22) also reveals a wetting of the reduced SmOx islands on Pt(111) based on 
disappearance of the Pt-related peaks in the 1st TPD experiment. Importantly, slight reoxidation of 
the SmOx surface by MeOH is observed according to the average [H2]/{[CO]+[CO2]} ratio which is 
significantly larger than two given by the estimation of production yields. This observation is also 
supported by monitoring the downshift of the SmOx-related peaks towards lower temperatures and a 
film dewetting behavior on the basis of the regain of Pt-related peaks over the repeated TPD runs. 
The TPD result collected from the reoxidized Sm2O3 islands strongly suggests that the chemical 
behavior of the as-prepared surface is completely restored (Figure 23). The reoxidation procedure is 
therefore more efficient for the SmOx islands than the continuous SmOx thin film.  
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Figure 22. Repeated TPD series obtained from the 0.9 ML reduced SmOx islands and the estimated 
yields of products.  
 
Figure 23. Repeated TPD series obtained from the 0.9 ML reoxidized Sm2O3 islands and the 
estimated yields of products.  
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Table 2. Summary of overall reactivity for the MeOH reaction on the Pt(111), the 0.9 ML SmOx 
islands, and the 2.8 ML SmOx thin films. Yields of the MeOH reaction are defined by [CH3OH] = 
[CO] + [CO2] except from the 0.9 ML reduced islands (marked *). 0.35 MLE is calculated by [CH3OH] 
= 2[H2] because a fraction of C and O remains on/in the sample, which is based on the estimated 
ratio of [H2]/{[CO]+[CO2]}.   
A comparison of overall reactivity towards the MeOH reaction on Pt(111), the continuous SmOx 
thin film, and the discontinuous SmOx thin film (islands) is provided in Table 2 on the basis of 
estimating how many monolayer equivalent (MLE)5 MeOH molecules react on these surfaces. It 
denotes that the SmOx islands show the highest reactivity, which suggests that a cooperative effect 
between SmOx islands and exposed Pt surfaces must play an important role for promoting the MeOH 
reaction. The cooperative effect actually takes place on the perimeter sites where CO and H produced 
from MeOH dehydrogenation on the SmOx surface spill over to free Pt areas at relatively low 
temperature (ca. 250 K), and a part of adsorption sites on the SmOx surface can be vacated. Therefore, 
residual MeOH molecules still exist on the surface and they may refill these vacant adsorption sites. 
As a result, in total more MeOH molecules can react on the SmOx islands than on the continuous thin 
film and the Pt(111) surface.  
3.3.2 SmOx structural changes induced by MeOH 
The long-range structural changes of SmOx induced by reduction/oxidation treatments have been 
described in Chapter 2. In the MeOH study, it is found that MeOH exhibits the capability of reducing 
or oxidizing SmOx depending on the initial SmOx oxidation conditions. Moreover, the MeOH-
induced reduction/reoxidation procedures also lead to long-range structural changes of SmOx thin 
                                                          
5 One monolayer equivalent (MLE) is defined as the Pt(111) surface atomic density, i.e. 1.52 x 1015 cm-2. 
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films/islands. The structural changes were studied by LEED and the results are summarized in Table 
3. Respective LEED images and details are shown in the attached paper III. In the LEED study, apart from the 
quasi – 3 x 3 and satellite structures, several new structures, such as rotated, 2 x 2, and (2√3 x 2√3)R30° 
structures in registry with SmOx(111) are observed as well.  
 
Table 3. Summary of LEED patterns obtained from the 0.9 ML SmOx islands and the 2.8 ML SmOx 
thin films before and after MeOH-TPD experiments. 
 
Figure 24. Variations of exposed Pt areas (%) on the 0.9 ML SmOx islands over repeated MeOH-
TPD experiments. (Dashed lines as a guide to the eye) 
Particularly a significant material transport is involved in the structural changes of the 
discontinuous SmOx thin films (islands) related to the film’s wetting/dewetting behavior, which can 
be demonstrated by the TPD results. Because the MeOH monolayer-desorption signal (at 180 K) is 
primarily contributed by Pt(111), the desorption yield from this signal therefore provides revelation 
about the area of exposed Pt surface. The changes of exposed Pt areas are monitored over repeated 
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TPD runs, as shown in Figure 24. About half of the Pt(111) surface was covered by the as-prepared 
Sm2O3 islands before the MeOH TPD experiments. The exposed Pt areas continuously decrease from 
~50% to ~20% during the repeated TPD experiments, revealing that the film’s wetting behavior is 
due to the MeOH-induced reduction. The changes of exposed Pt areas estimated from the reoxidized 
islands follow the same trend as from the as-prepared one, which again suggests a successful 
restoration of the film condition by reoxidation. In contrast, the exposed Pt areas estimated from the 
reduced islands continuously increase from ~10% to ~20% during the repeated TPD runs, indicating 
that the film’s dewetting is due to the MeOH-induced reoxidation. Note that the oxidized (as-prepared 
and reoxidized) Sm2O3 and the reduced SmOx islands reach a similar status with ~20% of Pt surface 
exposed after repeated TPD experiments. This observation implies the existence of an equilibrium 
condition of the film structure, i.e. the condition which is independent on the initial film status can be 
achieved by the MeOH reaction.  
3.4 Summary of the surface chemistry studies 
The chemical reactivity and properties of both continuous SmOx thin films and SmOx islands 
have been investigated by conducting CO, D2O, and MeOH adsorption-reaction experiments. CO 
only weakly adsorbs on Sm2O3 surfaces, whereas CO can stay on the Pt surface above room 
temperature. Importantly, the system constituted by both Sm2O3 islands and exposed Pt areas exhibits 
a new property for CO oxidation. The result therefore reveals the importance of the perimeter sites. 
Water (D2O) can dissociate on SmOx surfaces and form stable OD species on these surfaces above 
room temperature. D2O dissociation is even promoted and OD species are stabilized on thermal 
reduced SmOx surfaces presumably due to SmOx surface vacancy formation. An intriguing result is 
observed on the reduced SmOx islands, i.e. a pronounced amount of D2 is produced with CO 
participation. Moreover, the perimeter sites show importance for improving the chemical reactivity of 
the SmOx-Pt system. On the basis of the TPD results, the identified mechanisms of D2O dissociation 
and D2 formation are summarized in Figure 25.  
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Figure 25. Summary of D2O dissociation-reaction and the CO-OD interaction on SmOx islands. 
MeOH is dehydrogenated on SmOx surfaces and forms CO and H2 as main desorbing products. 
CO2 in small quantities is also obtained via full oxidation of MeOH by available oxygen from the 
Sm2O3 surface. The TPD results indicate that a fraction of hydrogen is stored either as surface OH 
species on SmOx or in the film. MeOH dehydrogenation is further confirmed in IRRAS spectra by 
detecting the methoxy and formate species. The SmOx islands exhibit the highest reactivity compared 
to the SmOx thin films and the Pt(111) surface. The fact can be explained by a spillover effect, i.e. 
products are able to spillover from SmOx islands to Pt at relatively low temperature (ca. 250 K) which 
is not available on the continuous SmOx thin films. The identified mechanisms of the MeOH reaction 
are summarized in Figure 26. The reactivity for the MeOH reaction is also affected by SmOx 
structures and oxidation conditions, and vice versa, MeOH-induced reduction/oxidation can alter the 
SmOx structures leading to a film’s wetting/dewetting behavior.  
 
Figure 26. Summary of the MeOH dehydrogenation and reaction on (a) a discontinuous SmOx thin 
film (islands) and (b) a continuous SmOx thin film. 
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Chapter 4 
Conclusion and Outlook 
To respond to the urgent demands regarding the scarcity of systematic studies for a SmOx model 
system, high-quality Sm2O3 thin films grown on Pt(111) were well characterized by STM and LEED. 
The thin films grow as a defective fluorite structure instead of a bixbyite structure usually seen in bulk 
sesquioxides. Sm atoms in the lattice of thin films exhibit a small degree of flexibility, i.e. they can 
arrange into either a well-ordered hexagonal (1.37 x 1.37) or a (1.33 x 1.33) sublattice in registry of 
Pt(111), resulting in a quasi – 3 x 3 or a perfect – 3 x 3 LEED pattern. Although bulk Sm2O3 is not 
generally considered as a reducible oxide, partial reduction of Sm2O3 thin films is obtained by annealing 
the thin films in UHV at 1000 K. Rocksalt SmO(100) is found at the interface between Sm2O3 and 
Pt(111) at low SmOx coverages between ~1 and 2 ML after the thermal reduction process, meanwhile, 
SmOx islands spreading onto Pt(111) leads to a significant film-wetting behavior. Alternatively, the 
SmO(100) phases can also be obtained via the Sm2O3 + Sm reaction at 800 K. Such reduced SmOx 
thin films can be reoxidized successfully, i.e. the Sm2O3(111) lattice structure is restored and 
additionally the film flatness and connectivity of Sm2O3 domains are improved.  
CO, D2O, and MeOH adsorption-reaction studies were conducted on the SmOx model system 
in order to gain the fundamental understanding of the relationships between the surface properties 
and chemical reactivity of the SmOx thin films. To further study the influence of the oxide-metal 
interaction at the boundary/perimeter sites towards thin-film reactivity, both continuous SmOx thin 
films and discontinuous thin films (SmOx islands with exposed Pt areas) were prepared. CO oxidation 
only takes place at the perimeter sites in which Sm2O3 provides available lattice oxygen to oxidize CO 
adsorbing on Pt. D2O dissociates and produces stable OD species on both the Sm2O3 thin film and 
Sm2O3 islands. Thermal reduction promotes not only D2O dissociation but also the stabilization of 
OD species on these surfaces presumably because of SmOx surface vacancy formation. A CO-OD 
interaction releasing a pronounced D2 production is also observed on the perimeter sites in which CO 
adsorbing on the Pt areas is able to react with OD species locating on reduced SmOx islands. SmOx 
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as a basic oxide is verified by the MeOH adsorption-reaction studies based on the CO, CO2 and H2 
production. Again, the existence of the perimeter sites plays an important role for improving the SmOx 
reactivity towards the MeOH reaction, i.e. products of the MeOH reaction on SmOx islands can 
spillover to exposed Pt surfaces resulting in vacating SmOx adsorption sites for additional MeOH 
molecules. The SmOx reactivity is also influenced by its structures and oxidation conditions, and vice 
versa, MeOH-induced reduction/oxidation fairly shows capability of directing SmOx structural changes.  
This research could bring the value of studying SmOx model systems to light with respect to both 
structural and chemical interests. However, there are open questions remaining behind the studies 
which may encourage further fundamental and applied studies. For instance, only SmOx thin films at 
coverages below 5 ML (ca. thickness 2 nm) have been studied, and such thin films grow as the 
defective fluorite structure. If the film thickness is increased to tens of nanometers, would the 
defective fluorite structure still exist or transform to a bixbyite structure? Discontinuous SmOx thin 
films (islands) fairly named as “inverse SmOx model catalysts” show potentials for hydrogen 
production and CO oxidation under UHV experimental conditions. However, real world catalysts 
normally operate at pressures in excess of atmospheric pressure instead of UHV conditions. 
Additionally such real catalysts are typically polycrystalline instead of single crystalline materials, thus 
doubt can emerge if a single-crystal model catalyst could be comparable to its real catalyst counterpart 
regarding chemical properties. These differences between surface science and real catalytic studies are 
the so-called “pressure gap” and “material gap” [87]. Therefore the question is if such model catalysts 
could overcome the “pressure gap” or the “material gap” and show the same abilities towards the real 
world catalysis. This comprehensive study for the MeOH reaction may recommend more chemical 
studies particularly of other chemical compounds containing similar functional groups such as alcohols 
and hydrocarbons. To study these compounds will be also important for exploring catalytic properties 
of SmOx-based catalysts. In particular, studies of hydrocarbons on this SmOx model system will 
contribute to a fundamental understanding of the interactions between hydrocarbons and SmOx 
surfaces, which will be beneficial to developing high-selectivity catalysts for the OCM reaction. Overall, 
this work demonstrates the significance of studying SmOx and to look into other rare-earth 
sesquioxides will be indispensable.  
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AES – Auger electron spectroscopy 
CeOx – Ceria  
FFT – Fast Fourier transform 
IRRAS – Infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy 
LEED – Low energy electron diffraction 
LEEM – Low energy electron microscopy  
MBE – Molecular beam epitaxy 
MeOH – Methanol 
ML – Monolayer 
MLE – Monolayer equivalent  
OCM – Oxidative coupling of methane 
PrOx – Praseodymia 
REE – Rare earth element 
REO – Rare earth oxide 
RPVD – Reactive physical vapor deposition  
SmOx – Samaria  
STM – Scanning tunneling microscopy  
TbOx – Terbia  
TPD – Temperature programmed desorption  
UHV – Ultra-high vacuum  
WGS – Water gas shift  
XPS – X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  
μLEED – Micro-illumination low energy electron diffraction  
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Growth and Partial Reduction of Sm2O3(111) Thin Films on Pt(111):
Evidence for the Formation of SmO(100)
Jin-Hao Jhang,† Andreas Schaefer,*,† William Cartas,‡ Santosh Epuri,‡ Marcus Baümer,†
and Jason F. Weaver*,‡
†Institute of Applied and Physical Chemistry & Center for Environmental Research and Sustainable Technology, University of
Bremen, Leobener Str., Bremen D-28359, Germany
‡Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611, United States
ABSTRACT: We investigated the growth and partial reduction of Sm2O3(111) thin films
on Pt(111) using low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). We find that the Sm2O3(111) films are high quality and grow in a
defective fluorite structure wherein the Sm cations adopt a hexagonal (1.37 × 1.37) lattice
in registry with the Pt(111) surface, while oxygen vacancies are randomly distributed
within the film. STM measurements show that Sm2O3(111) film growth on Pt(111)
occurs by the Stranski-Krastanov mechanism, in which a single O−Sm−O trilayer initially
forms, followed by the growth of well-defined, multilayer islands. The Sm2O3(111) films
undergo partial reduction during annealing at 1000 K in ultrahigh vacuum. LEED and STM provide evidence that a fraction of
the Sm2O3 in the first layer, closest to the Pt(111) substrate, decomposes to produce well-ordered domains of rocksalt
SmO(100) during reduction, and that Sm2O3 from the third and higher layers concurrently spreads onto the first layer to form a
more contiguous second layer of Sm2O3(111). We show that the SmO(100) and Sm2O3(111) lattices can form a coincidence
structure with minimal strain to the Sm-atom sublattices, and that satellite features observed in the LEED patterns are consistent
with the coexistence of SmO(100) and Sm2O3(111) domains as well as the proposed Sm2O3(111)/SmO(100) coincidence
structure. Lastly, we find that reoxidation of the partially reduced films restores the original Sm2O3(111) crystal structure, and
significantly improves the film quality, as reflected by a flatter film morphology and better connectivity among oxide domains. An
implication from this study is that the formation of (100)-oriented monoxide structures is a general characteristic of the
reduction of rare-earth oxide thin films on hexagonally close-packed metal surfaces.
■ INTRODUCTION
The oxides of the lanthanides, commonly called rare earth
oxides (REOs), have received considerable attention because of
their high potential for applications in diverse fields such as
microelectronics and heterogeneous catalysis. In catalysis, rare
earth oxides are employed in versatile applications, including
the dehydrogenation and selective oxidation of organic
compounds, the catalytic conversion of methane to synthesis
gas, the oxidative coupling of methane and applications in
three-way catalysis.1,2 The versatility of the REOs originates
from the ease of valency changes of the rare earth metals, that
is, the change of the f-orbital occupancy. Considering complete
oxidation catalysis, the possible higher oxides in the REO series
(e.g., CeO2, Pr6O11, Tb4O7) are particularly interesting
materials due to the high mobility of oxygen ions in the
lattice3 and a wide structural variety.4 The lattice oxygen
participates directly in the oxidation reaction (Mars-van-
Krevelen mechanism5) and thus the selectivity of a REO
catalyst can depend strongly on the oxygen storage and release
properties. The higher oxides mentioned above are quite
effective as complete oxidation catalysts, and ceria has been
intensively studied in this respect.
In contrast, other rare earth oxides only form the sesquioxide
(RE2O3) and tend to promote partial oxidation chemistry. For
example, the sesquioxides samaria and lanthana exhibit high
selectivity in promoting partial oxidation processes, such the
oxidative coupling of methane.6−8 While the oxidation
selectivity of REO catalysts originates generally from the ability
of the REO to change structure and oxidation state, a
fundamental understanding of the structure−reactivity relation-
ships of REO catalysts is lacking. Interest in advancing this
understanding provides considerable motivation for developing
model surfaces of various REOs that are amenable to
characterization using the diagnostic tools of ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) surface analysis.
Considerable progress has been made in the study of ceria
thin films and structures on various transition metal
substrates.9−20 This prior work demonstrates that high quality,
crystalline CeO2(111) thin films can be grown on low-index
metal surfaces, particularly hexagonally close-packed surfaces
including Cu(111),10,11 Ru(0001),14,21,22 Pt(111),9,12,20,23
Ni(111),14 Pd(111),13 and Rh(111).24 This capability enables
model studies of the chemical properties of well-defined ceria
surfaces using a wide array of experimental methods. Because
bulk CeO2 adopts the cubic fluorite structure, the CeO2(111)
facet possesses the same hexagonal symmetry as hexagonally
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close-packed metal surfaces and can consequently form a
commensurate overlayer on these substrates with minimal
strain to the ceria lattice. In contrast to ceria, however, few
studies have explored the growth and properties of other REO
thin films on metallic substrates. As a result, the basic
understanding of catalytic trends across the REO series remains
limited. Of particular interest is to determine how sesquioxides
of the rare earth metals grow as thin films on crystalline metal
surfaces since the RE2O3 form is common to the entire REO
series.
Bulk rare-earth sesquioxides can form multiple crystal
structures, though the C-type, bixbyite structure is the preferred
structure for most of the REOs at normal pressures and
temperatures. The bixbyite structure can be derived from the
fluorite structure by removing two oxygen atoms from each unit
cell of the fluorite structure.4 The resulting oxygen vacancies
form an ordered superstructure in the bixbyite crystal and the
metal cations relax from their original positions in the face-
centered cubic sublattice. As a result, the volume of the bixbyite
unit cell is about eight times larger than that of the fluorite unit
cell, and the metal cations no longer exhibit the cubic symmetry
of the fluorite structure. For example, the (111) plane of C-type
Sm2O3 is characterized by a hexagonal unit cell with a lattice
constant of 14.1 Å, where the lattice vector spans four distinct
Sm−Sm bonds with lengths between about 3.3 and 3.8 Å.
Because of the lack of simple hexagonal symmetry, it is not
obvious in advance how a sesquioxide that prefers the bixbyite
structure in the bulk will grow as a thin film on a hexagonally,
close-packed metal surface and indeed results differ among the
few studies that have been reported. For example, Tao and
Batzill have reported that Y2O3(111) thin films grow in an
incommensurate bixbyite structure on Pt(111), and obtain high
quality films under UHV conditions.25 In contrast, low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) observations by Mullins suggest
that Dy2O3(111) films grow in a defective-fluorite structure on
Ru(0001) that is commensurate with the substrate, even
though bulk Dy2O3 prefers the bixbyite form.
26 An implication
from these studies is that the oxide−substrate interaction plays
an important role in determining the structure of sesquioxide
thin films and probably the film quality as well.
In the present study, we characterized the growth and partial
reduction of Sm2O3(111) thin films on Pt(111) using LEED
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We find that high-
quality Sm2O3(111) films grow in a defective fluorite structure
on Pt(111), and that the structural properties of the films can
be modified through reduction-reoxidation cycles performed in
UHV. Of particular significance is evidence that annealing in
UHV causes the Sm2O3(111) films to partially decompose to
generate a mixture of rocksalt SmO(100) and Sm2O3(111).
Our results provide a new model system for investigating the
chemical properties of SmOx surfaces, and can thus provide
opportunities for advancing the fundamental understanding of
factors governing the behavior of samaria-based catalysts.
More generally, the ability to generate high-quality samaria
thin films further motivates efforts to develop other model REO
surfaces, with the aim to enhance the understanding of trends
along the REO series as well as to improve the understanding
of existing systems. As has recently been shown for ceria islands
grown on gold27,28 and copper,29,30 this approach has potential
to provide a deeper understanding of the mechanisms
important for eventually enhancing and tuning the catalytic
properties of REOs. The ultimate goal of such model studies is
to reach a level of understanding that enables the preparation of
REO catalysts with tunable activity and selectivity based on
combining oxides with specific properties.
■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Our experiments were carried out in a UHV chamber with a
typical base pressure of 2 × 10−10 Torr. Details of the UHV
system are provided elsewhere.31,32 Briefly, the chamber is
equipped with a scanning tunneling microscope, a four-grid
LEED optics (OCI), a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(Balzers), an ion sputter source, and an electron beam
evaporator (McAllister Technical Services) for Sm deposition.
We used an UHV 300 STM scan head (“beetle” type)
produced by RHK and controlled with a RHK SPM 100
controller for these experiments. The microscope utilized Pt/Ir
tips which were prepared by field-induced evaporation on a
gold film. We typically applied ∼1 μA for 10 s when
conditioning the tip of the UHV 300 scan head.
The Pt(111) single crystal used in this study is a circular disk
(10 mm × 1 mm) which is secured underneath a molybdenum
top ramp for experiments in the STM chamber. We radiatively
heated the sample using a tungsten filament and cooled the
sample through a copper braid attached to a liquid-nitrogen
cooled reservoir. We monitored the sample temperature using a
type-K thermocouple that was spot-welded to the backside of
the sample, and used a temperature controller interfaced to a
DC power supply to maintain constant temperatures for
isothermal experiments. We cleaned the sample by repeated
cycles of sputtering with 600 eV Ar+ ions at a sample
temperature of 600 K with annealing to 1000 K, and also by
heating in an O2 background and flashing to 1000 K. We
considered the surface to be clean when Auger electron spectra
(AES) obtained from the Pt(111) sample exhibited negligible
C(KLL) and O(KLL) peaks, a sharp LEED pattern character-
istic of Pt(111) was observed, and large flat terraces were
observed in STM images.
We grew samarium oxide films on Pt(111) by reactive
physical vapor deposition (RPVD). We generated a Sm vapor
flux using an electron beam evaporator with a tantalum crucible
loaded with pieces of metallic Sm (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%). The
evaporation was carried out in an O2 background pressure of 5
× 10−7 Torr, with the Pt(111) crystal held at a temperature of
600 K. After discontinuing the Sm exposure, we annealed the
sample at 1000 K and the same O2 background pressure. We
estimate that the average film growth rate employed in our
experiments was 0.212 ± 0.006 ML/min, where this estimate is
based on attenuation of the Pt(MNN) peak intensity at 238 eV
observed in AES spectra and assumes an inelastic mean free
path of 7.028 Å. We define the thickness of one monolayer
(ML) of Sm2O3(111) as equal to 3.18 Å which corresponds to
the average separation between O−Sm−O trilayers along the
⟨111⟩ direction of the bixbyite structure of bulk c-Sm2O3.
33 We
started with a clean Pt(111) substrate to prepare each
Sm2O3(111) film discussed in this study.
We performed STM experiments at room temperature with
the microscope operating in constant-current mode. We
typically applied positive sample biases in the range of 0 to
+1.0 V and tunneling currents in the range of 0.3−1.5 nA. We
calibrated the lateral distances in the STM images of the
Sm2O3(111) thin films based on STM images of the p(2 × 2)
superstructure of chemisorbed oxygen atoms on Pt(111) and
assuming a lattice constant of 5.55 Å. We calibrated the heights
measured perpendicularly to the surface based on the known
height of a monatomic step on Pt(111) (h = 2.3 Å).
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■ RESULTS
Growth of Sm2O3(111) Thin Films on Pt(111). After
deposition of SmOx onto the clean Pt(111) surface, LEED
shows only blurred Pt(111) spots and an increase of the
background intensity (not shown). To induce the formation of
ordered SmOx structures, we conducted a postannealing
treatment in O2 for each SmOx film investigated (see the
Experimental Details section). Other researchers have
employed a similar approach to improve the ordering of rare
earth oxide thin films, including CeO2(111)
11,20,22 and
Y2O3(111).
25 Figure 1a shows the LEED pattern obtained
after postannealing in oxygen of a nominal oxide coverage of
0.4 ML. Bright substrate spots are visible accompanied by faint
spots of a hexagonal lattice in registry with Pt(111) and
forming a (1.37 × 1.37) structure, analogous to LEED patterns
of CeO2(111) films grown on close-packed metal sub-
strates.9−13,20,22−24 As the SmOx coverage increases beyond 1
ML, the SmOx related spots become more intense and the Pt
spots are slightly attenuated. Overall, the spots are very sharp
and thus indicative of a flat morphology of the SmOx film.
For SmOx coverages between ∼1 and 3 ML, the LEED
pattern exhibits additional spots (Figure 1b−d) which, at first
glance, appear to adopt an arrangement that resembles a 3 × 3
superstructure with respect to the oxide lattice. However, close
inspection reveals that the extra spots are arranged in the
pattern depicted in Figure 1f. This pattern consists mainly of a
hexagonal arrangement of spots centered around the SmOx (1
Figure 1. LEED patterns obtained after growing Sm2O3(111) films on Pt(111) to the coverages indicated followed by annealing in 5 × 10
−7 Torr of
O2 at 1000 K for 10 min: (a) 0.4 ML of Sm2O3 shows a hexagonal (1.37 × 1.37) superstructure in registry with the Pt(111) (1 × 1) spots, E = 58 eV,
(b) 1.1 ML, E = 48 eV, (c) 1.7 ML, E = 56 eV, (d) 3.0 ML, E = 52 eV exhibit a quasi-(3 × 3) superstructure, (e) 4.2 ML, E = 56 eV; the quasi-(3 ×
3) becoming blurry, and (f) shows a schematic representation of the quasi-(3 × 3) pattern that is determined from FFT analysis of a structural model
of superposed, hexagonal Sm and Pt lattices that form a hexagonal (8 × 8) coincidence lattice with respect to the Sm lattice, i.e., (11 × 11) with
respect to the Pt lattice. The labels are explained in more detail in the Discussion section.
Figure 2. Topographic STM images (100 nm × 100 nm) obtained after growing Sm2O3 films on Pt(111) to the coverages indicated followed by
annealing in 5 × 10−7 Torr of O2 at 1000 K for 10 min: (a) 0.4 ML Sm2O3 (0.60 V, 0.83 nA), (b) 1.1 ML (0.60 V, 0.41 nA), (c) 1.7 ML (0.60 V,
1.19 nA), (d) 3.0 ML (0.60 V, 0.64 nA), and (e) 4.2 ML (0.60 V, 0.60 nA).
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× 1) spots, resulting in a “quasi-3 × 3” superstructure relative to
the SmOx lattice. The quasi-3 × 3 superstructure is still visible
after increasing the coverage to 3.0 ML, though the spots are
more blurry which is indicative of a rougher film. This trend
progresses when increasing to 4.2 ML nominal coverage
(Figure 1e), in which case the SmOx spots are very intense
though even more blurry, and the Pt(111)-(1 × 1) spots are
more attenuated. The LEED pattern obtained from the 4.2 ML
film also exhibits higher background intensity, suggesting
further roughening and thus a change in growth behavior.
The LEED observations provide evidence that samaria grows
on Pt(111) as Sm2O3(111) with an oxygen-deficient fluorite
structure rather than the bixbyite structure. Our results
specifically suggest that the Sm atoms adopt a face-centered
cubic (FCC) lattice to achieve commensurability with the
Pt(111) substrate, while oxygen vacancies are randomly
distributed within the Sm2O3(111) crystal structure. The
Pt(111) substrate clearly forces the Sm atoms to arrange into
a FCC (111) lattice, given that bulk Sm2O3 preferentially forms
the bixbyite over a defective fluorite structure. A key difference
between these structures is that the oxygen vacancies form an
ordered superstructure in the bixbyite structure, resulting in a
surface unit cell with dimensions that are about four times
larger than that of the fluorite structure. We elaborate these
observations and the Sm2O3(111)/Pt(111) structure in the
Discussion section.
We also conducted STM measurements after each
preparation step presented above to further characterize the
structure and growth behavior of the Sm2O3 film on Pt(111).
We performed all STM measurements at room temperature.
Figure 2 shows representative STM images for the five different
Sm2O3 coverages discussed above. The predominant structural
features during the initial stages of growth are small round
islands with an average diameter of ∼95 Å and heights equal to
2.90 ± 0.04 Å (Figure 2a). The island height is close to that of
the separation between O−Sm−O trilayers (3.18 Å) in the
bixbyite form of bulk Sm2O3. Considering tip convolution as
well as effects caused by tunneling through a material with
different electronic properties from the substrate (i.e., insulating
in the case of bulk Sm2O3), it is reasonable to conclude that the
islands observed at 0.4 ML correspond to a single O−Sm−O
trilayer. We note that O−Sm−O trilayers represent the
repeating structural element along the ⟨111⟩ direction of a
defective fluorite or bixbyite Sm2O3 crystal. We thus refer to
one O−Sm−O trilayer as a single “layer” of Sm2O3(111)
throughout the paper. “Wormlike” chain structures are also
discernible between the islands observed at 0.4 ML and are
randomly oriented. The apparent height of these chain
structures is 0.99 ± 0.03 Å, which is nearly three times smaller
than the island heights. We speculate that the chain structures
correspond to an initial SmOx phase that acts as a precursor to
the formation of O−Sm−O trilayer islands on Pt(111). While
chain structures also form on pure Pt(111) during the initial
stages of oxidation,32,34 Pt oxide chains are unlikely to form at
the low O2 pressures employed in the present oxidation
treatment and, moreover, the PtOx chains are stable in UHV
only up to about 575 K. For these reasons, we assert that the
chain structures observed after samaria deposition (Figure 2a)
correspond to an initial SmOx structure rather than a Pt oxide.
Further support for this interpretation is our finding that the
Sm2O3 coverages estimated from STM and AES show good
agreement only when we assume that the observed chain
structures are pure SmOx. At 1.1 ML, the Sm2O3 islands have
grown larger and begin to exhibit hexagonal shapes, while the
chain structures between the islands appear to have coalesced
and thickened, resulting in a more contiguous oxide layer
(Figure 2b).
These morphological features are indicative of a Stranski-
Krastanov growth mechanism wherein a single layer of
Sm2O3(111) (i.e., an O−Sm−O trilayer) wets the Pt(111)
surface while Sm2O3(111) islands nucleate and grow on top of
the wetting layer. The appearance of hexagonal pits within the
area between islands provides supporting evidence for the
formation of a single wetting layer (Figure 2b). Coalesced
hexagonal islands are the predominant structural element at 1.7
ML nominal coverage (Figure 2c). The film and the islands
appear very flat, in agreement with the observation of sharp
diffraction spots for this film (Figure 1c). Some of the islands
seen in Figure 2c seem to exhibit two layers, as indicated by a
change in image contrast across an island. Notably, the Sm2O3
domains appear to grow randomly across the Pt(111) surface,
without a clear preference for nucleation at step edges.
At coverages above ∼3 ML, the morphology of the Sm2O3
layer begins to deviate from the atomically flat structures
observed at lower coverage. As seen in Figure 2d, the 3.0 ML
film exhibits large, flat domains with hexagonally shaped holes
as well as small islands in the uppermost layer. The appearance
of small islands on top of an incomplete Sm2O3 layer suggests
that island growth becomes the dominant growth mode as the
film thickens (>3 ML). The roughening of the Sm2O3 layer that
accompanies island growth is also consistent with the
observation of more blurred samaria diffraction spots at
Figure 3. (a) Topographic STM image of a 1.7 ML Sm2O3(111) film on Pt(111) showing hexagonal islands with enclosed angles of 120° (100 nm ×
100 nm, 0.60 V, 1.23 nA). (b) Height profile of an oxide island as estimated from the section view measurement in (a). (c) Atomically resolved STM
image (70 Å × 70 Å, 0.60 V, 0.59 nA) revealing a hexagonal arrangement of atoms on the islands as well as structural defects which appear as both
bright and dark features.
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coverages above 3.0 ML (Figure 1d,e). The STM images
obtained from a 4.2 ML film exhibit even larger islands on top
of an incomplete oxide layer (Figure 2f), further demonstrating
the dominance of island growth with increasing coverage under
the conditions investigated. The images obtained from the 4.2
ML film are lower quality than those obtained from the thinner
films because achieving stable tunneling conditions was
challenging for the thicker and rougher layers.
Figure 3 shows higher resolution STM images and a line scan
obtained from the 1.7 ML film. The typical hexagonal shape of
the islands as well as the different contrast on the island
structures is evident in Figure 3a. A line scan over a Sm2O3
island reveals that the first layer of the island exhibits a step
height of 3.09 ± 0.05 Å, while the height of the second step is
measured to be only 1.1 ± 0.05 Å. The measured island height
is very close to that of the O−Sm−O trilayer separation (3.18
Å).33 We note that the islands presumably reside on top of a
single Sm2O3(111) layer, which is conformal with the Pt(111)
substrate, and thus the measured height of 3.09 Å represents
the separation between the first and second O−Sm−O trilayers
of the film. The area on the island that exhibits an apparent
height of 1.1 Å may correspond to an intermediate structure
that would develop into a new O−Sm−O trilayer during
additional oxide deposition. However, a more likely inter-
pretation is that the area of higher contrast corresponds to a
completed trilayer on top of the island (i.e., the third trilayer
measured from the Pt(111) surface) but that tunneling through
this layer differs from that through the first layer of the island
such that the apparent height is considerably smaller than the
separation between trilayers.
The atomically resolved image of the top level of a Sm2O3
island (Figure 3c) reveals a hexagonal arrangement of atoms, as
already inferred from the LEED observations. We estimate a
lattice constant of 3.83 ± 0.05 Å from the STM images, which
agrees well with the value (3.81 Å) determined from LEED
patterns obtained from the Sm2O3-covered Pt(111) surfaces.
Since a positive bias was applied to the sample, the STM
measurements probed empty states of the deposited Sm2O3
film which are expected to mainly exhibit Sm 4f characteristics.
As such, the STM image shown in Figure 3c reveals the Sm
atom positions and thus shows that the Sm atoms adopt a
hexagonal arrangement on Pt(111). The image further shows
Figure 4. LEED patterns obtained after annealing Sm2O3(111) films on Pt(111) in UHV at 1000 K for 30 min. LEED patterns are shown for
partially reduced films with initial Sm2O3 coverages of (a) 1.1 ML (64 eV), (b) 1.7 ML (58 eV), and (c) 4.2 ML (43 eV). Selected spots are
highlighted to clarify the observed features. A Pt(0,1) spot is marked with a solid blue circle, a main-order Sm spot (0, 8/11) from Sm2O3(111) is
marked with a solid red circle, the new satellite spots that form a hexagonal arrangement about the main-order Sm spot are marked with open circles,
and two other spots near the Pt (0,1) spot are marked with solid white circles.
Figure 5. STM topographic and atomically resolved images obtained from 1.1 and 1.7 ML Sm2O3 films on Pt(111) after partial reduction in UHV:
(a) large-scale image of the partially reduced 1.1 ML film (100 nm ×100 nm, 0.60 V, 0.53 nA), (b) atomically resolved image of a terrace region of
the partially reduced 1.1 ML film showing the hexagonal Sm2O3(111) lattice (60 Å × 60 Å, 0.61 mV, 0.57 nA), (c) atomically resolved image of a
crack-like region in (a) obtained by lowering the sample bias to 14.9 mV (120 Å × 120 Å, I = 0.50 nA); the inset shows the same region of (c) with
0.60 V bias, (d) large-scale image of the partially reduced 1.7 ML film (200 nm × 200 nm, 0.60 V, 1.22 nA), and (e) atomically resolved image of a
crack formation obtained from the partially reduced 1.7 ML film, with the square unit cell indicated (60 Å × 60 Å, 0.92 mV, 0.37 nA).
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that point defects are present in high concentrations on the
island. The point defects are evident as both bright and dark
features, with several exhibiting triangular shapes that are
similar to structures observed on CeO2(111) surfaces,
9,16,22,35,36
including oxygen vacancies and hydroxyl groups. The defects
are randomly distributed on the surface of the Sm2O3 island,
which is consistent with the conclusion that the Sm2O3 film
grows on Pt(111) as a defective fluorite structure rather than
the bixbyite structure.
Partial Reduction of Sm2O3(111) by Annealing in
UHV. To investigate the thermal stability of the deposited oxide
layers, we annealed selected films to 1000 K for 30 min in UHV
and characterized the resulting structures using LEED and
STM. Figure 4 shows representative LEED patterns obtained
after annealing the specified Sm2O3(111) films in UHV.
Annealing of the 1.1 ML film leads to the appearance of
satellite spots in a hexagonal arrangement around the
Sm2O3(111) main order spots, where the satellite hexagon is
rotated by 30° with respect to the oxide lattice. Also, the
diffraction spots associated with the quasi-3 × 3 superstructure
appear to have vanished after annealing, though a hexagonal
arrangement of spots centered at (0,0) is still visible. We
obtained a similar result after annealing the 1.7 ML film to 1000
K (Figure 4b). The only difference is that the oxide and satellite
spots are more intense compared with those observed at lower
coverage (Figure 4a). Annealing of a thicker film with 4.2 ML
nominal coverage does not lead to the appearance of extra
satellite spots (Figure 4c), even after doubling the annealing
time to 60 min.
We also used STM to examine the morphological and
structural changes that occur during annealing in UHV,
focusing on characterizing the thinner films. Figure 5 shows
representative STM images obtained after partially reducing the
1.1 and 1.7 ML Sm2O3 films in the manner described above.
After annealing, the low-coverage films (∼1 to 2 ML) exhibit
large, flat terraces that contain cracklike formations which are
visible as dark depressions (Figure 5a). Atomically resolved
images show that the hexagonal Sm2O3(111) structure
comprises the large terraces (Figure 5b). The “cracks” are
oriented at 120° from one another and align with the main
directions of the hexagonal structure of the film and/or
substrate. By decreasing the applied bias drastically from 0.6 V
to 0.9 mV, the crack formations change in contrast and appear
as atomic scale protrusions (Figure 5c,e). The atomically
resolved images reveal that the atoms within the cracks arrange
into a square lattice with a mean lattice constant of 3.56 ± 0.03
Å. This value is very close to the Sm−Sm distance (3.52 Å) in
the (100) plane of rocksalt SmO.37 The STM measurements
thus provide evidence that Sm2O3 films on Pt(111) can be
partially reduced by annealing to 1000 K in UHV, resulting in
coexisting Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) structures. Notably, we
did not observe indications for complete oxide decomposition
and Sm−Pt alloy formation under the conditions studied, as
elaborated in the Discussion. Annealing for longer times or at
higher temperatures may result in complete decomposition of
the Sm2O3 films, and would be interesting to pursue in future
studies. Key implications of the annealing experiments are that
SmO(100) is stable on Pt(111) and likely serves as an
intermediate phase in the complete reduction of the Sm2O3
films.
Reoxidation of the Partially Reduced Samaria Films.
After characterizing the UHV-annealed films, we repeated the
annealing treatment in 5 × 10−7 Torr of O2 to determine if the
partial reduction is reversible. We find that this annealing
treatment regenerates the original Sm2O3 crystal structure, and
significantly improves the film flatness and connectivity among
domains. Figure 6 shows LEED and STM results obtained after
reoxidizing the partially reduced 1.7 ML film at 1000 K.
Reoxidation causes the satellites observed in the LEED pattern
obtained after UHV annealing to vanish, while the quasi-3 × 3
pattern reappears and is better resolved than that observed in
the LEED pattern obtained from the original 1.7 ML film
(Figure 1c). Overall, we observe a high quality LEED pattern
after reoxidation that is characterized by intense and sharp
oxide spots as well as well-defined spots from the quasi-3 × 3
superstructure and a low background intensity. These
observations are indicative of an atomically flat film with large
crystalline domains. Consistent with this interpretation, STM
images show that the reoxidized film consists of flat,
interconnected domains with a step height of 3.33 ± 0.05 Å
(Figure 6b). A few small islands are also sparsely distributed on
the large domains. A key finding is that the reoxidation
treatment not only regenerates the crystalline Sm2O3(111)
structure but also produces a higher quality film, with respect to
film flatness and connectivity among domains, compared with
that obtained in the original preparation.
■ DISCUSSION
Growth and Structure of Sm2O3(111) Films on Pt(111).
Our results demonstrate that Sm2O3(111) thin films grow on
Pt(111) in a defective fluorite structure in which the Sm cations
arrange into a hexagonal sublattice in registry with the Pt(111)
substrate, while the oxygen vacancies are randomly distributed
within the Sm2O3 structure. The lattice constant of the
hexagonal Sm structure (∼3.82 Å) lies within the range of
Sm−Sm distances reported for bulk Sm2O3 in the bixbyite
structure.33 The lattice constants determined from LEED and
STM images are in excellent agreement, and the LEED
experiments further show that the Sm lattice aligns with the
high symmetry directions of the Pt(111) surface. The
hexagonal 1.37 × 1.37 unit cell that we identified with LEED
is indeed very similar to LEED patterns reported for fluorite
CeO2(111) thin films grown on hexagonally close-packed metal
substrates.9−13,20,22−24 Mullins has also reported evidence from
LEED measurements that Dy2O3(111) films form a defective
fluorite structure on Ru(0001).26 Consistent with our LEED
observations, atomically resolved STM images show a regular,
Figure 6. (a) LEED pattern obtained from a 1.7 ML Sm2O3(111) film
on Pt(111) after partial reduction and reoxidation at 1000 K in 5 ×
10−7 Torr of O2. (b) STM image of the reoxidized 1.7 ML
Sm2O3(111) film revealing highly interconnected domains (200 nm
× 200 nm, 0.60 V, 0.89 nA).
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hexagonal lattice as well as randomly distributed point defects,
many of which must correspond to oxygen vacancies. The
observation of randomly distributed point defects is consistent
with the LEED and STM results which show that the Sm atoms
form a regular, hexagonal structure rather than the larger unit
cell of the bixbyite structure that results from vacancy ordering.
The finding that Sm2O3(111) forms a defective fluorite
structure on Pt(111) suggests that formation of a hexagonal
Sm lattice that is commensurate with the Pt(111) substrate is
more energetically favorable than the formation of the bixbyite
structure. An implication is that the Sm−Pt(111) interaction is
strong enough to overcome the driving force for vacancy
ordering which is responsible for the preferential formation of
the bixbyite over the defective fluorite form of bulk Sm2O3.
At coverages between about 1 and 3 ML, the LEED patterns
that we obtain from the Sm2O3 films exhibit additional
diffraction spots that arrange into the quasi-3 × 3 pattern
shown in Figure 1f. The extra spots begin to fade as the Sm2O3
films thicken above about 3 ML. Other researchers have
observed similar LEED patterns obtained from ultrathin
CeO2(111) films grown on metallic substrates, including
Pt(111), and also report that the extra spots vanish as the
oxide films become sufficiently thick.10,21,23 We performed an
analysis which provides evidence that the quasi-3 × 3 LEED
pattern arises from double diffraction from a coincidence lattice
formed between the hexagonal Sm sublattice and the Pt(111)
substrate. In the analysis, we generated a real-space model of
the superposed Sm and Pt lattices and then applied a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to simulate the diffraction pattern. In
the real-space structure, the Sm and Pt(111) lattice vectors are
parallel and form a hexagonal coincidence lattice, with sides
that are 11 times longer than the Pt(111) lattice constant and 8
times longer than the lattice constant of the hexagonal Sm
sublattice of Sm2O3(111).
The FFT image obtained from the real-space model is
schematically represented in Figure 1f, and agrees closely with
the quasi-3 × 3 LEED pattern that we measured. The extra
spots generated by the FFT form hexagonal arrangements
centered at the main-order Sm and Pt spots, with a spot-to-spot
separation equivalent to 8/3 of the Sm lattice constant. Along a
line connecting the (0,0) and Pt(0,1) diffraction spots, the
main-order Sm spot is located at the (0, 8/11) position and
diffraction from the coincidence lattice generates bright spots at
the (0, 3/11) and (0, 5/11) positions or, equivalently, the (0,
0.27) and (0, 0.46) positions (cf. labels in Figure 1f). An 11 ×
11 coincidence structure on Pt(111) can produce diffraction
spots at all integer multiples of the 1/11 positions; however,
double diffraction processes cause certain scattered beams to be
more intense than others. In particular, detailed analysis
predicts that the most intense double-diffraction LEED spots
arise from combinations of low-order overlayer and substrate
reciprocal lattice vectors, and that the intensities diminish
significantly for spots produced by higher-order combina-
tions.38 To further clarify the origin of the quasi-3 × 3 LEED
pattern, we calculated the scattering directions for double
diffraction processes from the Sm2O3(111) layer on Pt(111).
Indeed, we find that combinations of low-order reciprocal
lattice vectors from the overlayer and substrate only produce
LEED spots at the 3/11, 5/11, and 8/11 positions, while spots
at other multiples of 1/11 are produced by higher-order
combinations. The good agreement between the simulated and
measured LEED patterns of the superstructure suggests that the
Sm atoms of the oxide organize into the same hexagonal
structure in the first oxide layer as in subsequent layers.
The manner in which the intensity of the quasi-3 × 3 LEED
spots vary with the film growth/processing conditions is also
consistent with electron diffraction from a Sm2O3(111)/
Pt(111) coincidence lattice. For example, we find that the
quasi-3 × 3 pattern diminishes with increasing film thickness,
which is consistent with attenuation of scattered electrons
originating from the oxide-metal interface. Also, the super-
structure pattern becomes most intense when the first layer is
complete, and the second layer domains are large, as is the case
for Sm2O3 films between 1 and 3 ML and is particularly true for
the reoxidized films which exhibit large, interconnected
domains.
Our results also show that, under the conditions studied,
Sm2O3(111) films grow on Pt(111) by a mechanism that is
similar to the Stranski-Krastanov mechanism, wherein a single
wetting layer develops initially, followed by the growth of oxide
islands in multiple layers. The STM images show that the first
layer initially forms as chain structures in high density that
coexist with trilayer O−Sm−O islands. The chains likely
correspond to an intermediate SmOx structure that rearranges
to form trilayer islands during additional deposition. As
mentioned above, the formation of stable Pt oxide chains is
unlikely under the high-temperature oxidation conditions
employed in the present study.32,34 A single trilayer appears
to be complete once the nominal oxide coverage reaches 1.1
ML, with this O−Sm−O trilayer constituting the first “layer” of
the Sm2O3(111) film. In contrast, at 1.7 ML nominal coverage,
we estimate that second and third layer islands cover about 46%
and 37% of the surface area, respectively, leaving the first layer
exposed in 54% of the surface. Third layer islands thus begin to
form well before the second layer is complete. In fact, the STM
images obtained at higher coverages show that the second and
higher layers contain an appreciable concentration of hexagonal
holes, and remain incompletely formed up to a nominal
Sm2O3(111) coverage of 4.2 ML.
The formation of a conformal wetting layer on the Pt(111)
substrate is indicative of a relatively strong Sm2O3−Pt(111)
interaction which forces the Sm atoms to adopt a regular,
hexagonal structure. The failure of the second and higher layers
to close may result from strain within the Sm2O3(111)
structure that is associated with the formation of a defective
fluorite structure, especially given that this structure is
unfavorable relative to the bixbyite form of bulk Sm2O3.
Although the Sm2O3 films undergo island thickening above ∼1
ML, the film morphology is quite favorable up to about 3 ML
as the second layer is well-connected with step edges located
predominately within the hexagonal pits in the layer.
Partial Reduction of Sm2O3(111) Films on Pt(111). Our
results show that annealing in UHV at 1000 K causes a fraction
of the Sm2O3(111) film to partially reduce to rocksalt
SmO(100). The LEED patterns obtained from the partially
reduced surface at Sm2O3 coverages between ∼1 and 2 ML
exhibit a hexagonal arrangement of satellite spots centered at
the main-order Sm2O3(111) spots, while the extra spots of the
quasi-3 × 3 pattern have vanished. STM images show that the
partially reduced surface is comprised of large and flat
Sm2O3(111) terraces with cracks that appear as depressions
within the film. Atomically resolved images reveal that the crack
formations are occupied by a structure with a square periodicity
with a lattice constant of 3.56 Å. As mentioned above, the
measured lattice constant agrees well with that reported for the
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rocksalt SmO(100) plane (3.52 Å). The (100) plane of a
rocksalt monoxide is nonpolar and is the most stable facet of
this material. Interestingly, bulk SmO is only stable under
rather extreme conditions,4,39 implying that the oxide-Pt(111)
interaction promotes the partial reduction of Sm2O3 to SmO.
We conclude that a fraction of the first Sm2O3(111) layer
decomposes to SmO(100) during heating in UHV, while the
third Sm2O3 layer concurrently spreads onto the first layer. The
result is a nearly contiguous Sm2O3(111) second layer with
exposed regions of SmO(100) evident as cracks from the first
layer. The covered areas estimated from the STM images are
consistent with this interpretation. For example, in the initial
1.7 ML Sm2O3 film, we estimate that the second and third
layers constitute about 46% and 37% of the total surface area,
respectively; that is, the first layer is visible in about 54% of the
imaged areas. After partial reduction, the third layer is nearly
depleted and the second layer appears to cover about 92% of
the surface area, with the SmO(100) cracks accounting for the
remaining area. We emphasize that the domain areas estimated
from STM images represent only a small portion of the surface,
and that variations in these areas can exist across the entire
surface. Although this uncertainty exists, the area comparison is
consistent with the idea that a large fraction of the third layer
Sm2O3(111) moves into the second layer during partial
reduction. It is worth noting that the density of Sm atoms is
nearly identical in the Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) planes
based on the measured lattice constants. The similar Sm atom
densities may facilitate the transformation of Sm2O3(111) to
SmO(100) during reduction.
Additional evidence that reduction occurs mainly in the first
oxide layer (i.e., the layer closest to the Pt(111) substrate) is
the disappearance of the quasi-3 × 3 LEED pattern after partial
reduction. Based on the interpretation given in the previous
section, loss of the quasi-3 × 3 LEED pattern suggests that
partial reduction eliminates large domains of the Sm2O3(111)/
Pt(111) interface since sufficiently large coincidence regions of
the Sm2O3(111) and Pt(111) lattices are needed to produce an
observable quasi-3 × 3 pattern in LEED. The low bias used to
atomically resolve the SmO(100) structure with STM also
suggests that the SmO(100) structure lies on top of the
Pt(111) surface. In particular, since bulk SmO exhibits metallic
character,4 it should be possible to achieve electron tunneling
through a single SmO(100) layer on Pt(111) using a very low
potential, as observed, whereas larger potentials are needed to
tunnel through a Sm2O3(111) layer. Notably, very low biases
are typically required to atomically resolve close-packed metal
surfaces due to the low electronic corrugation caused by
electron delocalization. It should be mentioned, however, that a
single oxide layer on a metallic surface can exhibit distinct
electronic properties compared with the bulk oxide, so
achieving atomic resolution using a low sample-to-tip bias is
not necessarily proof that the corresponding bulk oxide is
metallic. At the least, the different bias conditions needed to
resolve the SmO(100) vs Sm2O3(111) structures on Pt(111)
suggests that these structures have quite different electronic
properties.
Characteristics of the LEED patterns obtained from the
partially reduced surfaces are consistent with the coexistence of
Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) domains and the formation of a
coincidence lattice between these structures. The satellite spots
observed in the LEED pattern (Figure 4a, b) form a hexagonal
arrangement centered on the main-order Sm2O3(111) spots,
which suggests that partial reduction creates a new ordered
structure that adopts an epitaxial relationship with the
hexagonal Sm sublattice of Sm2O3(111). The satellite spots
thus seem inconsistent with the formation of an ordered Sm−
Pt(111) alloy since such a structure is likely to produce new
diffraction features that are clearly associated with the main-
order Pt(111) spots. Notably, surface alloy structures that form
in related systems (e.g., Ce−Pt(111)) differ significantly from
the structures that we observe after partial reduction.40,41 To
test these ideas, we explored viable ways to form epitaxial
relationships between the Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) lattices.
Figure 7a shows the optimal commensurate structure of the
Sm2O3(111)/SmO(100) lattices that we identified. In this
structure, the square lattice of SmO(100) is oriented such that
its diagonal aligns along the unit cell vector and thus also along
the long diagonal of the hexagonal unit cell of Sm2O3(111).
Along the direction in which the diagonals are parallel, and
defining the lattice constants of Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) as
a and b, respectively, we find a coincidence lattice defined by
the relation 4√2b = 3√3a, with a = 3.81 Å and b = 3.50 Å.
The second lattice vector has a length equal to√29(√2b) and
forms an angle of 111.8° with the first lattice vector. To
determine the epitaxial relationship, we fixed the value of a at
the measured value and adjusted b to optimize the
commensurability between the lattices. The optimal value of
b differs by less than 2% from the value that we estimate from
the STM images, and agrees to within 0.6% of the lattice
constant of the bulk SmO(100) plane reported in the literature.
Figure 7. (a) Model of a commensurate overlayer structure of
Sm2O3(111) on SmO(100). Blue circles represent Sm atoms in the
hexagonal Sm2O3(111) lattice and red circles represent Sm atoms in
the square SmO(100) lattice. The unit cell of the coincidence lattice is
illustrated and the dimensions are given. (b) Simulated LEED pattern
for three rotational domains of the square SmO(100) lattice (colored)
coexisting with separate domains of Sm2O3(111) (open circles). The
relative orientations of the lattices match those shown in the overlayer
model. (c) Simulated LEED pattern of the three rotational domains of
the coincidence lattice (filled) as an overlayer on Sm2O3(111) (open
circles). (d) Simulated LEED pattern in c) with specific arrangements
of spots highlighted, as discussed in the text.
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Thus, the SmO(100) and Sm2O3(111) lattices can form the
epitaxial relationship depicted in Figure 7a with minimal strain
to the structures.
The epitaxial Sm2O3(111)/SmO(100) structure can explain
several of the features observed in the LEED patterns obtained
from the partially reduced surfaces, though we are unable to
reproduce all features of the measured LEED pattern. For
example, the LEED pattern depicted in Figure 7b would result
from separate, coexisting domains of Sm2O3(111) and
SmO(100) in which the lattices adopt the relative orientation
shown in the epitaxial model (Figure 7a). In this case, the
square lattice of SmO(100) produces LEED spots on each side
of the main-order Sm2O3(111) spots, giving rise to the
appearance of triplets that reside along a ring centered on the
(0,0) spot. Other researchers have reported LEED patterns that
resemble that shown in Figure 7b,20 and we have also observed
an analogous pattern after annealing Sm2O3(111) films in
UHV. In these cases, the LEED patterns are similar to those
shown in Figures 4a and b, but only two satellite spots are
observable at each main-order spot. We have not yet
determined the conditions that cause the LEED pattern
obtained from a partially reduced film to resemble that
shown in Figure 7b, but we note that the LEED patterns
shown in Figure 4a,b were highly reproducible. Although the
calculated LEED pattern shown in Figure 7b qualitatively
resembles patterns observed by others as well as the present
study, the separation between the SmO(100) spots and the
main-order Sm2O3(111) spots is larger in the calculated pattern
compared with the measured patterns. This difference implies
that reproducing the LEED pattern obtained from the partially
reduced film requires consideration of factors other than only
the coexistence of separate Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100)
domains.
We also simulated LEED patterns for structural models that
include the coincidence structure depicted in Figure 7a. For
example, we performed FFT analysis of the real-space structural
model but were unable to exactly reproduce the satellite
structure seen in the measured LEED pattern. We find that the
FFT analysis is sensitive to small variations in the lattice
constants of the Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) structures and
may thus be unable to reliably reproduce the measured LEED
pattern for this structure. We also used the LEEDpat software42
to simulate the LEED pattern of the proposed Sm2O3(111)/
SmO(100) coincidence lattice superposed on the hexagonal
Sm2O3(111) lattice. This simulation treats the coincidence
lattice as a so-called simple overlayer on the hexagonal
Sm2O3(111) structure wherein scattering centers from the
overlayer are located only on the corners of the coincidence
lattice unit cell. Such a simulation can reveal the possible
locations of LEED spots that originate from the true
coincidence structure formed between Sm2O3(111) and
SmO(100), but does not provide information about the spot
intensities. As seen in Figure 7c, the computed LEED pattern
exhibits many more diffraction spots than are evident in the
measured LEED patterns, with spots arising from three
rotational domains of the coincidence lattice on Sm2O3(111).
In Figure 7d, we highlight specific arrangements to better
illustrate features that appear in the predicted LEED pattern.
Overlap of spots from the rotational domains of the
coincidence lattice generates triplets that arrange into
hexagonal formations (red and blue) centered around the
main-order Sm2O3(111) spots, while eighteen individual spots
(green) form rings around the main-order spots. The
orientation and spacing of the red hexagonal arrangement
agrees well with the characteristics of the measured satellite
structure obtained from the partially reduced Sm2O3(111)
films; the measured vs computed separation between the main-
order and satellite spots is 6.0a vs 6.1a, respectively. Notably,
the LEED spots produced by the SmO(100) structure (Figure
7b) lie just outside of the satellite spots (Figure 7d, red)
predicted for the coincidence lattice. The orientation and
spacing of the blue hexagonal arrangement also closely matches
a hexagonal arrangement centered on the (0,0) spot in the
measured pattern (Figure 4a, b). The absence of many of the
predicted superstructure spots from the measured LEED
patterns may result from destructive interference caused by
multiple-diffraction processes, neglect of the Pt(111) substrate
in the LEED simulations, small domain sizes, instrumental
limitations and energy-dependent effects in the electron
scattering. More detailed studies are needed to fully character-
ize the structure of the partially reduced Sm2O3(111) films and
test the proposed structure. Overall, however, the agreement
between the simulated and measured LEED patterns supports
the interpretation that the proposed Sm2O3(111)/SmO(100)
coincidence structure develops during partial reduction of the
Sm2O3(111) films on Pt(111) and is responsible for the
satellite features observed in the LEED patterns.
Reoxidation of Partially Reduced Sm2O3(111) Films
on Pt(111). Our results show that the original Sm2O3(111)
crystal structure can be restored by oxidizing the partially
reduced films, thus demonstrating that oxidation of SmO(100)
to Sm2O3(111) is facile under the conditions studied. The
reoxidation treatment also improves the film flatness and
connectivity among domains of the ∼1−2 ML Sm2O3(111)
films compared with those obtained in the original preparation.
An implication is that the extensive coalescence that occurs in
the second layer during partial reduction is largely preserved
when the surface is reoxidized. Interestingly, the fraction of
first-layer areas that can be seen in STM images obtained from
the reoxidized films is only slightly smaller than that observed
in the original film, even though most of the first layer of the
partially reduced film is covered. For example, we estimate that
exposed areas of the first layer constitute about 54% of the total
surface area in the original 1.7 ML film, but that this exposed
area decreases to ∼8% after partial reduction. After reoxidation,
we find that the first layer accounts for about 39% of the
exposed area in the images that we analyzed. These
observations reveal that the reduction-reoxidation process
significantly improves the connectivity among domains of the
Sm2O3(111) films, but suggest that an appreciable fraction of
the second layer of Sm2O3(111) migrates to the third layer
during oxidation of the partially reduced film, thus preventing
the formation of a conformal second layer. The apparent
migration of Sm2O3 from the second to the third layer during
reoxidation may mitigate strain that would develop in a
conformal second layer of Sm2O3(111).
To conclude, we note that the present study appears to be
the first to report the formation of a crystalline, rare-earth
monoxide phase on a metallic substrate. Interestingly, however,
comparing the present LEED results with those obtained in
prior investigations suggests that CeO(100) is also produced
during the thermal decomposition of CeO2(111) thin films on
hexagonally close-packed metal surfaces. We base this
conclusion on the observation that LEED patterns with similar
satellite features as shown in Figure 4 have been observed
during the thermal reduction of CeO2(111) films on Rh(111)
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in UHV24 as well as after annealing a low-coverage (0.7 ML)
layer of Ce oxide on Pt(111) in an O2 background at 1040 K.
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Although the Ce oxide layer was annealed in O2 in the latter
case, the conditions appear to have caused partial reduction,
resulting in a mixture of CeO(100) and CeOx(111). These
findings are interesting as they suggest the possibility of
performing systematic UHV investigations with well-defined
rare earth monoxide and sesquioxide structures using a given
thin-film/substrate combination. This capability may provide
new opportunities for determining how distinct structures and
oxidation states influence the surface chemical properties of
rare-earth oxide films, particularly the ability of the oxide to
exchange oxygen with adsorbed reactants and thereby promote
partial vs complete oxidation chemistry.
An important issue for future studies is to more fully
characterize the structures that develop during the complete
reduction of Sm2O3(111) films on Pt(111). Prior studies
indeed show that multiple ordered structures can form as
CeO2(111) thin films thermally decompose, including ordered
surface alloys once reduction of the ceria film is completed.12,24
Also, after partial reduction of a CeO2(111) film on Pt(111),
Luches et al.20 have observed a complex LEED pattern that
differs from those presented here for the SmO(100)/
Sm2O3(111) structure. This observation may indicate that the
CeO(100) phase decomposes to form distinct oxide structures
prior to complete reduction or that the CeO(100) phase does
not form at all under the specific reduction conditions that
those researchers applied.
Lastly, it is important to point out that the total amount of
SmO(100) produced in our experiments is difficult to estimate
because a fraction of this phase presumably resides underneath
the Sm2O3(111) second layer, and the exposed areas of
SmO(100) are relatively small for the conditions studied. From
the STM images, we estimate that the exposed regions of
SmO(100) constitute about 8% and 13% of the total surface
area for the partially reduced 1.7 and 1.1 ML films, respectively.
It may be possible to generate films with larger areas of exposed
SmO(100) under conditions that have not yet been studied,
such as lower initial Sm2O3(111) coverage or higher reduction
temperatures. We are planning studies to characterize other
ordered structures that form during the reduction of
Sm2O3(111) films and also determine if large domains of
SmO(100) can be produced. This latter capability would
facilitate systematic investigations of the surface chemistry of
SmO(100) and Sm2O3(111) layers on Pt(111).
■ SUMMARY
We used LEED and STM to investigate the growth and partial
reduction of Sm2O3(111) thin films on Pt(111) for oxide
coverages up to ∼4 ML. We find that the Sm2O3(111) thin
films are high quality and grow as a defective fluorite structure
on Pt(111) wherein the Sm atoms arrange into a well-ordered,
hexagonal (1.37 × 1.37) sublattice in registry with the Pt(111)
substrate, while oxygen vacancies within the film are randomly
distributed. At coverages between about 1 and 3 ML, we
observe a quasi-(3 × 3) LEED pattern that is consistent with
double diffraction from an 11 × 11 coincidence lattice that
forms between the hexagonal Sm2O3(111) and Pt(111) lattices.
The observation of a hexagonal Sm2O3(111) structure suggests
that a relatively strong interaction with the Pt(111) surface
forces the Sm2O3 thin film to adopt the defective fluorite
structure rather than the preferred bixbyite structure of bulk
Sm2O3. STM measurements further reveal that the
Sm2O3(111) film grows by a mechanism that is analogous to
the Stranski-Krastanov mechanism in that a single wetting layer
forms followed by the growth of well-defined, multilayer
islands. Although island thickening occurs after completion of
the wetting layer, the Sm2O3(111) films are high quality and
characterized by large, atomically flat domains.
We also investigated the partial reduction and reoxidation of
Sm2O3(111) thin films on Pt(111). Our results suggest that
annealing the ∼1−2 ML films at 1000 K in UHV causes a
fraction of the wetting layer to decompose to SmO(100) while
Sm2O3(111) in the third layer concurrently migrates into the
second layer. The result is a film that consists of a nearly
contiguous Sm2O3(111) second layer, and a first layer mixture
of Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100) domains where the latter is
evident as cracks in the second layer. LEED patterns obtained
from the partially reduced films exhibit satellite spots that adopt
a hexagonal arrangement centered on the main-order
Sm2O3(111) spots. We show that the SmO(100) and
Sm2O3(111) lattices can form a coincidence structure with
minimal strain, and that the satellite features observed with
LEED are consistent with the proposed Sm2O3(111)/SmO-
(100) coincidence structure as well as separate, coexisting
domains of Sm2O3(111) and SmO(100). Lastly, we find that
oxidation of the partially reduced films restores the
Sm2O3(111) crystal structure, and significantly improves the
film flatness and connectivity among oxide domains. Overall,
our results demonstrate that high quality Sm2O3(111) thin
films can be grown on Pt(111), and that the morphology and
Sm oxidation states within the films can be modified by partial
reduction and reoxidation. Our results further suggest that the
formation of well-ordered domains of (100)-oriented monoxide
may be a general characteristic in the reduction of rare earth
oxide thin films on hexagonally close-packed metal surfaces.
This possibility is intriguing since the ability to prepare well-
defined layers of monoxide and higher oxides of the rare earth
metals could provide new opportunities for investigating the
surface chemistry of this class of materials and clarifying how
the surface oxidation states that exist influence selectivity
toward partial vs complete oxidation chemistry.
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Abstract  
The chemistry of CO and D2O, individually adsorbed or co-adsorbed, on epitaxial thin films of 
samaria on Pt(111) was studied by temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPD). 
Continuous thin films as well as discontinuous films composed of samaria islands on bare 
Pt(111) were prepared.  Their comparative study indicates that Sm2O3 islands provide lattice 
oxygen at their perimeter for CO oxidation on adjacent exposed Pt area where CO adsorption 
takes place. CO2 production was observed only on as-prepared discontinuous films. While, in 
particular on thermally reduced samaria islands, TPD after D2O adsorption revealed D2 
production which indicates a pathway for D2O dissociation, no evidence for the water gas shift 
reaction of CO and residual OD species on the surface was found after co-adsorption of CO and 
D2O. Instead, interaction between CO and OD species at the perimeter of islands on reduced 
discontinuous SmOx thin films obviously promotes D2 formation without yielding CO2 as 
desorbing product. 
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Introduction  
The water-gas shift (WGS) reaction and its reverse counterpart have been considered as among 
the most relevant reactions in the fields of sustainable chemistry and energy conversion. Starting 
with only water and CO, the WGS generates two benefits, namely (1) CO oxidation and (2) H2 
production, and therefore is of interest when it comes to controlling toxic exhaust gas emissions 
or feeding fuel cells, respectively [1-3]. Current catalysts used in industry for the WGS reaction 
are iron-chromium-magnesium and zinc-aluminum-copper mixture oxides [1, 2, 4]. They require 
complex activation steps, and especially for the Zn-Al-Cu oxide catalyst, operation at low 
temperature (ca. 200 °C) is mandatory because of the tendency of copper to sinter [5, 6]. 
Therefore, scientists are looking for new catalytic systems with higher thermal stability and ease 
of use for the WGS reaction and have thereby focused on combinations of transition metals and 
oxides, such as, e.g, Pt/CeOx, Au/CeOx, or Pt/TiOx [7-13].  
 
Model studies of the WGS reaction in surface science have focused on understanding 
mechanisms of the reaction. Currently, two possible pathways of the WGS reaction  involving 
oxide surfaces are being proposed, both leading to water dissociation and oxidation of the CO 
adsorbed on the transition metal [3, 14-17]. In the so-called redox mechanism, CO directly 
reduces the oxide catalyst upon formation of CO2. Subsequently, the reduced oxide is reoxidized 
by water, resulting in H2 formation. In the associative mechanism, CO is oxidized by surface OH 
groups that are formed by dissociative water adsorption on the oxide catalyst. In principle, the 
WGS reaction may follow both, the redox and the associative pathway on an oxide-metal 
catalyst. So far there are only few experimental hints as to how the nature of oxide-metal systems 
affects the efficiency of either of the WGS reaction mechanisms. Here, for instance, the basicity 
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and acidity of surface sites, the oxidation states of the oxide, oxygen mobility, and reactions at 
surface vacancies or, in particular, the oxide-metal interface on a catalyst may play major roles. 
For instance, Graciani and Sanz have described that a strong interaction between oxide 
nanoparticles and a metal substrate may induce formation of nano-mixed oxides at the oxide-
metal substrate interface by sharing oxygen atoms which leads to reduction of the oxide and may 
enhance the catalytic reactivity of the oxide in the WGS reaction [13]. To gain more insight, 
systemic studies of the chemistry of CO and water, individually as well as in combination, on 
appropriate models for oxide-metal catalysts are essential.  
 
In the series of rare earth oxides (REO), so far only ceria (CeOx)-based catalysts have 
been studied intensively for the WGS reaction [18-23], and it is also ceria and ceria-metal 
systems, for which studies of the interaction of the reactants CO and water under ambient 
pressure and in ultrahigh vacuum condition are available [24-27]. Ceria as a reducible oxide is 
able to dissociate water and oxidize CO. Due to formation of highly stable intermediates on ceria 
which stop the reaction, however, ceria alone is not an active WGS catalyst. To destabilize the 
intermediates and complete the WGS reaction, ceria-metal systems are considered in which ceria 
is able to dissociate water and the metal is used for CO adsorption and producing less stable 
intermediates at the perimeter sites between ceria and the metal [13].   
 
We could show in previous work [28, 29] that samaria thin films grown on Pt(111) can be 
thermally reduced in UHV and reoxidized in O2 at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, by 
precisely controlling the film growth parameters, high-quality continuous as well as 
discontinuous epitaxial samaria (SmOx) thin films can be prepared. Therefore, we consider the 
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samaria-Pt system as highly valuable to test concepts for metal-REO WGS catalysts. Studies of 
methanol chemistry on the SmOx-Pt system [29] showed us that SmOx as a basic oxide is capable 
of methanol dehydrogenation and oxidation. Also we found out that a discontinuous SmOx thin 
film (oxide islands in the neighborhood of exposed Pt surface area) exhibits a higher reactivity 
than a continuous SmOx thin film or a bare Pt(111) surface, indicating cooperative effects on the 
metal-oxide system. In the present temperature-programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPD) [30-
32] study, we have investigated the reaction of CO and water (D2O) individually as well as after 
co-adsorption on both continuous SmOx thin films and SmOx islands grown on Pt(111). We will 
demonstrate in the following how the samaria film status influences its chemical reactivity with 
regards to CO and water and present tests for the WGS reaction by co-adsorbing CO and water 
on the samaria-Pt system. While our model studies do not yet provide direct evidence for 
efficient WGS catalysis by the samaria-Pt(111) system, they reveal insight into an intriguing CO-
OD interaction thereon.  
 
Experimental section 
All experiments were performed in an UHV system (base pressure < 5 x 10-10 mbar) which 
consists of two major chambers, one housing an ion sputter source (SPECS), an e-beam 
evaporator (Omicron EFM3), and a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) (HIDEN Analytical) 
for TPD, the other equipped with a four-grid LEED system (OMICRON) as well as an X-ray 
source (OMICRON) and a hemispherical electron analyzer (Leybold E10) for x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). A Pt single crystal in shape of a circular disk (9 mm 
diameter) cut and polished in (111) orientation (Surface Preparation Laboratory) was mounted on 
a molybdenum sample plate and utilized as a substrate for the deposition of samaria thin films in 
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the UHV system. For sample temperature measurements, a type-K thermocouple was spot-
welded to the backside of the Pt crystal. The Pt(111) surface was cleaned by repeated cycles of 
Ar+ sputtering at an ion energy of 1 KeV in an argon background pressure (p = 5 x 10-5 mbar) at 
room temperature for 20 min and annealing in UHV at 1000 K for 15 min. Afterwards, the 
crystal was annealed in oxygen background pressure (p = 5 x 10-7 mbar) for 10 min at 1000 K in 
order to remove any carbon contaminations. We considered a surface clean when XPS (Al Kα 
radiation) showed both, C and O 1s emission signals below the detection limits, corresponding to 
atomic ratios of C/Pt and O/Pt below 0.02.    
 
Epitaxial samaria thin films were prepared on the Pt(111) substrate by reactive physical 
vapor deposition (RPVD) of samarium metal in oxygen background (P = 5 x 10-7 mbar). As  
reported in detail in our previous work [28, 29]  the substrate temperature is kept at 600 K during 
deposition and, for annealing, subsequently increased to 1000 K for 10 min while maintaining 
the background oxygen pressure. In order to estimate the film thicknesses the attenuation of the 
Pt 4f7/2 peak intensity in XPS spectra was used, assuming an inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of 
25.03 Å [33]. The IMFP value is based on considering a bulk c-type Sm2O3 film (density: 8.347 
g/cm3) grown on Pt(111). In the following, one monolayer (ML) of Sm2O3(111) is defined as an 
O-Sm-O trilayer in the <111> direction of the c-Sm2O3(111) structure which corresponds to an 
average film thickness of 3.18 Å [34]. By depositing 1.3 ± 0.1 ML and 4.3 ± 0.1 ML SmOx, 
respectively, a continuous Sm2O3 thin film and a discontinuous Sm2O3 thin film (oxide islands, 
leaving parts of Pt(111) area exposed) were prepared. For simplicity, the continuous and the 
discontinuous thin films are denoted  “thin film” and “islands”, respectively, in the following.  
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TPD experiments were carried out after dosing Langmuir equivalents of CO (4.7 grade, 
Linde) or D2O from a liquid reservoir via a gas doser onto the sample held at 96 K in a 
background pressure below 5 x 10-10 mbar. D2O was chosen instead of H2O because the latter is 
abundant in the background pressure even at UHV conditions and therefore causes relatively 
high background signals for H2O and H2 in the QMS. The liquid D2O reservoir was purified by 
at least 10 freeze-pump-thaw cycles. In the present work, 5 Langmuir of CO and 10 Langmuir of 
D2O were dosed onto the samples before each TPD. Only for calibrating the exposed Pt areas, 
we overdosed CO onto samples in order to safely achieve the saturation coverage of 0.68 
monolayer equivalent (MLE) CO on Pt(111) [35]. One MLE is defined as the surface atomic 
density of Pt(111) being 1.52 x 1015 cm-2. 
 
Each TPD experiment was carried out by warming up the sample from 100 K to 800 K with a 
well-controlled heating rate of 1 K/s (controller by Schlichting Physikalische Instrumente) in 
front of an aperture to the QMS which recorded seven masses (m/z = 28 (CO), 44 (CO2), 20 
(D2O), 19 (DOH), 18 (OD and H2O), 4 (D2) and 3 (DH)). For data presentation in the following, 
the ionization probabilities of the particular molecules in the QMS have been accounted for by 
normalizing the recorded intensities. Calibration of the recorded TPD signal intensities in terms 
of product yields was performed by preparing, as reference, a coverage of 1/3 MLE CO on bare 
Pt(111) via monitoring the associated (√3 x √3)R30° structure in LEED and then integrating the 
intensity of the corresponding CO signal during TPD [35]. Based on this calibration, 5 Langmuir 
of CO dosed on Pt(111) yielded a CO coverage of 0.40 ± 0.01 MLE. It should be noted that 
conversion of D2O-TPD signal intensities to absolute yields is hindered by the background water 
and hydrogen pressure in the UHV system. They render an unambiguous ascription of related 
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masses to a single fragment difficult. For instance, m/z = 18 may represent OD as well as H2O. 
Furthermore, H/D exchange reactions in the QMS need to be taken into account as well. In fact, 
since m/z = 3 (DH) as D2-related mass was detected in the QMS, both, D2- and DH-TPD signals 
were taken into account in order to estimate D2 yields.  
 
Results and Discussion 
I. CO chemistry 
First, results on CO adsorption and reaction on an as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film and on as-
prepared Sm2O3 islands will be reported. The TPD data for m/z=28 (CO) and m/z=44 (CO2) are 
compiled in comparison to those obtained from a bare Pt(111) surface in Figure 1. For the bare 
Pt(111) surface only a CO desorption peak at 400 K – 500 K is observed. If there was a high 
concentration of surface defects (or steps) on a Pt(111) substrate, an additional CO desorption 
peak should be visible at 570 K [36]. 
 
For the as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film (total coverage 4.3 ML), a sharp CO desorption peak 
is observed at 113 K. There is no CO desorption in the temperature range 400-500 K, indicating 
that the Pt(111) surface was in fact fully covered by the Sm2O3 thin film. Considering a first-
order desorption of CO from the Sm2O3 surface with the frequency factor of 10
13 s-1, we estimate 
the activation energy of desorption as 28.7 kJ mol-1 by using Redhead’s equation [37]. In 
comparison, Kuriyama et al., e.g. observed similarly week adsorption and quick desorption of 
CO from SmOx films grown on a Ru(0001) substrate (they found  a desorption temperature of 
125 K) [38]. 
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Figure 1: CO- and CO2-TPD spectra collected from a clean Pt(111) surface, an as-prepared 
Sm2O3 thin film, and as-prepared Sm2O3 islands, respectively, after dosing 5 L CO at 96 K. 
  
The CO-TPD spectrum from the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands (1.3 ML) on Pt(111) shows both 
desorption features from both, Pt(111) and the Sm2O3 thin film. The CO desorption peak 
contributed by exposed Pt areas exhibits a somewhat lower maximum desorption temperature 
(420 K) and is broader compared to the bare Pt(111) surface. Kuriyama et al. [39] observed a 
similar behavior of the major CO-TPD feature when a Ru(0001) surface was covered by SmOx 
islands. It should be mentioned that only at low coverage of SmOx on Ru(0001) (below 0.31 ML) 
they observed an additional CO desorption peak at 350 K which was assigned to CO desorption 
from perimeter sites between SmOx islands and the Ru surface where, as the authors speculated, 
excess oxygen may exist which repels neighboring CO molecules. Since we did not observe any 
additional CO peak in the CO-TPD spectrum from the (1.3 ML) Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111), there 
is no evidence  for excess oxygen on Sm2O3 perimeter sites in our case.  
 
Estimating the activation energy for CO desorption from Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111) by 
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considering first-order desorption and a frequency factor of 1013 s-1, we obtain a value of 111.28 
kJ mo1-1 which is  ~4.1 kJ mo1-1  lower than for the bare Pt(111) surface. This decrease of the 
CO desorption activation barrier indicates that the mean distance between adjacent CO 
molecules has decreased and, thereby, enhanced the effects of the long-range repulsive CO-CO 
interaction. By integrating the CO peak areas from bare Pt(111) and the as-prepared Sm2O3 
islands, respectively, we find for both samples a CO desorption of 0.40 MLE, in total. For the 
bare Pt(111) surface this coverage is below saturation which has been reported as 0.68 MLE at 
100 K [35]. As will be demonstrated below, the Sm2O3 islands cover 35% of the Pt(111) surface 
area. Therefore the similar amount of CO desorbing from both samples is surprising and 
indicates a CO spillover from Sm2O3 surface to exposed Pt areas. The concomitant decrease of 
the mean distance between CO molecules may explain the decrease of the activation barrier for 
CO desorption from the Sm2O3 islands compared to bare Pt(111) observed in the TPD 
experiments.  
 
In contrast to bare Pt(111) and to the as-prepared continuous Sm2O3 film, a small CO2 
desorption peak (0.014 MLE) at 485 K is observed for the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. Observing 
CO2 desorption at that temperature range at which CO desorbs from Pt(111) implies that CO 
oxidation most likely takes place at the perimeter sites between Sm2O3 islands and exposed Pt 
areas. There, Sm2O3 can provide the oxygen required to produce CO2 from CO adsorbed at Pt 
sites. As mentioned above, there is no evidence for excess oxygen at perimeter sites between 
Sm2O3 islands and Pt. Therefore, we rule out any contribution of excess oxygen to CO oxidation 
and conceive (1) the redox mechanism (CO + Olattice  CO2 ) and (2) the associative mechanism 
(CO + OHad  CO2 + ½ H2), as discussed in the introduction, as the two possible CO oxidation 
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pathways on the sample surface [22, 40, 41]. The formation of hydroxyls on REO surfaces 
during thin film preparation or any sample cooling procedures in UHV has been demonstrated by 
XPS [42, 43] and, therefore, reaction (2) is also considered in our case. However, our TPD 
monitoring shows that there is no H2 production (m/z = 2) as would be expected concomitantly 
with the CO2 evolution from reaction (2). Accordingly, we conclude that it is reaction (1) and the 
lattice oxygen of Sm2O3 on perimeter sites of the islands which contribute mainly to CO 
oxidation. 
 
Consequently, the amount of lattice oxygen available for CO2 formation should decrease 
during a CO-TPD experiment. As a test to this hypothesis, repeated CO-TPD experiments were 
performed on an as-prepared sample of Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111). The results, shown in Figure 
2, reveal a clear maximum yield of CO2 in the 1
st CO-TPD experiment whereas the relative yield 
of CO2 continuously decreases over repeated CO TPD experiments. As mentioned above, only 
0.014 MLE of CO2 is detected in the 1
st TPD, indicating that only a similarly small amount of 
lattice oxygen is available for CO oxidation. To demonstrate that it is indeed the lattice oxygen 
which plays a major role for CO oxidation, we performed CO TPD experiments also on samples 
of Sm2O3 islands which were thermally reduced by annealing at 1000 K for 30 min [28] and 
found no CO2 evolution at all (data not shown). Obviously, only the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands 
are able to provide lattice oxygen available for CO oxidation, which is essential for the redox 
pathway of the WGS reaction. As demonstrated by the absence of CO2 production on a Sm2O3 
film and the spill-over of CO to Pt(111) areas and as indicated by the low yield of the CO2 from 
Sm2O3 islands  it is probably only a small amount of lattice oxygen from island perimeter sites 
which contribute to CO oxidation.    
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Figure 2: CO2 and intact CO yields collected from the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands over repeated 
CO TPD runs normalized to total COx desorption.  
 
II. D2O chemistry  
a) As-prepared continuous and discontinuous Sm2O3 thin films on Pt(111) 
All D2O-related masses (m/z = 20 (D2O), 19 (DOH), and 18 (OD and H2O) were recorded, as 
mentioned in the experimental section) showed similar features in TPD spectra in the case of the 
as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film and the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. Also, compared to each other, 
both recorded D2-related masses (m/z = 4 (D2) and 3 (DH)) exhibited the same behavior. 
Therefore, in the following only the main D2O and D2 masses (m/z = 20 and 4, respectively) are 
shown in the figures. Hydrogen present in the detected products suggests either H2O 
contamination of the D2O reservoir or isotope exchange reactions of desorbing products at the 
chamber wall and/or in the QMS ion source [44]. Studying isotope effects in water desorption 
from Ru(0001), Denzler et al. found that in case of a H2O and/or H2 contamination in a D2O 
sample an additional D2O desorption peak at ~210 K should be observed, indicative of a 
relatively strong bond between D2O and H2O/H2 which stabilizes adsorbed D2O molecules [45]. 
Since there is no additional D2O peak observed at ~210 K in our experiments, we rule out a H2O 
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and/or H2 contamination in the D2O reservoir. The hydrogen present in the observed products 
must be mainly originating from isotope exchange reactions in the QMS.  
 
D2O-TPD from bare Pt(111) yields a D2O peak at 190 K, which can be assigned to 
bilayer (BL) D2O desorption [46, 47], and a tiny D2 peak (< 0.01 MLE) at ~ 400 K (see Figure 
3). The shape of the D2O peak reveals a typical zero-order desorption indicating that the bilayer 
D2O does not react with the Pt(111) surface. As also reported by others, water does not dissociate 
on a flat or stepped Pt(111) surface.[46, 48]  Therefore, we ascribe the small amount of D2 
desorption to D2O dissociation most likely at defects on the Pt substrate.  
 
Figure 3: D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the Pt(111), the as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film, 
and the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. 
Compared to Pt(111), the D2O-TPD spectra from both, the thin Sm2O3 film and the 
Sm2O3 islands show a broader peak at 190 K accompanied by a tail up to ca. 250 K – 300 K. The 
tail must be assigned to D2O recombination on Sm2O3 because it is not observed on the clean 
Pt(111) surface. It suggests that the Sm2O3 surface is able to dissociate D2O below 190 K. Given 
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the D2O dissociation products OD (nucleophilic) and D (electrophilic) and their nature on oxide 
surfaces [49-51], it is expected that OD binds to Sm cation sites or surface vacancies whereas D 
adsorbs at O anion sites. To the best of our knowledge, so far no water-TPD experiments on 
samaria surfaces have been reported. However, similar findings were observed on other oxide 
surfaces. For instance, Mullins et al. have used XPS to show that water from hydroxyl 
recombination desorbs from an oxidized CeO2(111) surface between 200 K and 300 K [53, 54]. 
 
It should be noted that, in general, bilayer water structures are not observed on surfaces 
on which the interaction between water with the surface is stronger than the interaction between 
water molecules. Because of the interaction between the first water layer and the surface, the first 
water layer does not provide a suitable template for the formation of the bilayer water structure. 
Often, oxide surfaces represent this class of surfaces. In contrast, bilayer water structures are 
often observed on non-reactive metal surfaces such as, e.g., Pt(111), Pd(111), Ru(0001), or 
Au(111) [52]. Since D2O is able to dissociate on samaria surfaces, one may expect that the first 
D2O layer is unlikely to be a template for the bilayer structure. Thus, we assign the D2O peak 
observed at 190 K for both, the continuous as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film and the as-prepared 
Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111) simply to non-recombinative molecular D2O desorption.  
 
Above 300 K, the Sm2O3 thin film and the Sm2O3 islands vary with respect to the D2O 
chemistry thereon. We observed an additional D2O recombination peak at 520 K from the thin 
film, whereas no D2O recombination but a small D2 peak (ca. 0.013 ± 0.005  MLE) at 600 K was 
observed for the islands. The D2O recombination peak from the thin film with a peak onset at 
450 K is clear evidence that D2O can be dissociated to OD and D on the film and that these 
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species must be stable up to ca. 450 K. Since the desorption temperature (peak maximum at 480 
K) of recombinative D2O from the thin film is lower than the D2 desorption temperature (600 K) 
from the islands, there is obviously even stronger binding of OD and D species to the Sm2O3 
islands, blocking the route of D2O recombination and resulting in D2 formation at higher 
temperature. The high desorption temperature of D2 also implies an remarkable stability of 
surface OD species. The different reactive nature of the Sm2O3 film and Sm2O3 islands may be 
due to electronic effects induced by the Pt substrate or vacancy or defect sites on the Sm2O3 
islands which, compared to the continuous film (4.3 ML coverage) are relatively thin (1.3 ML 
total coverage). 
 
b) Reduced continuous and discontinuous SmOX thin films/Pt(111)  
To complete the WGS reaction via the redox mechanism, reoxidation of a reduced oxide surface 
by water is required. In the associative mechanism, although the reduction/oxidation reaction of 
an oxide surface is not directly involved in the WGS reaction, the oxidation condition of the 
oxide surface may affect its activity for WGS by promoting or limiting water dissociation. In a 
previous study [29] we demonstrated that thermal reduction of epitaxial Sm2O3 thin films leads 
to significant changes of chemical reactivity and behavior. In the present work we focused on 
how the D2O chemistry responds to different SmOx oxidation conditions and performed D2O 
TPD experiments on both, reduced SmOx thin films and reduced SmOx islands. In particular, the 
possibility of SmOx reoxidation by D2O, as required for WGS, was investigated. The TPD results 
are compiled in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the reduced SmOx thin film and the reduced 
SmOx islands. 
  
For reduced SmOx thin films, a D2O desorption peak at 190 K was observed, just as for the as-
prepared Sm2O3 thin film. The tail of this D2O desorption peak is somewhat more pronounced 
and reaches higher temperature (ca. 450 K) compared to the as-prepared film while the high-
temperature D2O recombination peak shifts to higher temperature at around 650 K. Integrating 
the tail areas in D2O-TPD spectra collected from the as-prepared and reduced thin film, 
respectively, yields 1.8 times more recombinative D2O desorbing from the reduced thin film. 
From our previous study [29] and other studies on reduced metal oxides [55-57], it is known that 
thermal reduction generates vacancies on metal oxide surfaces. Studies of water adsorption and 
dissociation on CeOx and TiOx surfaces have revealed that surface vacancies on reduced oxide 
surfaces promote the dissociation of water and stabilize OH and H species [53, 54, 58-60]. In 
accordance, our TPD data demonstrate that more D2O molecules do dissociate on the reduced 
surface and that the products (OD and D) bind stronger to the reduced surface than to the as-
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prepared (and fully oxidized) surface. 
 
The D2O-TPD spectra from the reduced SmOx islands show significant differences 
compared to those from the as-prepared islands. The main D2O desorption peak shifted from 190 
K (as-prepared islands) to 206 K, suggesting an increase of the D2O-SmOx interaction not 
observed for the reduced SmOx thin film. Furthermore, a broad D2O desorption feature was 
observed between 250 K and 400 K. By integrating the tail areas of the TPD peaks for the as-
prepared and the reduced samples of SmOx islands, we found that 4.5 times more D2O molecules 
are produced by recombination on the reduced islands. For comparison, thermal reduction of the 
continuous SmOx film led to an increase of recombinative D2O desorption by a factor of only 
1.8, as discussed before, suggesting that thermal reduction affects the islands more profoundly 
than the thin film. In fact, in a previous STM study, we found the response of samaria thin films 
to thermal reduction being strongly dependent on the SmOx film thickness. At total coverages 
below 3 ML, thermal reduction causes significant geometric reordering and electronic changes in 
the film due to the formation of SmO(100) domains [28] on the Pt(111) substrate which may lead 
to the observed increase of the D2O-SmOx interaction on reduced SmOx islands (1.3 ML 
coverage). 
 
In contrast to the as-prepared islands, the reduced islands also showed pronounced D2 
production detected as a TPD peak at 325 K which is close to the desorption temperature of 
molecular hydrogen from a bare Pt(111) surface. [61, 62] Probably, D from D2O dissociation on 
the reduced SmOx surface diffuses to the exposed Pt areas wherefrom it then desorbs as D2. 
Obviously, this pathway is hindered on as-prepared Sm2O3 islands. The clear D2 desorption peak 
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observed for the reduced SmOx islands indicates that OD or O must remain on the reduced 
surface as residual products of water dissociation. The amount of D2 produced is 0.05 (±0.005) 
MLE. If we consider only the reaction of D2O  D2 + O, then there must be 0.05 MLE of 
oxygen atoms staying on the reduced surface, if we consider only 2 D2O  D2 + 2 OD then there 
must be 0.10 MLE of OD species on the surface. Thus, repeated D2O TPD experiments were 
carried out on the reduced surface to learn if the D2O reaction affects the surface chemistry and, 
in particular, contributes to reoxidation of the SmOx islands. As shown in Figure 5, repeated D2O 
TPD runs on the reduced SmOx islands reveal a clear maximum of the D2 peak intensity during 
the 1st TPD, whereas from the second TPD on, the diminished D2O-TPD feature does not change 
significantly. Obviously, the reduced SmOx surface is significantly altered by residual oxygen 
and/or OD species on the surface stemming from the initial TPD and reaches a somehow 
saturated condition which results in less D2 formation.  
 
Intriguingly, the D2O desorption behavior from the reduced surface is not affected over 
repeated TPD experiments as the left panel of Fig. 5 shows. This observation indicates that the 
SmOx surface is not fully oxidized back to its as-prepared condition during the first TPD run. 
One may argue that the surface could be thermally reduced during each TPD experiment by 
heating up to 800 K and, therefore, our experiments do not show complete reoxidation. However, 
if the surface was reduced in each TPD experiment, there should be no significant decrease of the 
D2 production after the 1
st TPD, in contrast to our experimental observation. 
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Figure 5: D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the reduced SmOx islands treated over 
repeated D2O TPD experiments. 
 
In summary, our studies of water chemistry on SmOx films and islands show that some of 
the adsorbed D2O dissociated at samaria sites and produced oxygen or OD and D species on 
these surfaces. Especially on a reduced SmOx surface, D2O dissociation is promoted and OD 
species are obviously stabilized up to higher temperature. On reduced SmOx islands, D species 
(generated by D2O dissociation) spill over to the exposed Pt areas while the residual OD and/or 
oxygen species from D2O dissociation remain on the reduced SmOx surface. Hence, at this stage, 
we have learned that in particular samples which exhibit samaria islands and exposed Pt surface 
area in the neighborhood show some potential for driving the WGS reaction which requires 
hydroxyl formation for the associative mechanism or reoxidation of the catalyst surface in the 
redox mechanism. With respect to the latter pathway, however, our experiments suggest that 
dissociative adsorption of D2O on reduced SmOx islands does not restore the film to its as-
prepared, fully oxidized state.  
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A clear indication of SmOx oxidation or reduction is wetting or dewetting of SmOx 
islands on Pt(111), as shown by our previous STM work [28]. Concomitantly with SmO(100) 
formation, the reduction process leads to SmOx islands spreading on the Pt substrate surface. 
Vice versa, oxidation leads to SmOx dewetting. Therefore, monitoring wetting and dewetting by 
estimating the exposed Pt(111) area from the absolute amount of CO adsorbed at saturation can 
be taken as an indication for reduction and oxidation. For that purpose, a saturated amount (32 L) 
of CO was dosed on the bare Pt(111), the as-prepared samaria islands on Pt(111), the same 
sample after thermal reduction, and the reduced sample after 4 cycles of D2O-TPD experiments, 
respectively. In a subsequent TPD experiment, the amount of desorbed CO was quantified. The 
total Pt(111) area deduced therefrom (assuming the saturation coverage of 0.68 MLE on Pt(111)) 
is shown in  Figure 6 (a). 
 
Figure 6: (a) Free Pt areas (%) estimated from different samples, and (b) CO and CO2 TPD 
spectra collected by dosing 32 L CO on the reduced SmOx islands after repeated D2O-TPD 
experiments. 
 
65 (± 3) % of the total Pt substrate surface area are exposed on the sample with the as-
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prepared Sm2O3 islands. After thermal reduction (1000 K for 30 min in UHV), the free Pt area 
decreases to merely 10 (± 1) %, indicating that the SmOx film spreads onto the Pt(111) surface. 
Moreover, given that reduced SmOx islands cover ca. 90 % of the Pt(111) surface, it is 
reasonable to assume that the D2O-TPD peak (observed in Figure 5) desorbs mainly from the 
reduced SmOx surface. The free Pt area slightly increases by 2 (± 1) % on the sample after 4 runs 
of D2O TPD experiments were performed which suggests that only minor dewetting of the SmOx 
film takes place and confirms that D2O does not show a pronounced capability of reoxidizing 
reduced SmOx. 
 
Still, as pointed out before, some OD or O species produced from D2O dissociation must 
remain on the reduced SmOx surface after repeated D2O TPD runs. We probed their reactivity in 
terms of WGS by adsorbing a saturated amount (32 L) of CO on the surface. A subsequent TPD 
(results are compiled in Figure 6 (b)) showed no CO2 evolution, i.e., neither of the two CO 
oxidation pathways (redox reaction and associative reaction) does work in this case. As 
mentioned before, the CO oxidation is expected to take place on the perimeter sites between 
samaria islands and exposed Pt areas. Obviously, in contrast to an as-prepared sample the 
perimeter sites of the reduced islands cannot provide oxygen available for CO oxidation, even 
after exposure to D2O. Although some OD and/or O species must have built up on the SmOx 
surface due to D2O dissociation, they are not reactive towards CO oxidation. 
 
III. Co-adsorption of CO and D2O on discontinuous SmOx thin films on Pt(111) 
So far, we have learned that CO mainly adsorbs on Pt surface sites and, above room temperature, 
can be oxidized to CO2 by reacting with lattice oxygen on perimeter sites of as-prepared Sm2O3 
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islands. D2O, on the other side, mainly dissociates on samaria surface sites and probably forms 
OD species thereon. D2O dissociation is promoted on reduced SmOx surfaces, especially on the 
reduced SmOx islands. Although our model studies in UHV do not directly show efficient WGS 
turnover for the SmOx-Pt(111) system, it may still be of interest for tests at elevated pressures 
and temperatures at which WGS catalysts are usually operated. In this respect, any insight into 
the interaction of CO and OD species which, intriguingly, even above room temperature stably 
reside on the SmOx-Pt(111) system, may be relevant. Therefore, we reversed the exposure of 
samaria islands to water and CO, i.e., we first dosed CO and then exposed the surface to D2O. In 
detail, 5 Langmuir of CO were pre-dosed on samples of as-prepared and of reduced Sm2O3 
islands at 96 K and afterwards the samples were heated up to 200 K in order to remove 
molecular CO from the samaria islands but not from bare Pt areas. Then the samples were cooled 
down again to 96 K, exposed to 10 Langmuir of D2O (molecular D2O adsorbs on both, samaria 
islands and the CO-covered Pt surface) and subsequently a TPD experiment was performed.  
 
The results are compiled in Figure 7, where, for easy comparison of all TPD features, the 
intensity of the CO-TPD spectrum collected from the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands is divided by a 
factor of 10. For the as-prepared Sm2O3 islands, CO desorption from the surface covered by CO 
and D2O showed a similar behavior as after only CO was adsorbed. Also CO2 production was 
observed and the TPD feature and the estimated CO2 yield were similar to the results obtained 
after exposing the surface only to CO. Apparently, D2O as co-adsorbate on the sample does not 
influence the behavior of CO desorption and reaction. In contrast, the D2O and D2 TPD signals 
showed slight differences compared to those of pure D2O adsorption on the as-prepared Sm2O3 
islands. In comparison, the D2O TPD peak shifted down by 15 K (from 190 K to 175 K), 
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indicating destabilization of the attractive D2O-D2O interaction, probably due to repulsive D2O-
CO interaction. A similar decrease of the D2O desorption barrier was reported for a CO-covered 
Pt(111) surface [63]. Because CO only adsorbs on Pt areas, the observed downshift of the D2O 
TPD peak implies that non-dissociative D2O desorption (at 175 K) is mainly contributed from 
exposed Pt areas covered by CO, perhaps also from the perimeter sites between Sm2O3 islands 
and Pt but not from the Sm2O3 islands. A D2O desorption due to recombination after dissociative 
D2O adsorption on Sm2O3 islands is visible as a tail in the TPD spectrum in the temperature 
range up to 250 K. The lack of D2 desorption shows that the CO2 evolution is not due to the 
WGS reaction ((CO + D2O  CO2 + D2)) of the co-adsorbed CO and D2O species on the as-
prepared Sm2O3 islands. Thus, surface OD species on the Sm2O3 surface are not efficient to 
oxidize CO and CO can only be oxidized by oxygen from the SmOx lattice, as reported in section 
II.a. 
 
 
Figure 7: TPD spectra collected from the as-prepared and the reduced SmOx islands with 5 L 
pre-dosed CO and 10 L D2O.  
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TPD after co-adsorption of CO and D2O on reduced SmOx islands (right panel of Fig. 7) 
showed a much smaller CO coverage than from the as-prepared island, as expected due to 
wetting of the Pt(111) surface by SmOx islands during thermal reduction. No CO2 formation was 
observed on the reduced surface, implying that there is no oxygen on the perimeter sites 
available for CO oxidation. Similar to observations after dosing only D2O, the D2O-TPD signal 
collected from the reduced SmOx islands suggests promotion of D2O dissociation and higher 
stability of OD (and D) surface species when compared to the as-prepared islands also after co-
adsorption of CO and D2O. Intriguingly, in contrast to the as-prepared SmOx islands, however, 
the reduced SmOx islands show a pronounced D2-TPD signal (0.15 MLE) in a broad temperature 
range between 300 K and 650 K. We identify three contributions denoted α, β, γ in the following 
which form this broad D2 signal. The peak α was also observed in the case of individual D2O 
reaction on reduced SmOx islands. We assigned it to D2 desorption from exposed Pt areas after D 
spillover from the SmOx islands to Pt areas. The intensity of the peak α, however, turned out 
smaller by a factor of ca. 2 when CO was pre-dosed. Probably, parts of the Pt surface sites are 
blocked by CO, leading to a reduced spillover of D from SmOx and, consequently, reduced D2 
desorption from the Pt surface.  
 
The broad D2 desorption features labeled β and γ were not observed in the case of 
individual D2O reaction without pre-dosed CO. They appear in the same temperature region as 
CO desorption from Pt and the total yield estimated from β and γ corresponds to 0.125 MLE D2. 
This considerable amount of D2 detected only after pre-dosing CO suggests that CO on the 
exposed Pt areas near the perimeter sites to the SmOx islands assists the decomposition of OD on 
the SmOx islands. We have concluded from D2O TPD experiments that OD is more stable on a 
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reduced SmOx surface than on an oxidized surface which indicates that oxygen of hydroxyls 
binds on the reduced surface stronger than on the as-prepared one. Theoretical work on CeOx 
surfaces by Marrocchelli and Yildiz reasoned that there is a local accumulation of positive charge 
in the neighborhood of surface vacancies which leads to an increased Coulombic interaction 
between the O of hydroxyl and the surface vacancies [64]. Accordingly, we speculate that the O-
D bond is weaker on the reduced SmOx islands surface due to vacancies. Alternatively, one may 
conceive that CO and surface OD species react and produce formate as an intermediate species 
on the surface which further decompose to CO and D2 as products, and, again, leave oxygen on 
the reduced surface (CO + OD  DOCO  1/2 D2 + CO + O). Decomposition of formate 
species to CO has been discussed in certain reactions, such as, e.g., the reverse WGS reaction 
[65, 66] and methanol decomposition [67]. 
 
Repeated CO / D2O TPD experiments revealed that, while the D2O-TPD feature does not 
change significantly over the repeated TPD runs (Figure 8 a), the intensity of the D2-TPD peak 
drops dramatically after the 1st TPD run. CO and CO2-TPD spectra which were also recorded 
(data not shown) showed no significant changes during repeated TPD experiments. In particular, 
no CO2 evolution was observed, implying that the WGS reaction does not take place under the 
conditions of our TPD experiments. For comparison, the yields of D2 estimated from the D2O-
TPD experiments on the reduced SmOx islands with and without pre-dosed CO on exposed Pt 
areas are shown in Figure 8 (b). In the 1st TPD run, the yield of D2 from the experiment with pre-
dosed CO is a factor of 3 larger than for the experiment without pre-dosed CO. It then drops by a 
larger factor from 1st and 2nd TPD experiment as compared to the experiments without pre-dosed 
CO which suggests that the assistance of CO for D2 formation during the 1
st TPD is essential. 
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After the 1st TPD run, a relatively small D2 signal between 450 K and 650 K is observed, and the 
yield of D2 decreases by a factor of 4. Possibly, the reduced SmOx surface is reoxidized by 
oxygen left over from the OD dissociation or reaction, most likely at perimeter sites between 
SmOx islands and exposed Pt areas. This process may refill surface vacancies there and thereby 
reduce the rate of D2O dissociation. As a result, probably also the interaction of CO and OD 
species is limited and therefore less D2 formation was detected in subsequent TPD runs.  
 
Figure 8: (a) D2O- and D2-TPD spectra collected from the reduced SmOx islands with repeated 
TPD experiments by preparing 5 L pre-dosed CO and 10 L D2O. (b) The D2 yields estimated 
from the D2O reaction on the reduced SmOx islands with and w/o pre-dosed CO.  
 
Unlike the production of D2, the D2O-TPD signal features do not change significantly 
over repeated TPD experiments. We therefore assume that, in contrast to D2 production, D2O 
desorption is mainly contributed by surface sites of the reduced SmOx islands and not by their 
perimeters. The indifference of the D2O-TPD feature with respect to repeated TPD experiments 
implies that the chemical behavior of the reduced surface of the islands is not affected. Based on 
the TPD results, we conclude that the interaction of CO and OD species at the island perimeters 
produces D2 and thereby leaves O on the surface to reoxidize perimeter sites but not surface sites 
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of the SmOx islands. The existence of the perimeter sites therefore seems important for driving 
the interaction of CO and OD species.        
 
Conclusions  
 TPD experiments were performed to elucidate the chemistry of CO and D2O as well as 
their interaction on continuous samaria thin films and samaria islands on Pt(111). Our results 
reveal that, above room temperature, CO only adsorbs on exposed Pt areas whereas D2O may 
dissociate on samaria surfaces. The D2O dissociation can be promoted by reducing the SmOx 
surfaces and, in particular, by reducing SmOx islands which exhibit perimeter sites at their 
boundary to bare Pt(111) area. The existence of such perimeter sites appears to be necessary for 
CO2 production which, however, always consumes oxygen from the SmOx lattice. Under the 
conditions of our experiments, although D2O dissociation is promoted and must produce OD 
and/or O species on reduced SmOx surfaces, these species do not show the capability of 
oxidizing CO to CO2. Therefore, our TPD experiments under UHV conditions do not provide 
any evidence for the WGS reaction on our epitaxial samaria-Pt(111) system, neither via the redox 
nor the associative mechanism. In comparison to reducible oxides, such as ceria and titania 
which have been employed for WGS catalysis, reduced oxygen mobility and limited flexibility 
of the oxidation state of samaria may play a role and suppress the WGS redox mechanism. 
Intriguingly, however, our TPD data reveal an interaction between CO and OD species on the 
perimeter sites between the reduced SmOx islands and Pt which leads to a pronounced D2 
production without forming CO2. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first data to 
demonstrate that samaria shows potential for hydrogen production. Overall, they demonstrate the 
important role that the perimeter sites between metal and oxide may play for chemical reactions 
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on samaria-based catalysts.  
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Abstract: We investigated the adsorption and reaction of methanol on continuous and
discontinuous films of samarium oxide (SmOx) grown on Pt(111) in ultrahigh vacuum.
The methanol decomposition was studied by temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
and infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), while structural changes of
the oxide surface were monitored by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). Methanol
dehydrogenates to adsorbed methoxy species on both the continuous and discontinuous
SmOx films, eventually leading to the desorption of CO and H2 which desorbs at
temperatures in the range 400–600 K. Small quantities of CO2 are also detected mainly on
as-prepared Sm2O3 thin films, but the production of CO2 is limited during repeated TPD runs.
The discontinuous film exhibits the highest reactivity compared to the continuous film and
the Pt(111) substrate. The reactivity of methanol on reduced and reoxidized films was also
investigated, revealing how SmOx structures influence the chemical behavior. Over repeated
TPD experiments, a SmOx structural/chemical equilibrium condition is found which can be
approached either from oxidized or reduced films. We also observed hydrogen absence in
TPD which indicates that hydrogen is stored either in SmOx films or as OH groups on the
SmOx surfaces.
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1. Introduction
Rare earth oxides (REOs), especially the oxides of lanthanum and cerium, find their main applications
as catalysts in the chemical industry. Lanthana is mostly employed for so called “fluid cracking” to
break up long-chain hydrocarbons, whereas ceria, at times with additives of praseodymia, is employed
as an oxygen storage material for exhaust gas cleaning in heterogeneous reactions (e.g., CO oxidation,
NO reduction in automotive catalysts) [1]. Basic research has thus mainly focused on ceria and
lanthana [2]. Nevertheless the other oxides of the rare earth elements have also shown promising
potential in diverse fields like microelectronics [3] or in heterogeneously catalyzed reactions for which
the selective formation of an intermediate product has increased importance. As examples, reactions such
as the oxidation of organic compounds [4], the oxidative coupling of methane [5–7], and the water-gas
shift reaction [8,9] can be mentioned.
The versatility of certain rare earth oxides, as for many transition metal oxides, has its origin in
the ability of the metal ion to easily switch its oxidation state. All rare earth elements can exist in
a trivalent state (3+) and form a sesquioxide, RE2O3. Only cerium, praseodymium, and terbium can
form a dioxide with the metal in the 4+ oxidation state [10]. Also, these oxides form many structural
phases with intermediate oxygen contents. In their stable forms under atmospheric conditions CeO2,
Pr6O11 and Tb4O7 have shown superior lattice oxygen mobility and a number of stable intermediate
crystallographic phases. This property makes them good catalysts for total oxidation reactions and ceria
has been studied extensively also in the field of surface science. Additionally, it has recently been found
that inverse model catalyst systems of CeOx nanoparticles grown for example on Au and Cu substrates
exhibit high reactivity for the water-gas shift reaction [9,11,12]. However, only few studies so far attempt
to study model systems of REOs other than ceria [13–15]. Apart from CeOx, PrOx and TbOx, REOs only
form sesquioxides (RE2O3) which exhibit a relatively low mobility of lattice oxygen. The lower oxygen
mobility can be beneficial for the selectivity of certain chemical conversions such as, for example, the
oxidative coupling of methane (OCM). In the OCM reaction sesquioxides like La2O3, Sm2O3 or Eu2O3,
among other sesquioxides and certain REOmixtures, have shown an increased C2 selectivity [6]. Oxides
of Sm or Eu could be of special interest, because they possess the capability to change their oxidation
state to 2+, as reported under extreme conditions for the bulk oxides [10]. However, surface science
studies of sesquioxide model systems are scarce or lacking completely in the context of model catalysis,
and the relationship between surface structure and reactivity of the oxides is still largely unknown.
In a previous study combining scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) we have demonstrated that a high-quality Sm2O3(111) thin film can be grown on
Pt(111) by reactive physical vapor deposition (RPVD) [13]. Growing a thin oxide film on a conducting
substrate allows for employing the whole set of surface science methodology to study structure, stability,
and reactivity of the oxide surface. Furthermore structures may be stabilized which are not stable in bulk
oxides under atmospheric conditions [16]. If discontinuous films of the oxide are prepared, the influence
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of the metal-oxide interface at the boundary of the oxide islands to the Pt substrate can be studied and
possible cooperative effects of the two materials revealed.
As shown in Ref. [13], samaria grows in a defective fluorite structure on Pt(111), in which the Sm
atoms form a well-ordered (1.37 ˆ 1.37) hexagonal sub-lattice in registry with Pt(111), whereas oxygen
vacancies are distributed randomly within the film. We found that the Sm2O3 films can be reduced
thermally, forming domains of SmO(001), and re-oxidized by annealing in molecular oxygen. Hence,
a reduction re-oxidation cycle is in principle possible on SmOx thin films. In the present article we
report a study of the adsorption of methanol (MeOH) on as-prepared, reduced, and re-oxidized SmOx
surfaces. MeOH is considered as a versatile probe molecule for characterizing chemical properties of
metal oxide surfaces. It has been shown that the dissociation and oxidation of MeOH on metal oxides are
strongly affected by the nature of metal oxides. The reaction products can indicate the nature of active
sites on metal oxide surfaces because Lewis and Brønsted acid sites dehydrate MeOH to form dimethyl
ether, redox sites oxidatively dehydrogenate MeOH to form formaldehyde, and basic sites dehydrogenate
MeOH to form CO and CO2. Studies of MeOH oxidation reaction also have been performed on diverse
ceria surfaces, e.g., CeO2(111), CeOx(111), and CeOx(100) using classical surface science tools [17–19].
The results reveal that formaldehyde and H2O as products are formed on the CeO2(111) surface, whereas
CO, CO2, and H2 are produced from both CeOx(111) and CeOx(100) surfaces, suggesting that the
chemical behavior of the ceria surface can be altered by its surface structure as well as oxidation states.
In this article we study the adsorption and reaction of MeOH on a continuous film, only a few O-Sm-O
trilayers thick, compared to a discontinuous film of SmOx islands which form at sub-monolayer coverage
and leave Pt(111) area exposed. In addition, we investigate the effect of reduction and reoxidation of
the oxide film on the reactivity and discuss the influence of the presence of both oxide and metal surface
sites in close proximity on the reaction mechanism. By combining temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD), infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), and LEED with structural information
previously determined by STM, we find strong correlations between the SmOx/Pt(111) film structure
and its chemical properties.
2. Experimental Section
The experiments were carried out in two UHV chambers each with a base pressure below
5 ˆ 10´10 mbar. The first chamber is equipped with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (HIDENAnalytical
Ltd., Warrington, UK), an e-beam evaporator (EFM3 by Scienta Omicron, Taunusstein, Germany), an
ion sputter source (SPECS GmbH, Berlin, Germany), a four-grid LEED (Scienta Omicron, Taunusstein,
Germany), a X-ray gun (Scienta Omicron, Taunusstein, Germany), and a hemispherical electron analyzer
(E10 by former Leybold AG, Hanau, Germany). The second chamber houses an IR spectrometer with
MCT detector for infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS, Vertex 80v by Bruker Optic
GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) and an e-beam evaporator (EFM3), ion source and a combined LEED/AES
optics (SPECS GmbH, Berlin, Germany).
The oxide films were grown on a Pt(111) single crystal (SPL). The crystal is a circular disk (9 mm
diameter) which was mounted on a molybdenum sample plate. A type-K thermocouple was spot-welded
onto the backside of the Pt(111) crystal for temperature measurement. The Pt(111) crystal surface was
cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (1 keV) at room temperature for 20 min with annealing
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in UHV at 1000 K for 15 min, followed by annealing in O2 (P = 5 ˆ 10´7 mbar) for 10 min at the
same temperature. The surface is considered clean when the C and O signals in X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) or Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) were below the detection limits (XPS: atomic
ratios of C/Pt and O/Pt < 0.02; AES: atomic ratios of C/Pt and O/Pt < 0.03).
Samaria thin films were grown by reactive physical vapor deposition (RPVD) in O2 background
(P = 5 ˆ 10´7 mbar) at 600 K crystal temperature followed by post-annealing in O2 background
(P = 5 ˆ 10´7 mbar) at 1000 K for 10 min. The estimation of the film thickness is based on attenuation
of the Pt 4f7/2 peak intensity in XPS spectra (Al Kα radiation). An inelastic mean free path of 25.03 Å
is used for the Pt 4f7/2 photoelectrons with the kinetic energy of 1414.7 eV in the XPS/TPD chamber. In
the IRRAS chamber, the film thickness is estimated by measuring the attenuation of the Pt (NOO) peak
intensity at 168 eV in AES spectra and an inelastic mean free path of 5.53 Å. The IMFP values from
NIST database are determined by considering a bulk c-Sm2O3 (density: 8.347 g/cm3) grown on Pt(111).
The thickness of one monolayer (ML) of Sm2O3 (111) is defined as equal to 3.18 Å, which corresponds
to the average length of a trilayer O-Sm-O along the <111> direction of a c-Sm2O3 bixbyite structure.
For TPD experiments, 0.9 ˘ 0.1 ML and 2.8 ˘ 0.1 ML Sm2O3 thin films were grown on the Pt(111)
substrate. A 0.7 ˘ 0.2 ML Sm2O3 thin film was prepared for the IRRAS experiments. A well ordered
Sm2O3 (111) thin film exhibits a hexagonal (1.37 ˆ 1.37) lattice pattern in registry with Pt(111)-(1 ˆ 1)
in LEED. In the coverage range of 1 to 3 ML, additional spots can be observed which originates from a
quasi-3 ˆ 3 superstructure relative to the Sm2O3 lattice. For further details see [13].
MeOH TPD was performed by dosing 15 Langmuir (L) of MeOH purified by five freeze-pump-thaw
cycles onto a sample held at 96 K at a background pressure below 5.0ˆ 10´10 mbar. The temperature was
ramped with a well-controlled rate of 1 K/s from 100 to 800 K. The signal of six masses (m/z = 2 (H2),
18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 29 (CH2O), 31 (CH3OH) and 44 (CO2)) were monitored. Repeated TPD experiments
were performed immediately after a previous TPD experiment when the sample has returned to < 100 K
and further MeOH could be dosed. The intensities of recorded masses were normalized to the ionization
probability of the respective molecule. To better identify small desorption features some spectra were
multiplied by factors given in the respective figure. For the quantification of products, we define one
monolayer equivalent (MLE) as the surface atomic density of Pt(111), being 1.52 ˆ 1015 cm´2. For
calibration of the TPD signal intensity 1/3 MLE of CO was dosed to clean Pt(111) at room temperature,
forming a (
‘
3 ˆ ‘3)R30˝ diffraction pattern in LEED. The integral intensity of the CO desorption
signal corresponding to 1/3 MLE is then taken as the reference for all yields determined in this study.
IRRAS results were obtained by guiding infrared light through a KBr window to the sample at an
angle of incidence of ~83˝ to the sample surface normal. The reflected beam passes through another
KBr window and impinges onto a nitrogen cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector. Spectra were recorded with
a resolution of 2 cm´1 and over 200 scans were averaged between 600–4000 cm´1. Additionally, for the
IRRAS experiments 15 Langmuir of MeOH were dosed to the sample at 96 K and a background pressure
below 5 ˆ 10´10 mbar. For the heating series the sample was heated to the respective temperature, held
for one minute and then rapidly cooled again to ~96 K before the measurement was started.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. MeOH on Clean Pt(111)
To determine the contribution of the Pt(111) substrate to the MeOH reaction, we carried out a MeOH
TPD experiment on a clean Pt(111) surface by dosing 15 Langmuir of MeOH on the surface at a substrate
temperature of 96 K. The TPD spectrum is shown in Figure 1a. In the TPD spectrum, the multilayer
and monolayer desorption of MeOH are observed at 140 and 180 K, respectively. All signals detected
below 250 K are caused by fragmentation of MeOH in the mass spectrometer. As products, only H2
and CO are observed with peak positions at 315 and 420 K, respectively. The yields of products will
be quantified in units of monolayer equivalents (MLE) in the following. One MLE is defined as the
surface atomic density of Pt(111), that is, 1.52 ˆ 1015 cm´2. The integral intensity of the TPD peak of
1/3 MLE CO on Pt(111) was employed for calibration as described in the experimental section. Only
small yields of CO (0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE) and H2 (0.07 ˘ 0.01 MLE) are produced from the reaction on
Pt(111). The average ratio of H2 to CO is approximately two, suggesting complete decomposition of
the reacting MeOH and desorption of products via CH3OHÑ CO + 2 H2. The amount of CO is equal
to the amount of reacted MeOH on Pt(111), i.e., only 0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE MeOH do react, showing that
Pt(111) exhibits minor activity for MeOH decomposition. Our result is in good quantitative agreement
with previous MeOH TPD experiments on clean Pt(111) which found a maximum amount of 0.047 MLE
MeOH decomposing [20]. Previous studies suggest that defects on the Pt(111) surface play an essential
role for promoting the MeOH reaction, and that the intermediates of the MeOH reaction leading to final
products (CO and H2) are nearly undetectable on Pt(111) experimentally [21–23]. Theoretical studies of
the MeOH reaction on Pt(111) have been performed as well, but there is still no agreement/conclusion
on whether the first step of MeOH reaction on Pt(111) proceeds by the C-H bond scission to form
hydroxymethyl or by O-H bond scission to form methoxy [24,25].
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3.2. As-Prepared Continuous Sm2O3 Film
Figure 1b shows TPD traces obtained after dosing 15 Langmuir of MeOH on a Sm2O3 thin film with
a nominal thickness of 2.8 ˘ 0.1 ML at the surface temperature of 96 K. No peaks are observed in the
temperature range of H2 and CO desorption from MeOH reaction on Pt(111), suggesting that the Pt
substrate is fully covered by the Sm2O3 thin film. Compared to the desorption features from Pt(111),
a smaller MeOH multilayer desorption peak appears at the same temperature as from the bare Pt(111)
surface. Furthermore, the desorption feature of a MeOH monolayer can be hardly discerned which
suggests that most of the adsorbed MeOH monolayer is able to react on the Sm2O3 surface. Different
from the MeOH decomposition on Pt [26], the MeOH reaction on the Sm2O3 film leads to CO and
CO2 as the main products detected in the range of 400–600 K in the TPD spectrum. No other products
are observed. Quantification reveals that 0.13 ˘ 0.01 MLE CO and almost the same amount of CO2
(0.14 ˘ 0.01 MLE) are produced. In addition, the MeOH turnover values hence are 0.27 MLE on the
continuous Sm2O3 thin film compared to 0.04 MLE on Pt(111) showing that the Sm2O3 thin film exhibits
much higher reactivity than a bare Pt(111) surface.
The production of CO2 is intriguing because it indicates that there is oxygen from the oxide available
for CO2 formation. We consider three possible sources for this “active” oxygen contributing to CO2
formation: (1) surface OH, (2) lattice oxygen and (3) weakly bound molecular oxygen species on the
SmOx surface. Surface OH could react with CO and form, via carboxyl (HOCO) and/or formate (HCOO)
species as intermediates, CO2 and H as products [26,27]. The lattice oxygen on the Sm2O3 surface
could contribute by fully oxidizing MeOH to CO2, via reduction of the oxide. A similar behavior has
been found on lanthana thin films grown on an Al2O3 (0001) substrate by examining CO oxidation to
CO2 which, as a result, leads to reduction of the lanthana thin films [28]. Gorte et al. demonstrated
the existence of weakly bound oxygen on a CeO2(111) surface which desorbs in a temperature range
between 800 and 1200 K [29]. We checked our Sm2O3 thin films for such a species by recording an O2
TPD spectrum (not shown) between 300–1000 K with a heating rate of 1 K/s, but did not observe O2
desorption. Therefore, we conclude that both surface OH and lattice oxygen can be oxygen sources for
the CO2 formation, while no weakly bound oxygen species is present on the Sm2O3 thin film.
Quantifying our MeOH TPD result for the closed Sm2O3 film reveals that a considerable amount of H
(1.08 MLE) is missing in the balance, i.e., not desorbing from the surface. Amounts of missing H in TPD
suggests that H atoms remain on or in the SmOx/Pt(111) sample, possibly via OH formation on the SmOx
surface and/or by diffusion into the SmOx film or even into the Pt substrate. Considering one trilayer
(O-Sm-O) in a bulk Sm2O3 in bixbyite structure, there are only 0.40 MLE top-layer O exposed, meaning
that only a maximum of 0.40 MLE H can react with top-layer O forming OH. Consequently, a minimum
of 0.68 MLE H must diffuse into the oxide and/or to the Pt-oxide interface, or into the Pt substrate.
To determine if MeOH adsorption, reaction and desorption of the products alter the chemical
properties of the samaria surface, we performed repeated MeOH TPD experiments. The corresponding
TPD spectra obtained from the 2.8 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film are shown in Figure 2a. The second
MeOH TPD experiment was carried out immediately after the first TPD run and involved cooling to
96 K and adsorbing 15 Langmuir of MeOH again. The spectra exhibit significant changes in the CO,
CO2 and H2 TPD features. We observe that CO and H2 desorb concurrently in large TPD peaks at
540 K. Compared to the 1st TPD results, the CO2 desorption peak intensity is lower by a factor of
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seven and the integrated intensity of the CO peak is higher by a factor of 2.15, while the peak maxima
have a ratio of 3.6. The strong decrease of the CO2 desorption peak suggests that most of the “active”
oxygen was removed from the surface during the 1st TPD run. Afterwards, the third TPD and the fourth
TPD were also carried out immediately after their previous TPD run. There is no significant difference
between the third and the fourth TPD, however, both of them show that the CO, CO2, and H2 desorption
peaks shift to higher temperature by 30 K compared to the second TPD. Overall, the product yields
slightly decrease after the second TPD experiment. The fact that MeOH reacting on the SmOx thin film
forms CO, CO2 and H2 as the main products suggests that dehydrogenation of MeOH is the dominant
reaction. MeOH dehydrogenating to methoxy species (CH3O´) has been well-studied, especially on
metal oxides. Moreover, the methoxy species can further completely dehydrogenate to CO and H2 as
the final products. Hence, according to our TPD result, SmOx is a basic oxide as revealed by the MeOH
reaction. MeOH reacting on an acidic surface would undergo a dehydration reaction and form dimethyl
ether as the final product [30,31] which we do not observe. Furthermore, the TPD result suggests that the
C–H bond scission of methoxy species is the rate-determining step because the desorption temperature
of the products is identical. As soon as the C–H scission takes place, H2 and CO (also CO2) are formed
and desorb from the surface immediately.
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The decrease of the CO2 yield during repeated TPD experiments suggests that surface OH and/or
lattice oxygen species consumed for CO oxidation are not replenished and should leave surface
defects/vacancies behind which could enhance the binding strength between methoxy species and the
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SmOx surface. From this point of view, more surface defects/vacancies are created over repeated TPD
runs which may explain why product TPD features change and the peaks shift to higher temperatures,
meaning that the chemical behavior of SmOx is changed by the MeOH reaction. It should be mentioned
here, that IRRAS data to be presented later support this interpretation.
A deficit of H in the desorption balance is mainly observed in the first TPD experiment, but also occurs
in the subsequent TPD experiments. The amount of missing H dramatically decreases from 1.08 MLE
to 0.32 MLE after the first TPD which indicates that adsorbed H forming surface OH or diffusing into
the oxide can achieve a saturation concentration which is maintained even after the individual TPD
experiments. Therefore, less hydrogen from MeOH decomposition can be adsorbed on or by the oxide
and must desorb after the first TPD. Nevertheless, we have to point out that the subsequent TPD spectra
still indicate that a small amount of H is missing according to the yield estimation. Some of the H
may diffuse into the Pt substrate, some may form the background H2 desorption signal during sample
annealing to 800 K which is not accounted for by integrating the coherent H2 desorption peak for the
yield estimation.
We also conducted LEED experiments before and after the MeOH TPD experiments on the Sm2O3
thin film to learn if the film structure is affected by the MeOH reaction. Before we carried out TPD
experiments on the film, the LEED pattern exhibits Sm2O3 main spots, weak Pt(111) spots and faint
quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots which originate from the coincidence lattice formed at the Sm2O3(111)-Pt(111)
interface, as discussed in the experimental section. After the TPD experiments structural changes are
indicated by the diffraction pattern. The quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots become blurry and only the main spots from
SmOx(111) can be observed. Since the quasi-3 ˆ 3 pattern requires sufficiently large coincidence areas
of the Sm2O3(111) and Pt(111) lattices, the disappearance of the quasi-3 ˆ 3 pattern suggests that the
surface structure of the 2.8 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 film changes during the TPD experiments, resulting
in a loss of order of the coincidence lattice. This structural change is caused by the MeOH reaction,
generating further defects/vacancies in the surface, and not simply by the sample heating during the
desorption experiments. A test experiment during which we simply annealed an as-prepared Sm2O3 thin
film from 100 to 800 K in UHV several times with a well-controlled heating rate of 1 K/s resulted in no
visible changes of the diffraction pattern.
3.3. Reduced and Re-Oxidized Continuous Sm2O3 Film
In a previous structural study of SmOx thin films on Pt(111) we showed that reduction/reoxidation
treatments can alter their surface structure [13]. To obtain insight into correlations of structural and
chemical properties of SmOx thin films, it is instructive to study if and how reduction and reoxidation
affect the film’s chemical properties. Hence, we thermally reduced the 2.8 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 film
after the repeated MeOH TPD experiments by annealing in UHV at 1000 K for 30 min. The same
treatment was utilized in our previous work [13] and in studies on ceria thin films [32,33]. Annealing of
a Sm2O3 film to 1000 K in UHV can partially reduce the film and generate SmO (100) domains [13].
XPS was used to characterize the films before and after the annealing. Both O 1s and Sm 3d
photoemission peaks (see Figure S1 in the Supplementary Information for the XPS data) shift to higher
binding energies by 1.0 eV after the thermal reduction. These shifts cannot only be chemical shifts
but represent a band bending effect as reported by other XPS studies [34]. A band bending can occur
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when the electronic structure of the crystalline film surface or the interface between the film and a
metallic substrate changes [35], e.g., caused by defect/vacancy formation or SmO formation located on
the Sm2O3 film or at its interface to the Pt(111) substrate which may produce new electronic surface or
interface states within the samaria band gap. It is not possible to deduce from our data the origin of the
observed band bending. We take the observed shift in the spectra as an indication for the reduction of
the oxide film.
After the reduction treatment, repeated TPD experiments were conducted on the reduced SmOx thin
film. The results are summarized in Figure 3a. In the first TPD spectrum, relatively small amounts
of products are observed compared to the 2.8 ML as-prepared film. Two CO desorption peaks appear
at 550 and 680 K as well as a tiny H2 peak at 690 K. CO2 is also observed in this temperature range.
Only 0.12 ˘ 0.01 MLE MeOH react on the reduced film, which is less than half of the reaction yield
observed for the as-prepared film. Again, neither MeOH recombination nor H2O or CH2O desorption are
observed. Less CO2 (0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE) is produced from the MeOH reaction on the reduced SmOx film
as compared to the as-prepared Sm2O3 film in the first TPD run, confirming that less “active” oxygen
(surface OH and/or lattice oxygen) is available on the reduced film for CO2 formation. Reaction on
the reduced SmOx gives rise to new desorption peaks of CO (and CO2) at 680 K and H2 at 690 K,
which appear at higher temperatures than those observed on the as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film. These
new desorption peaks indicate that oxide reduction causes the binding between methoxy and the SmOx
surface to strengthen, most likely due to surface defect/vacancy formation, as we also concluded for the
as-prepared Sm2O3 thin films after repeated TPD runs. This interpretation is supported by IRRAS data
discussed below. The changes observed in the MeOH-TPD spectra after reducing the Sm2O3 film reveal
that the MeOH reaction on SmOx surface is affected strongly by the film conditions.
Compared to the first TPD traces, both the CO and H2 features are significantly different in the second
TPD spectra. Instead of two CO peaks, a broad feature is observed in the second spectrum. Additionally,
a broad H2 TPD feature appears in the same temperature range between 500 K and 700 K. The complex
structure of the TPD features may reflect desorption of products from several different sites at or close to
defects/vacancies in the oxide surface. The CO2 TPD feature does not change much during the second
TPD experiment, only its intensity slightly decreases. During further TPD runs, the features of CO, CO2
and H2 desorption peaks do not change significantly. At least two peaks of each product are observed and
both peaks slightly downshift to lower temperatures by 15 K from the second TPD to the fourth TPD.
The yields of CO and H2 increase after the first TPD, but remain constant after the second TPD run,
whereas the yield of CO2 continuously decreases after the first TPD. Similar behavior was also observed
on the as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film as discussed above. Although the CO2 yield decreases after the first
TPD, a minimum amount of CO2 is always detectable in TPD spectra recorded from SmOx surfaces,
indicating replenishment of minor amounts of “active” oxygen after each TPD experiment which may
be linked to the reaction of CO with surface OH groups. During sample cooling to 96 K before each
subsequent TPD experiment, a small amount of background H2O is probably adsorbed forming OH on
the SmOx surface, i.e., the background pressure of H2O may provide a minimum amount of OH on the
SmOx surface available for producing CO2.
LEED results obtained from the reduced thin film are shown in Figure 3b. Before TPD experiments,
the LEED pattern of the reduced SmOx film exhibits SmOx main spots, quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots, and
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(2
‘
3 ˆ 2‘3)R30˝ spots. The (2‘3 ˆ 2‘3)R30˝ pattern was not observed in our previous study, and
may correspond to ordered oxygen vacancies or yet unidentified SmOx structures. We are not able to
make a clear assignment at this stage and further structural studies are necessary. After TPD experiments
there is no significant change in the LEED pattern, in contrast to what we observed with the as-prepared
Sm2O3 film, suggesting that the long range order of the reduced SmOx film is not significantly affected
by the MeOH reaction. However, we cannot exclude that the MeOH reaction induces some structural
change at the surface of reduced SmOx films, considering that the TPD spectra show slight changes over
the repeated TPD experiments.
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O 1s peaks in XPS spectra (shown in Figure S1) shifted back by 1.0 eV toward lower binding energies 
indicating reoxidation. Figure 4a shows the first and second MeOH TPD spectra of the reoxidized 
film. Surprisingly, small amounts of CH2O and H2O are observed as products. Also CO, CO2 and H2 
are observed with an identical desorption maximum at 550 K.  
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Subsequent to the reduction treatment of the as-prepared Sm2O3 film and the TPD experiments
performed thereafter, we carried out a reoxidation treatment in order to determine whether a full
reduction-reoxidation cycle can restore the chemical activity of the as-prepared film. As shown in our
previous study, the reduced SmOx film can be reoxid zed by thermal annealing in molecu ar oxygen [13].
Here reoxidation of the 2.8 ML reduced SmOx film was performed by anneali g the film in an O2
background (P = 5 ˆ 10´7 mbar) at 1000 K for 10 min. After annealing in oxygen, both Sm 3d and
O 1s peaks in XPS spectra (shown in Figure S1) shifted back by 1.0 eV toward lower binding energies
indicating reoxidation. Figure 4a shows the first and second MeOH TPD spectra of the reoxidized film.
Surprisingly, small amounts of CH2O and H2O are observed as products. Also CO, CO2 and H2 are
observed with an identical desorption maximum at 550 K.
Figure 4b shows TPD spectra collected from repeated MeOH TPD experiments. After the first
TPD experiment, the intensities of CO and H2 peaks increase, whereas the intensity of the CO2 peak
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slightly decreases in the second TPD spectrum. After the second TPD experiment, no CH2O and
H2O can be detected. The CO, CO2 and H2 TPD features are similar to the TPD features which we
observed from the reduced film, showing a broad feature between 550 and 700 K in the rest of TPD
spectra. These results indicate that the reoxidation process does not restore the chemical behavior of the
2.8 ML as-prepared film but generates some oxygen species on or in the film which specifically promotes
CH2O and H2O formation during the first and second TPD experiments. The CH2O formation suggests
incomplete MeOH dehydrogenation. Moreover, the formation of formaldehyde requires both, weak
acidic and basic sites on the reoxidized SmOx surface in order to limit C-H bond breaking and prevent
strong adsorption of CH2O on the surface. We, therefore, propose two possible explanations for this
observation: first, a special oxygen species such as, e.g., superoxide (O2´) may form on the SmOx surface
by reoxidation. Such oxygen species have been found and identified on other oxides. For instance, it has
been investigated for CeOx by electron spin resonance (ESR), Raman, and IR spectroscopy [36–38].
These oxygen species act as weaker basic sites than lattice oxygen for nearby methoxy species and
might be able to break one C-H bond but not promote further dehydrogenation. Instead, these oxygen
species might form OH groups reacting with adjacent OH and leaving the oxide surface as H2O at
the same desorption temperature as formaldehyde. Second, the reoxidation process could improve the
flatness of the film resulting in less surface defects, meaning an increase of coordinating numbers of both
Sm cations and O anions. Ideally, the CO formation requires four available undercoordinated O anions
to dehydrogenate one MeOH molecule via OH formation. An increase of the coordination number
of a large fraction of surface O anions could therefore lead to incomplete MeOH dehydrogenation to
CH2O [18,19].
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Figure 4. (a) The first and second TPD spectra collected from a 2.8 ML SmOx thin film after
the treatment of reoxidation, and (b) the repeated TPD series collected on the same sample
and the estimated yields of products, and (c) LEED results before and after the repeated
MeOH TPD experiments.
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Overall, the variation of results observed by TPD for as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized SmOx
films indicates that the chemical properties of the SmOx surface can be tuned by reduction and
oxidation procedures.
LEED results of the reoxidized film before and after MeOH TPD are shown in Figure 4c. Before
the TPD experiments, the LEED pattern of the reoxidized SmOx film shows Sm2O3 main spots, weak
Pt spots, quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots, and additional 2 ˆ 2 spots with respect to the Sm2O3 main spots. The
additional 2 ˆ 2 spots confirm that the surface structure of the as-prepared Sm2O3 film is not perfectly
restored by the reoxidation treatment. The origin of the 2 ˆ 2 superstructure may be a regular pattern
of the proposed special oxygen species located at certain lattice positions or certain oxygen-vacancy
ordering but requires further investigation. Over the TPD experiments, the same pattern consisting of
SmOx main spots + quasi-3 ˆ 3 and (2‘3 ˆ 2‘3)R30˝ spots was found for the reduced 2.8 ML SmOx
film both before and after repeated MeOH TPD experiments. It strongly suggests that, after repeated
MeOH TPD runs, the reoxidized film ends up at a similar structural condition as the reduced film, which
is consistent with what we observe in TPD—reactions on the reoxidized film gives rise to similar TPD
features as observed from the reduced film after the second TPD experiment. Overall, both LEED and
TPD results suggest that the reoxidation indeed generates oxygen species on/in the 2.8 ML reduced film
but does not restore the film to the exact same structure and chemical behavior as the as-prepared one.
3.4. As-Prepared Sm2O3 Islands on Pt(111)
MeOH TPD spectra obtained from an as-prepared 0.9 (˘ 0.1) ML Sm2O3 film on Pt(111) shows,
in contrast to the 2.8 ML SmOx deposit, both MeOH multilayer and monolayer desorption at 140 and
180 K, respectively (Figure 5a). The presence of a strong MeOH monolayer signal indicates that the
Pt(111) surface is not fully covered by the Sm2O3 thin film because the molecular desorption of MeOH
from a monolayer is expected mainly for Pt(111). By estimating the yield of the MeOH monolayer we
determine that only ~50% of the Pt(111) surface is covered by the as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film. More
details regarding this estimation will be discussed below in Section 3.6. Also, the TPD spectra exhibit
both the H2 peak and the CO peak typical for a Pt(111) surface, providing further evidence that there are
uncovered Pt areas. Compared to the 1st TPD spectrum obtained from clean Pt(111), the H2 TPD peak at
315 K is smaller whereas the CO peak at 420 K is larger for the 0.9 ML Sm2O3 deposit on Pt(111). In the
following, these two peaks are named the Pt-related H2 peak and the Pt-related CO peak, respectively.
The corresponding H2 and CO yields are 0.05 ˘ 0.01 MLE and 0.12 ˘ 0.01 MLE, respectively. In
comparison to the yields obtained during MeOH TPD on a clean Pt(111) surface (0.07 ˘ 0.01 MLE
of H2 and 0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE of CO, as mentioned above), we observe three times more Pt-related CO
produced on Pt(111) partially covered by Sm2O3, suggesting a cooperative-effect between SmOx and Pt,
possibly via adsorption sites at the boundary of the SmOx islands at the interface to the Pt substrate. The
amount of Pt-related CO suggests that 0.24 MLE H2 should be produced in the balance, but we only
observed 0.05 MLE Pt-related H2 which indicates that a considerable amount of H remains on and/or
diffuses into the sample at this temperature.
The H2 and CO desorption peaks that appear at higher temperatures (450–600 K) have no analog in
MeOH TPD spectra obtained from bare Pt(111) and must, therefore, be contributions from the SmOx
surface. Both the SmOx-related H2 peak and the CO peak are relatively broad TPD features with an
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identical position of their maximum at 515 K. Additionally, there is a broad H2 feature in the region of
400–450 K which is not observed in the case of the 2.8 ML SmOx thin film. Its desorption maximum
is at a temperature close to that of the Pt-related CO peak. Since we do not observe this H2 peak in the
MeOH TPD spectra collected from clean Pt(111), we conclude that this H2 peak is contributed by the
SmOx-Pt interface at the surface, i.e., the boundary of SmOx islands where adjacent SmOx and Pt surface
sites exist. As observed in TPD results from the 2.8 ML film, H missing in the balance is also seen for the
SmOx-related H2 and CO peaks on the 0.9 ML as-prepared Sm2O3/Pt(111) system, especially in the first
TPD experiment suggesting, as discussed before, OH formation at the surface and/or H diffusion into the
sample. According to the yield estimation from both first TPD results, there is a total deficit (sum over
Pt- and SmOx-related TPD peaks) of 0.54 MLE H in desorption from the 0.9 ML Sm2O3 film, which is
half the amount of the missing H in the balance of MeOH TPD on the continuous 2.8 ML Sm2O3 film,
in good correlation with the ratio of the respective surface area covered by Sm2O3. The result suggests
that the Pt(111) substrate does not play a predominant role for storing the missing H. A relatively small
CO2 peak appears as a broad feature in the temperature range of 350–600 K in the MeOH TPD spectra
obtained from the 0.9 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 film. Compared to 0.14 MLE of CO2 produced from
the as-prepared continuous Sm2O3 film in the first TPD, only 0.04 MLE of CO2 are produced on the
SmOx islands on Pt(111), meaning that only ~30% of the amount of “active” oxygen on the continuous
film must be available on the discontinuous film, in good accordance with the ratio of the total Sm2O3
coverages of both samples (0.9:2.8).
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Figure 5. (a) The first TPD spectra collected fro a clean Pt(111) surface and a 0.9 ML
as-prepared Sm2O3/Pt(111) surface, (b) repeated TPD series collected on the as-prepared
Sm2O3/Pt(111) surface and the estimated yields of products, and (c) LEED results before
and after the repeated MeOH TPD experiments.
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The results of repeated MeOH TPD experiments on the 0.9 ML as-prepared film are shown in
Figure 5b. There is a clear difference in TPD features between the 1st and the subsequent TPD spectra.
After the 1st TPD experiment, the intensity of the Pt-related H2 peak increases dramatically and the
intensity of the Pt-related CO peak increases slightly as well, whereas the intensity of the CO2 peak
decreases. Now, both the Pt-related CO and H2 peaks exhibit much higher intensities than those observed
from bare Pt(111). The result suggests that a fraction of the methoxy species adsorbed on SmOx
dehydrogenate to H and CO which spill over to the exposed Pt surface below 300 K and afterwards
desorb from Pt as H2 and CO at temperatures near 300 and 400 K, respectively. Another fraction of the
methoxy species, however, remains on the SmOx surface until, eventually, producing the SmOx-related
H2 and CO TPD peaks at higher temperatures. This interpretation is supported by our IRRAS results in
the following section. The Pt-related and SmOx-related TPD peaks behave differently during repeated
TPD experiments. The SmOx-related H2 and CO peaks become broader and shift to higher temperature
by 30 K from the 2nd TPD to the sixth TPD experiment, as was also observed for the 2.8 ML film,
whereas the Pt-related H2 and CO peaks remain at the same temperature without significant changes
of their features. These different characteristics reflect that the SmOx film is altered during repeated
methoxy dehydrogenation while the Pt surface remains unchanged.
From the yield estimation we learn that the reactivity of the 0.9 ML film slightly increases after the
1st TPD experiment. The H2 yield increases by more than a factor of two and the CO yield also slightly
increases after the first TPD experiment by a factor of 1.3, and the average ratio of [H2]/{[CO]+[CO2]}
is estimated as 1.9. Background H2 desorption during sample heating to 800 K during TPD might
account for the small amount of missing H in the balance calculation, as we discussed before. The yield
estimation shows that after repeated TPD runs, the Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111) also exhibit much higher
reactivity for MeOH decomposition than the continuous SmOx film or the bare Pt(111) surface. The
average yield of decomposedMeOH is 0.31˘ 0.03MLE compared to 0.21˘ 0.01MLE from the 2.8ML
film and 0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE from the the Pt(111) surface, respectively. The continuously higher overall
reactivity of the 0.9 ML Sm2O3/Pt(111) film implies that the cooperative effect between SmOx and Pt is
robust with respect to the changes that repeated MeOH decomposition induces in the SmOx islands.
The LEED results shown in Figure 5c provide evidence that the 0.9 ML Sm2O3 layer undergoes
structural changes during the repeated MeOH TPD experiments. Before the TPD experiments, the LEED
pattern of the sample with SmOx islands on Pt(111) exhibits sharp and clear Sm2O3 main spots, Pt spots,
and quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots. After the TPD experiments, the latter are slightly rotated and additional spots are
observed. One of these additional spots is labeled in Figure 5c, and is located at the (1/3, 1/3) position
in registry with Sm2O3 main spots. Apparently, SmOx domains slightly rotate against the Pt substrate
during the repeated TPD experiments. Moreover, the appearance of the additional spots suggests that
the Sm-Sm lattice constant slightly decreases, possibly due to surface defects/vacancies formation and,
therefore, the quasi-3 ˆ 3 structure transforms into a (3 ˆ 3) structure. In summary, the film composed
of Sm2O3 islands on Pt(111) exhibits a higher reactivity than both the continuous Sm2O3 thin film and
the bare Pt(111) surface. From the TPD results, the contributions of both Pt and SmOx surface areas to
the MeOH reaction can be identified by monitoring the Pt-related and the SmOx-related TPD peaks. The
SmOx surface properties are changed by the MeOH reaction for the 0.9 ML and the 2.8 ML thick films.
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In contrast, the Pt substrate is not affected, as the behavior of SmOx- and Pt-related TPD features during
repeated experiments shows.
To extend the understanding of MeOH adsorption and reaction on the SmOx/Pt(111) system, we
also performed IRRAS studies in a different UHV chamber from that in which the TPD studies
were conducted (as mentioned in the experimental section). For the IRRAS studies, we prepared a
0.7 ˘ 0.2 ML Sm2O3 thin film on Pt(111) and observe the same LEED pattern as that obtained from
the 0.90 ˘ 0.01 ML Sm2O3/Pt(111) surface used in TPD experiments. Therefore, we consider the film
structure of these two samples as comparable. For the IRRAS experiments, 15 Langmuir of MeOH was
dosed on the 0.7 ML as-prepared Sm2O3/Pt(111) surface at 96 K. The elaborate procedure necessary to
collect reliable temperature-dependent IRRAS data in our experiments (detailed in the experimental
section) made it necessary to restrict the analysis to nearly static conditions of the SmOx/Pt(111)
surface. Therefore, the temperature-dependent IRRAS spectra shown in Figure 6 were collected from
the second MeOH reaction on the samples, because from the repeated TPD experiments we found
that SmOx/Pt(111) surfaces show an almost static reactivity after the first MeOH TPD experiment.
The IRRAS spectrum collected at 250 K reveals the existence of methoxy species (CH3O´) which is
confirmed by the detection of v(C-O), v(CH3), and ρ(CH3) features. The v(C-O) peak is broad in the
range between 1100 and 1000 cm´1, and both vs(CH3) and vas(CH3) peaks are observed at 2790 and
2926 cm´1, respectively. Moreover, the ρ(CH3) peak is evident at 1140 cm´1. The absence of a v(OH)
signal at 3280 cm´1 implies that the O-H bond of methanol breaks. The v(CH3) frequency is relatively
low (ca. 2800 cm´1) from which a low electronegativity for the cationic site can be inferred, indicating
that species resulting from the MeOH dehydrogenation are methoxy (CH3O´) located on top of Sm
cations [39,40]. On the basis of TPD results, we speculated that a fraction of the H atoms from the
MeOH dehydrogenation diffuses into the film or remains on the surface and forms surface hydroxide.
The IRRAS results do not provide evidence for surface OH. It should be noted, however, that because
of the small dynamic dipole moment and the adsorption geometry, surface OH on SmOx is difficult to
detect [38]. According to previous studies of MeOH adsorption and reaction on Pt(111) [20], methoxy
species are not observed on a bare Pt(111) surface. Methoxy species can exist on an O-terminated Pt(111)
surface on which they decompose at temperatures below 150 K. Therefore, we relate all methoxy species
detected in the IRRAS spectra above 250 K to Sm2O3 surface sites.
After heating the sample to 250 K, two v(C-O) bands are identified as a sharp peak at 1080 cm´1
and a shoulder at 1042 cm´1, revealing different adsorption sites for methoxy which can be identified
by monitoring the v(C-O) frequencies as has been demonstrated in several studies [36,38,39]. If the
coordination number of the oxygen atom in the methoxy group is increased from one (on-top site), to
two (bridge site) and three (hollow site), the effective mass of this oxygen atom increases as well which
leads to a decrease of the observed vibrational frequency for v(C-O). Therefore we speculate that the
v(C-O) band at 1080 cm´1 corresponds to the type-I methoxy binding on one Sm cation (on-top), and
the broad v(C-O) shoulder at lower frequency corresponds to the type-II and III methoxy species bound
to two and three Sm cations (bridge and hollow sites). Since this speculation is only based on comparing
our IRRAS results with previous IR studies of methoxy on ceria surfaces, theoretical and computational
work for MeOH on samaria will be required for confirmation. Most likely, the binding strength between
methoxy and the substrate varies for different adsorption sites on the SmOx surface so that a multitude of
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different adsorption sites is expected to lead to a broad range of desorption temperatures of SmOx-related
products in TPD spectra.
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of the bidentate species is not IR active due to the metal surface selection rule (MSSR) [41,42]. The
appearance of formate species and CO can be connected to the transformation of methoxy species on
the SmOx surface. In summary, the decrease of intensity of the v(C-O) band, its downshift to 1077 cm´1
and disappearance at 450 K indicate turnover of the type-I methoxy species (on-top mode) to CO
and H adsorbed on exposed Pt surface, as discussed before, and its transformation to formate on the
SmOx surface.
After the heating step to 550 K, only one small v(C-O) band at 1042 cm´1 is detected which, in
our interpretation, reveals that only a small amount of the type-III methoxy has remained on the SmOx
surface. It should be noted, however, that no sign of the v(CH3) band is detected which we ascribe
to limited sensitivity of IRRAS. In accordance, the TPD spectra show that above 550 K desorption of
products is very limited (cf. Figure 5). In conclusion, the combined TPD and IRRAS results for MeOH
interaction with SmOx islands on Pt(111) show that the type-I methoxy species (on-top samarium) on
the Sm2O3 surface dehydrogenates at temperatures above 250 K via two routes: (1) transformation to
formate on the SmOx surface. The formate species may be an intermediate and finally decompose to CO2
upon further dehydrogenation or to CO while generating OH on the SmOx surface. (2) Dehydrogenation
to CO. The products H and CO spill over to the exposed Pt surface and lead to Pt-related H2 and CO
peaks in TPD at 300 and 400 K, respectively. Between 350 and 450 K, the type-I methoxy species
fully dehydrogenates. The type-II and III methoxy species on the bridge and hollow sites on the Sm2O3
surface further dehydrogenate only at higher temperature above 450 K and contribute the SmOx-related
H2 and CO peaks in TPD. The Pt-related H2 and CO peaks are only contributed by the type-I methoxy
species which exhibit less stability on the SmOx surface compared to type-II and III methoxy species.
3.5. Reduced and Reoxidized SmOx Islands on Pt(111)
The reduction and reoxidation treatment that was detailed before for the continuous Sm2O3 film on
Pt(111), was also carried out with the SmOx islands on Pt(111). IRRAS results collected from the
reduced 0.7 ML SmOx film on Pt(111) after heating the sample to 250 K (Figure 6) reveal a significant
difference in the region of the v(C-O) bands compared to IRRAS from the as-prepared film. A broad
absorption feature in the v(C-O) region appears for the reduced film, and the main v(C-O) band which
we ascribe to the type-I methoxy species is observed at 1089 cm´1 instead of 1080 cm´1, i.e., shifted
to higher frequency. As for the as-prepared film, the type-I methoxy band is smaller and down-shifted
to 1077 cm´1, after heating the reduced 0.7 ML SmOx film to 350 K. Concomitantly, the v(C”O) band
at 2080 cm´1 as fingerprint for CO on Pt has appeared and suggests, as discussed for the as-prepared
film, that H and CO produced from decomposition of type-I methoxy at above 250 K can spill over to
the exposed Pt(111).
After heating the sample to 450 K, the v(C-O) band at 1089–1077 cm´1 has completely vanished.
As for the 0.7 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 film, both v(C-O) fingerprints for type II and type III methoxy
species are also observed in the IRRAS spectra from the reduced film, although downshifted by 5 cm´1
to 1061 and 1037 cm´1, respectively. In addition, a new v(C-O) peak at 1005 cm´1 is observed which
indicates a new adsorption site on the reduced surface for methoxy species (type IV). After heating the
reduced film to 550 K, all three v(C-O) bands at 1061, 1037 and 1005 cm´1 as well as a vs(OCO) band
are small, but still detectable, which is in contrast to the lack of bands observed for the as-prepared film.
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This result suggests a stronger bonding of methoxy and formate species on the reduced film, probably
because more defects/vacancies on the reduced surface are present and assist in stabilizing methoxy and
formate species.
We also performed repeated MeOH TPD experiments on the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) system.
Reduction of the oxide was verified by XPS as indicated by shifts of the Sm 3d and O 1s peaks to higher
binding energies (shown in Figure S2) that we attribute to a band bending effect as observed on the
2.8 ML reduced film. The TPD spectra recorded from the reduced SmOx/Pt(111) shown in Figure 7a
significantly differ from the ones recorded for the as-prepared film. The Pt-related CO and H2 peaks
can be hardly discerned in the 1st TPD run. Our previous STM studies demonstrated that upper Sm2O3
layers from the samaria islands spread onto bare Pt areas during the thermal treatment of the sample for
reduction. As a result, less Pt surface is exposed as indicated by the smaller amount of Pt-related CO
and H2 desorption. While small, the Pt-related H2 and CO TPD signals have not shifted with respect to
temperature after thermal reduction of the oxide film, even after repeated TPS experiments. This finding
is consistent with the assumption based on the IRRAS experiments that the on-top methoxy species
dehydrogenates to H and CO which spill over to the exposed Pt surface and desorb from there as H2 and
CO at 300 and 400 K, respectively.
One clear H2 peak appears near 400 K, i.e., the temperature of the Pt-related CO peak. That hydrogen
is, as discussed for the 0.9 ML as-prepared film, probably contributed by sites at the boundary of SmOx
islands, i.e., the SmOx-Pt interface at the surface. For the reduced film, the intensity of the H2 peak
at 400 K is larger than that of the Pt-related H2 peak at 300 K which indicates that while the area of
exposed Pt surface decreased during thermal reduction, the total length of the SmOx island boundaries
increased. This interpretation is consistent with the wetting of a reduced SmOx film on Pt(111) observed
in our previous STM work [13]. Over repeated TPD runs, the H2 peak that we relate to the SmOx island
boundaries remains at a temperature of 400 K which suggests that the reaction and spillover mechanisms
at the SmOx-Pt boundary on the surface do not change by the MeOH reaction and its effects on structure.
The maxima of the SmOx-related CO and H2 desorption peaks are observed at an identical temperature
of 600 K in the 1st TPD experiment with the reduced 0.9 ML Sm2O3/Pt(111) sample which is higher
than that observed on the as-prepared film. The same trend was observed when as-prepared and reduced
continuous SmOx films were compared. As discussed before, thermal reduction creates new adsorption
sites for methoxy (v(C-O) band at 1005 cm´1 in IRRAS) on the SmOx surface which may cause a
stronger binding between the methoxy species and SmOx and, thereby, higher desorption temperatures
of the decomposition products.
Over repeated TPD runs, the SmOx-related peaks shift to lower temperatures, e.g., the CO peak shifts
from 600 K in the 1st TPD trace to 560 K in the 4th TPD trace. The average [H2]/{[CO]+[CO2]} ratio
from 2nd to the 4th TPD is 2.38, i.e., significantly larger than 2, the value expected from stoichiometry.
The yield calculation suggests that 0.04 MLE C and O are missing in each TPD run, i.e., 0.04 MLE
oxygen remains on the reduced film and may slightly reoxidize it while 0.04 MLE carbon are also
deposited on the surface. Slight reoxidation of the SmOx surface should reduce the number of surface
defects/oxygen vacancies and can therefore explain the observed shift of SmOx-related TPD peaks to
lower temperature upon repeated experiments. In the fourth TPD experiment, both SmOx-related CO
and H2 peaks have shifted to about 550 K which is close to the temperature observed on the as-prepared
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0.9 ML Sm2O3/Pt(111) sample in the sixth TPD experiment. Apparently, both the as-prepared and
the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx films approach the same equilibrium condition during repeated MeOH
TPD experiments.
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Ritter et al., have observed a similar rotated LEED pattern due to rotational mismatches between  
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Moreover, the disappearance of the satellite structure indicates that SmO (100) vanishes after MeOH 
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A reoxidation treatment of the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) sample was carried out by annealing 
in O2 (P = 5 × 10−7 mbar) at 1000 K for 10 min. (XPS spectra of the reoxidized sample are shown in 
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Structural information on the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) sample was obtained using LEED, as
shown in Figure 7b. Before the TPD experiments, a complicated satellite structure is observed hich
has been published in our previous ork [13]. The satellite structure may be due to the coexistence
of Sm2O3 (111) and SmO (100) domains and the formation of their coincidence lattice. After the
TPD experiments, the LEED pattern exhibits a clear “rotated” structure which could be due to the
coexistence of SmOx domains with different rotational mismatches between SmOx (111) trilayers and
the Pt substrate. If there are multiple rotation angles, it is expected that the quasi-3 ˆ 3 spots (which
are due to double diffractions) are elongated because they are involved in different scattering vectors.
Ritter et al., have observed a similar rotated LEED pattern due to rotational mismatches between FeO
(111) layers and a Pt(111) substrate [43]. Therefore, we assume that rotational mismatches between
SmOx domains and the Pt(111) substrate are also responsible for the observed pattern. Moreover, the
disappearance of the satellite structure indicates that SmO (100) vanishes after MeOH partially oxidizes
the film.
A reoxidation treatment of the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) sample was carried out by annealing
in O2 (P = 5 ˆ 10´7 mbar) at 1000 K for 10 min. (XPS spectra of the reoxidized sample are shown
in Figure S2). The results of repeated MeOH TPD experiments performed on the reoxidized film
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are shown in Figure 8a. In contrast to our observations for the continuous SmOx film, reoxidation of
reduced SmOx islands on Pt(111) leads to MeOH TPD spectra that are very similar to those observed
for the as-prepared 0.9 ML Sm2O3/Pt(111) sample, i.e., the chemical behavior of the as-prepared film
is completely restored. This also holds for repeated TPD experiments. The result indicates that the
reoxidation procedure (exposure of a film surface to molecular oxygen at elevated temperatures) is more
efficient for a film surface than for bulk sites in the film. Therefore the 0.9 ML thin film, wetting
the Pt surface after reduction and exhibiting only surface sites, would be restored more easily than the
thicker (2.8 ML) reduced film. The Pt-related H2 and CO peaks have the same intensity as observed
before the reduction-reoxidation cycle, indicating that the reoxidized Sm2O3 thin film dewets the Pt(111)
substrate after the treatment, which is consistent with our finding in the previous STM work [13]. In that
work, we demonstrated that the Sm2O3 (111) crystal structure is completely restored by the reoxidation
treatment. However, in contrast to TPD, the LEED results obtained from the 0.9 ML reoxidized sample
(Figure 8b) slightly differ from those obtained for an as-prepared film. Before the TPD experiments,
there is a quasi-3 ˆ 3 LEED pattern and two additional spots adjacent to the Sm2O3 (111) main spots.
The additional spots may be caused by differently reoxidized Sm2O3 domains rotated by small angles
or to surface areas that are still reduced, indicating that the film is not completely restored to its initial
state. After the MeOH TPD experiments, the two additional spots adjacent to the Sm2O3 (111) main
spots still remain and dim (2
‘
3 ˆ 2‘3)R30˝ spots appear, obviously due to structural changes induced
by the MeOH reaction. To resolve the origin of the (2
‘
3 ˆ 2‘3)R30˝ structure, also observed on the
2.8 ML reduced film, further investigation is required. To sum up the results obtained upon reducing and
reoxidizing the 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) system, we found that the reduced film can be partially oxidized
by MeOH during the repeated TPD runs and that, judging by the MeOH TPD experiments, the chemical
behavior of an as-prepared 0.9 ML Sm2O3 film on Pt(111) is restored to the initial condition by a cycle
of reduction and reoxidation treatments.
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For instance, the observation that a reduced e x(111) surface exhibits higher reactivity than a fully
oxidized CeO2(111) surface [18,19] was ascribed to the different coordination environment of surface Ce
cations and O anions on these two surfaces. On the fully oxidized CeO2(111) surface, each top-layer O
atom is coordinated to three Ce cations. Therefore, under-coordinated sites required for dehydrogenating
MeOH [18,19] are lacking on this surface resulting in minor reactivity. Reduction of the CeO2(111)
surface generates defect sites (O vacancies) which are responsible to the methoxy adsorption [44,45]. In
accordance, the reduced CeOx(111) surface shows a higher reactivity than does the CeO2(111) surface.
In contrast to Sm2O3, CeO2 exhibits a fluorite structure with both Ce and O ions adopting a hexagonal
lattice within the (111) surface. Surface vacancies can be generated by reducing CeO2(111) to CeOx(111)
(1.5 < x < 2), and different defect structures such as, e.g., a triangular superlattice of surface and
subsurface oxygen vacancies have been demonstrated by SPM [44–46]. We have learned from our
previous STM work that a Sm2O3 thin film grows on Pt(111) in a defective fluorite structure but does
not form the bixbyite structure prevalent in bulk Sm2O3 [13]. The Sm cations at the surface are located
in a hexagonal lattice whereas O anions are randomly distributed within a hexagonal lattice, resulting
in plentiful vacancies/defects on the surface. Therefore, and since we have also observed a defect
structure with a triangular superlattice in previous STM work, we consider the reaction of MeOH at
the fluorite-related Sm2O3(111) thin film and a reduced CeOx(111) surface as comparable, and interpret
the high activity of the SmOx thin film surface for MeOH dehydrogenation as due to the existence of
abundant vacancies/defects on the surface.
A summary of our LEED results from the SmOx films on Pt(111) which provide evidence for even
long-range structural changes within the films induced by MeOH is provided in the Figure S3 and
Table S1. These structural changes are most likely connected to the MeOH capability of reducing or
oxidizing SmOx thin films, depending on their initial oxidation state. Vice versa, the surface structure of
the SmOx thin films does affect their chemical behavior and the reaction of MeOH on these films. Our
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IRRAS data reveal that on a reduced SmOx surface new adsorption sites can exist which are not observed
on an oxidized surface. As a result, methoxy species can bind on these sites strongly and remain on the
reduced surface up to higher temperatures than those on the oxidized surface.
Apart from indications for changed oxygen vacancy densities at the surface induced by MeOH, our
experiments on films of SmOx islands on Pt(111) also provide evidence for significant material transport
involved in the structural changes related to the film's wetting/dewetting behavior which is demonstrated
by our TPD results. (It may be interesting to note that wetting/dewetting induced by structural changes
of the oxide was also observed for gold on ceria [47], which, inversely, is a metal-on-rare earth oxide
system). Since the molecular desorption of MeOH is mainly contributed by the Pt(111) surface, the
MeOH desorption yield during a TPD experiment is a good measure of the exposed Pt surface area, in
particular for the 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) samples. Akhter and White calculated the saturation monolayer
coverage of MeOH and the maximum amount of reacted MeOH on a Pt(111) surface from their TPD
experiments as 0.36 and 0.047 MLE, respectively [20]. Our calibration yields 0.04 ˘ 0.01 MLE MeOH
reacting on the Pt(111) surface and 0.32 MLE intact MeOH desorbing from the Pt(111) surface which
corresponds to the MeOH monolayer peak at 180 K. Following the same method, we determined that
0.08 ˘ 0.02 MLE of intact MeOH desorbs from the 2.8 ML Sm2O3 surface which is expected to exhibit
no exposed Pt surface. Hence, we use a linear combination of the ratios of intact MeOH yield to total
MeOH yield observed for bare Pt(111) and bare Sm2O3 (111) to estimate the exposed Pt area (%) on
the 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) samples as shown in Figure 9. About half of the Pt(111) surface is covered
by the 0.9 ML as-prepared Sm2O3 thin film before the first TPD measurement which indicates that
the film consists almost entirely of two-trilayer thick islands (one trilayer denoting an O-Sm-O layer).
During repeated MeOH TPD runs, the exposed Pt area continuously decreases to ~20% of the surface
by spreading of the SmOx over the Pt(111) surface. An 80% surface coverage with 0.9 ML SmOx
can be only obtained when the film structure changes from two-trilayer high islands to almost entirely
one-trilayer high islands.
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The reduced SmOx film only exhibits ~10% exposed Pt surface before the first TPD experiment,
meaning that ~90% Pt(111) surface is covered by the reduced SmOx thin film. As discovered in our
previous STM work, a fraction of the Sm2O3 reduces to SmO at the interface between Pt(111) and
Sm2O3 (111) by thermal reduction. The upper Sm2O3 layer spreads onto the Pt areas, as a result, so
that finally about 90% Pt(111) surface is covered by a single trilayer of SmOx, consisting of Sm2O3 and
SmO patches. During the repeated MeOH TPD runs, the exposed Pt area continuously increases from
~10% to ~20% suggesting a dewetting of the substrate by the film. Monitoring the changes of Pt-related
CO and H2 peak intensities over the repeated TPD experiments confirms an increase of the exposed Pt
area. Both Pt-related H2 and CO peaks are barely seen in the first TPD, indicating that the Pt surface is
almost entirely covered by SmOx, but continuously increase during the repeated TPD runs. This result
supports the interpretation that MeOH is capable of slightly reoxidizing the reduced 0.9 ML SmOx film.
Furthermore, the reoxidation by molecular oxygen at elevated temperatures leads to further dewetting
and finally exposes 50% of the Pt(111) surface. For repeated MeOH TPD runs after reoxidation, the
change of the exposed Pt surface area shows the same trend as for the as-prepared Sm2O3/Pt(111) film,
indicating that the sample condition is restored by the reoxidation process. It should be noted that the
as-prepared and the reoxidized Sm2O3 films as well as the reduced films reach a similar condition with
~20% exposed Pt surface after repeated MeOH TPD experiments. The implication is that there is a single
equilibrium condition of the SmOx film structure upon continuous exposure to MeOH, independent of
the initial film condition.
A comparison of the overall activity observed for the MeOH reaction on clean Pt(111), the continuous
2.8 ML SmOx thin films, and the discontinuous 0.9 ML SmOx film is provided in Table 1. From
the calibration of CO, CO2, and H2 yields, we estimated how many MLE of MeOH reacted on these
surfaces. The overall activity follows the trend SmOx/Pt(111) > SmOx >> Pt(111) and suggests that a
cooperative-effect between SmOx and Pt on the 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) samples must play an essential
role for promoting the decomposition of MeOH. A likely explanation of this observation is a spillover of
CO and H from SmOx islands to exposed Pt surface occurring at low temperature (~250 K). As a result,
adsorption sites (on-top sites) on SmOx can be vacated. As the tail of the MeOH monolayer-desorption
feature in TPD up to 250 K indicates, there is still molecular MeOH available on the surface which can fill
the vacant methoxy adsorption sites on the SmOx surface. Therefore, in total, more methoxy can react on
the 0.9 ML SmOx/Pt(111) samples than on the continuous 2.8 ML SmOx thin films. For a continuously
driven reactor these SmOx adsorption sites (on-top sites) in close proximity to Pt(111) areas should be
relevant as they sustain cycles of methoxy decomposition—spillover of the products—readsorption of
methoxy at relatively low temperature.
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Table 1. Summary of the overall reactivity for the MeOH reaction on Pt(111), the 0.9 ML
SmOx/Pt(111), and the 2.8 ML SmOx samples. Yields of methanol reaction and ratios of
[H2]/{[CO] + [CO2]} estimated from TPD spectra on each samples. Yields of methanol
reaction are defined by [CH3OH] = [CO] + [CO2] except on the 0.9 ML reduced film
(marked *), 0.35 MLE is estimated by [CH3OH] = 2 [H2] because a fraction of carbon and
oxygen remains on/in the reduced film.
TPD Spectra
Pt(111) 0.9 ML Samaria Thin Films 2.8 ML Samaria Thin Films
– as prep. Sm2O3 red. SmOx reox. Sm2O3 as prep. Sm2O3 red. SmOx reox. Sm2O3
Yield of MeOH reaction (MLE)
1st TPD 0.04 0.24 0.26 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.14
Ave. w/o 1st TPD – 0.31 0.35 * 0.30 0.21 0.17 0.14
Ratio of [H2]/{[CO]+[CO2]}
1st TPD 1.80 0.89 2.00 0.40 – 0.57 0.22
Ave. w/o 1st TPD – 1.87 2.38 1.80 1.61 1.59 1.35
4. Conclusions
We investigated the adsorption and reaction of MeOH on both continuous and discontinuous SmOx
thin films on Pt(111) by TPD and IRRAS. Combining the available results, we conclude that MeOH
is dehydrogenated forming mainly CO and H2 as desorbing products. On as-prepared continuous and
discontinuous Sm2O3/Pt(111) samples, CO2 is also produced in small quantities via CO oxidation by
oxygen from the Sm2O3 surface. According to the yield estimation of products, we observe the highest
reactivity for the discontinuous SmOx film. The product yields obtained from the discontinuous film are,
on average, a factor of 1.6 higher than those obtained from the continuous film. This observation can be
explained by a spillover of products from SmOx islands to exposed Pt areas, a mechanism which is not
available on continuous films. All identified MeOH reaction mechanisms are summarized in Figure 10,
while all detected IRRAS vibrational frequencies and their assignments are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure t e eOH reaction on (a) a discontinuous SmOx thin film, and (b)
a continuous SmOx thin film.
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Table 2. Vibrational frequencies and assignments of methanol, methoxy and formate species
collected from the 0.7 ML and 2.3 ML SmOx/Pt(111) samples. The corresponding IRRAS
spectra of the 2.3 (˘ 0.2) ML thick continuous SmOx film are shown in Figure S4.
Assignments
Vibrational Frequencies
Methanol Methoxy and Formate Species
(cm´1)
0.7 ML
Sm2O3
(cm´1)
0.7 ML red.
SmOx
(cm´1)
0.7 ML reox.
Sm2O3
(cm´1)
2.3 ML
Sm2O3
(cm´1)
2.3 ML red.
SmOx
(cm´1)
2.3 ML reox.
Sm2O3
(cm´1)
ν(C-O)
1046 1080–1077 1089–1077 1084–1078 1083–1074 1065–1057 1080–1072
1065 1061 1055–1052 1062 1015 1066
1042 1037 1049 1050
1005
ρ(CH3) 1130 1140 1140
νs(OCO), δ(CH) 1378 1378 1377 1377 1378
ν(C”O) a ~2080 ~2080 ~2088 ~2089
νs(CH3) 2831 2790 2790 2780 2780 2800 2780
2δ(CH3), ν(CH) * 2856 2851 2850 2840 2854 2837
νas(CH3) 2957 2926 2926 2941 2925 2938 2920
ν(OH) 3280
Notes: a The band corresponds to carbon monoxide on the exposed Pt(111) surface. * The overtone band in
case of methanol sits underneath the CH3 symmetric and asymmetric stretch bands.
Effects of the SmOx structure on the MeOH reaction, and vice versa, were revealed by studying
as-prepared, reduced, and re-oxidized films. The highest reactivity was observed for a discontinuous
SmOx film after thermal reduction, containing an unknown amount of SmO domains. Moreover, the
MeOH decomposition leaves some amount of oxygen on the reduced film, indicating surface reoxidation
by MeOH. The SmO domains most likely promote reduction reactions while being oxidized. However,
one may conceive that the phase boundaries should also play a dominant role for the overall reactivity
of the film. Therefore, while we find evidence, e.g., for new adsorption sites for methoxy on the reduced
film, it cannot unambiguously assigned to the SmO(100) phase. CO2 is detected from both continuous
and discontinuous films, but the highest CO2 yield was observed for the as-prepared continuous film
suggesting that there is an oxygen species available for oxidation reactions on SmOx films, which is not
necessarily expected from a rare earth sesquioxide. Apart from the effect of the film’s surface structures
on the MeOH reactivity, the decomposition of MeOH itself also modifies the SmOx structure as revealed
by repeated TPD experiments. They probably involve oxygen vacancy formation at the surface.
Our results indicate that whether as-prepared or reoxidized or reduced discontinuous films are used
as a starting point, MeOH decomposition on these films drives the SmOx toward a structural equilibrium
condition. The SmOx-related desorption signals of products obtained for both oxidized and reduced films
over repeated TPD runs reach a similar temperature of maximum desorption (~550 K) while the fraction
of exposed Pt area adjusts to ~20% of the entire surface area. Finally, the repeated TPD experiments
reveal that hydrogen is stored either in the film or as OH groups on the SmOx surface. Further
investigations are in progress to elucidate the origin of the capability of SmOx films for hydrogen storage.
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Figure S1. XPS spectra of Sm 3d5/2 and O 1s regions collected from the 2.8 ML  
as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized SmOx thin films. 
 
Figure S2. XPS spectra of Sm 3d5/2 and O 1s regions collected from the 0.9 ML  
as-prepared, reduced, and reoxidized SmOx thin films. 
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Figure S3. Summary of LEED patterns observed. 
Table S1. Summary of LEED patterns observed for the differently prepared SmOx deposits. 
MeOH TPD 
Treatment 
LEED Patterns of 0.9 ML SmOx on Pt(111) 
as-prepared Sm2O3 reduced SmOx reoxidized Sm2O3 
w/o quasi-3 × 3 satellites quasi-3 × 3 + 2 add. spots 
with slightly rotated rotated quasi-3 × 3 + 2 add. spots + (2√3 × 2√3)R30°
MeOH TPD 
Treatment 
LEED Patterns of 2.8 ML SmOx on Pt(111) 
as-prepared Sm2O3 reduced SmOx reoxidized Sm2O3 
w/o quasi-3 × 3 quasi-3 × 3 + (2√3 × 2√3)R30° quasi-3 × 3 + 2 × 2 
with SmOx(1 × 1) quasi-3 × 3 + (2√3 × 2√3)R30° quasi-3 × 3 + (2√3 × 2√3)R30° 
 
Figure S4. Temperature-dependent IRRAS spectra collected from the 2.3 ML as-prepared 
and reduced SmOx thin films. 
